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ABSTRACT
The Effects of Recreation
Specialization and Motivations on the Environmental
Setting Preferences of Backcountry Hikers
hy
Randy J. Virden, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1986
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Schreyer
Department: Forest Resources
This study explored how recreation specialization and different
types of motivations were related to environmental settings preferred
by backcountry hikers.

A questionnaire was developed that measured

the level of hiking specialization, desired psychological outcomes,
and preferred environmental setting attributes.

Oues ti onnaires were

mailed to 619 backcountry hikers from three Intermountain West hiking
areas; a response rate of 68 percent was attained.
Results of the study revealed significant associations between
the level of hiking specialization and the psychological states
desired by backcountry hikers.

r,, general, increased hiking

specialization served to increase the importance of specific
psycholoqical outcomes such as autonomy, exercise, achiever1ent and
nature.

Significant associations were also found between the level of

hiking specialization anrl the types of environmental settings

preferred by hikers.

xii
Hiking specialization exhibited significant

relationships with 55 percent of the studied environmental setting
attributes, especially within the physical and managerial setting
domains.

The five study motives were especially adept at explaining

the physical setting attributes desired by hikers, but lacked
predictive power in explaining preferences for managerial settings.
The final study analysis utilized two canonical correlation
analyses to allow the specialization and motive variables to be
combined as a set of independent variables to see which combinations
would emerge as important predictors.

The specialization variable

emerged in both canonical analyses as the first and dominant indicator
of the setting attributes.

Additional interpretations of the

canonical results indicated that two motive-based orientations to
backcountry hiking may exist.
The findings of this study have implications for researchers and
managers seeking to understand why environmental settings are valued
differently by recreationists, even within the same activity style.
Secondly, resP.archers studying recreation motivation could utilize
recreation specialization as a useful developmental framework for
explaining differences in motivational states over time.

The results

also imply that management strategies sensitive to changes in levels
of recreation specialization may be less costly in dollars and offer a
more precise way of defining the diversity of opportunity and settings
sought by recreationists.
(237 pages)

INTRODUCTION
We ac t as i f wi l der nes s were re a l - - r o c ks , trees ,
canyons, mountains--but
it is actually
a state of mind
evoked by a state of nature, a quality associated by some
people with some places (Nash 1978~ p. 39).
It is the intent
the

environment

recreation

of this

in which recreation

experience.

environment,
influence

study to investiaate

There

whether physical,

occurs,

social

on how recreationists

or managerial,

ascertain

(Kelly

recreation

in general,

and more specifically

environments
recreation
differ

sought

behavioral

from their

The popularity

of outdoor

the varied

are testimony

activity

to the diversity

A logical

question

of
for

and managers to ask is "why do recreationists

preferences

for desired

environmental

forc es which may help explain

this

settings?"

diversity

Two

are the foci

study.

Within the federal
recreation

resource

domains:

land agencies,

unacceptable

for

the

recreation
area

opportunities

being

damage to the resource;

harm (Driver

an understanding
which opportunities

the major responsibilities

management can be categorized

(1) to provide

and appropriate

serious

1982).

by recreationists.

researchers

in their

of this

frequented

resulting

is an important

meaning

experiences

and resources

and the

i s c ons i d er ab l e e v i d en ce th a t the

recreation

styles

the linkage between

managed;

general

which are demanded
(2)

to

and ( 3) to protect

and Rrown 1978, p. 24).

of human nature.

into three

of

prevent
users

from

All three goals suggest

For example, how do managers decide

are demanded by the public?

What steps

can

2

managers take to motivate
protection

recreationists

of the recreation

to cooperate

resourcfl?

encourage safe behavior among different

What actions

in the

by managers

user groups?

These questions

are meant to underscore the human element of recreation
management.

Just as foresters

and ecological

principles

must understand certain

manage human resources.

silvicultural

to manage timber resources,

manager must depend upon relevant

the value of understanding

the recreation

social and behavioral

Many recreation

researchers

outdoor recreation

resource

principles

to

have recognized

behavior

(Clark and

Stankey 1979; Driver and Brown 1978; Hendee, Stankey and Lucas 1978;
I so-Ahola 1980; Knopf 1986).

In the words of one researcher,

impacts of humans on the natural
other,

environments,

"If the

not to mention each

are to be minimizP.d, the dynamics of the recreationists'

behavior must be understood" (Schreyer 1980, p. 338).
Earlier
recreation

stud ·ies

in the social

psychology of leisure

and

emphasized the effects

of the shorter work week, increased

free time, and work on recreation

behavior (deGrazia 1964; Neulinger

1974).

Other researchers

dP.mographic indicators

explored

and leisure

the

between

behavior (Hendee and Campbell 1969;

Mueller and Gurin 1962; Neulinger 1974).
participation

relationship

As outdoor recreation

increased in the 1960's and 1970's, new problems emerged

which focused outdoor recreation

research

on applied

management

prob 1ems.

Researchers measured the responses of recreation i sts to

congestion

and crowding (Lime 1976; Stankey 1972; Stankey, Lucas and

Lime 1974).
establishing
resources

Other researchers
carrying

(Frissell

capacities

investigated

the feasibility

at the more popular

of

recreation

and Stankey 1972; Roqgenbuck 1975; Stankey 1972).

3

The sturly of recreation

conflict

Tyger 1973; Shelby, Heberlein,
the importance
differing

styles

motorcyclists).

increasingly

utilized

recreation

research

and preferences

(e.g.,

portion
attitudes

(Bowley 1979;

1980).
Spectrum

opportunities

the fed era 1 1and management agencies,
Park Service,

on the

a significant

manngement strategies

Opportunity

As the demand for recreation

were forced

grew in the twentieth
with the exception

to assume responsibility

prov i rl i ng a var i et y of out d oor rec re a t i on oppor t un it i es .
Multiple-Use
role

1980).

formalized
planning

and public

and management.

mandated that

to include

In 1970, the National

decision-making

recreation

of
for

The

Act of 1960 broadened the legislative

and Sustained-Yield

of land management agencies

Fairfax

and
have

of thesP policies

has been focused on the recreationists'

toward rlifferent

of

and permit systems as means

are not well understood,

Recreation

the National

hikers

managers and planners

Since the effects

Haas 1979; Mclaughlin and Paradice

century,

and expectations

between bnckcountry

capncities

carrying

experience

of recent

the motivations

Recreation

ovP.rusP.

for mitigating

1981; Knopp and

Vaske and Alfano 1983) has emphasized

of understanding

recreation

off-road

(Jacob and Schreyer

recreation

Environment Pol icy Act (NEPA)
involvement

Among the legislation
be fully

(Dana and

integrated

in federal
that

agency

specifically

into multiple-use

land

management planning were the Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974,
the National

Forest Manngement Act of 1976 and the Federal Lnnd Policy

and Management A.ct of 1976.
management agencies

wa.s to

The resulting
formulate

challenge

a systematic

for the land
approach

for

4

planning

recrer1tion

Thr. resulting

framework,

now being

inventorying,

and to guide manaqemf'nt decision-

Brown, Gregoire and Stankey 1984).

making (Driver,

(ROS), is

opportunities

utilized

planning,

Stankey 1979).

thr. Recrr.at ion Opportunity
by the

U.S.

and managing recreation

The ROS concept

setting

in which recreation
for particular

attainment

of a satisfying

occurs,

recreation

opportunity

setting

is defined

biological,

social,

and managerial

as the

pl ace ( C1ark and Stan key 1979).
managers is to provide a variety
so that

different

accommodated.
broadest

types

segment

experiencr.s

the

extent,

available

will

access,

diversity

interaction,
regimentation)

resource

acceptability
in different

produce six classes

of physical,

that

give value to a
for recreation

opportunity

thr. ROS concPpt
find

settings

use can be
is that

quality

the

recreation

ways.

by the recreation
According to Clark

or forest.

manager can also

change different

six opport _unity

uses,

of visitor

of recreational

a continuum from primitive

combination

is determined

by manipulating

non-recreation

A recreation

of opportunity.

on a given district

settings

have

experience.

of recreation

guiding

users

which aid in the

The responsibility

and Stankey (1979), the recreation
opportunity

(Clark and

settings

of recreational

puhlic

through divr.rsity

To a large
resources

of

assuming that

conditions

and styles

The assumption

resources

for

The ROS framework emphasizes

r.nvironmental

prefPrences

Service

is also being usr.d by the Rureau of

Land Management (Buist and Hoots 1982).
the

Forest

Spectrum

on-site

(i.e.,

management,

social

impacts and acceptable

level

These factors
opportunity

to urban.

factors

are organized
settings

Through this

that

of
to

vary on

classification

procedure

it

is then possible

resources

into

semi-primitive
rural,

one of the

that

psychological

outcomes will

probability

that

satisfying

recreation
follow

Presumably,

demand will

refinement

tool

motorized,

roaded natural,

implied

diversity

a setting

in its

and research

extensively

(i.e.,

in

the

mappin9 different

array of

increases

the

lead to a

linked

to quality
literature

recreation
exists

as an

To date,

limited

recreation

opportunity

experiences.

More

suggesting

are demanded by different

and it

usefulness.

Service

forests).

are

settings

a diverse

er1rly stages,

Forest

settings

recreation

recreation

to improve its

has been done to measure how diverse

scant

the ROS

and valued

which will

research

specifically,

within

experience.

tt has been utilized
inventorying

primitive,

if managers offer

find

recreation

classes:

from ROS oriented

The development of thP ROS is still
needs additional

existing

experiences

be met because

people will

recreational

six

assumption

meaningful

resourcP management.

all

semi-primitive

A necessary

framework is

settings,

following

nonmotorized,

and urban.

to inventory

which types

of

types of users.

Problem Statement
Unfortunately,
"magic" behavioral
appear.

providing
principles

the recreation

manager with a list

is not as easy or simple as it \</Ould

Part of the problem is that outdoor recreation

coriplex nnd dynamic phenomenon.

Each recreationist

himself/herself

a unique set of inherent,

characteristics

that

recreational

influences

experience,

of

his/her

perceived

situational,

thinking

behavior
carries

with

and learned

and behavior.

needs, preferences,

is a

Past

knowledge about

6

activities

and opportunities,

r1voilable

amount of education,

income, work environment,

r1nd age are all
recreate,

variables

that

and to recreate

recreation

planner

dimensionality

of

r1

recreationists'

of accepted

will

ways.

to understand

the multi-

he/she must also predict

influence

future

behavioral

behavior.

principles,

on professional

intuition

In the
managers

and trial

and

problem-solving.

Forest

Service,

incomplete .
recreation

its

treatment

The expressed
opportunities

realized

as quality

the recreationist
experience.
undPrstand

settings

.

The extent

experiences

in affecting

is partially

how different

topics

to link

the recreation

experience

orea was "to define
activity

management can better

setting
help

the

quality

information
recreation

At the conclusion

Two of these topics
with the recreation

combinations
visitor

five

future

directly

attempt

setting.

The

outcomes associated

to help reveal

achieve

(Clark and Stankey 1979, p. 27).

to help

opportunity

(1979),

the psychological

his/her

experiences.

recreation

experience.

are

dependent upon

of determining

by Clark and Stankey

were identified.

research

different

quality

to the recreation

of the ROS paper written

is somewhat

to which these opportunities

who shares the responsibility

role

by the U.S.

goal of the ROS is to provide

recreation

are linked

experiences"

behavior

However, managers need relevant
their

topic

extensively

of recreation

There is a need to understand

with

to

Not only must a

While the ROS framework has been utilized

first

the desire

behavior,

and established
actions

time,

to try new experiences

to influence

or manager attempt

most often base their
error

interact

in specific

how a given management action
absence

willingness

available

a diversity

The second topic

how
of
area

7

was rP.latP.d to the P.volution in tastes

of the recreationist.

specifically

"How do persons

stages

stated,

in this

activities,

the authors

evolution

and settings

These two topic

differ

are centrally

frameworks which guide this

the preferences
actions

denominator
recreation

setting

recreationists
attributes.

experiences,

to the theoretical

to different

management
is no common

can be compared.

in gPneral,

research,

have investigated

However, there

studies

One researcher

is rarely

Outdoor
interrelated

in summing up past research

or

in the field,

"Although data abound, theory does not" (Knopf 1986, p. 210).

Exploratory

data analyses

framed according

understanding

preferences
experiences.

the systematic
various

Perhaps just

and settings

orientation.

the value of different

An important

for

(to science)

they are

Ideally,

what is

underlying
setting

forces

as important

desired

attain

and consequently

experiences.

theoretical

frameworks are expanded to include
on 1y hop i ng th at

Until

and

in different
desired

is the identification

of these

are being provided.

to

in

to the

is to identify

resulting

conditions

which arouse conflict

r e c re a t i on oc c ur s , we are

settings

step in that direction

achievement

opportunitiP.s

unless

frameworks that aid managers and researchers

and predicting

recreationist.
understand

are valueless

to some theoretical

needed are theoretical

forces

related

numerous researchers

by which these

integrated.
stated,

mentioned,

behavioral

of the

investigation.

of different

and other

in terms

at different

they seek?" (Clark and Stankey 1979, p. 27).

areas

As previously

asked,

MorP.

of the
hinder the

our · internal

the setting

in which

qua 1 it y rec re at i on

8

Experience-Setting

Linkages

In the absence of a comprehensive
behavioral

models for

explaining

bP.havior have been proposed.
B. L. !)river's

diffprent

the recreationist

characteristics,

ranging

to social/environmental
thP. model that

state

behavior

(e.g.,

the

activity
by the

pressures).

suggests

that

activity

and that

setting

preferences

a variety

Driver

of different

these

nature-oriented
satisfying.

the psychological

from researchers

seeking

to attain.

of outdoor

originally

is

The

recreationists'
for the exercise,
suggested

that

outcomes associated

may be true,

recent

outcome profiles

profi 1es may be associated

an

with it

research

exist

within an

with different

For examp1e , Campe r A, who i s s eek i ng

may find

a particular

However, Camper B, who desires

to predict

of

(Brown and Haas 1980; Knopf and Barnes 1980;

outcomes,

the same setting

traits

The portion

to be with friends,

While this

McLaug h 1 i n and Parad i c e 1980 ) .

possible

is

is chosen because of the desired
recreationist.

and physiological

outcomes, which are used to identify

"why" or motives

to enjoy nature,

to escape personal

by many quantifiable

the most attention

the recreationist

outcomes explain

is

The model

to past experiences.

Driver ' s concept of psychological

theory

behavior.

from psychological

has received

of recreation

developed

is influenced

factors

framework, some

aspects

A recently

(1976) model of recreation

proposP.s that

a preferred

theoretical

to be very unrewarding.
a person's

a social
In this

setting

experience,

finds

manner it may be

esteem toward a particular

outcomes he/she desires.

very

setting

from
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The specialization
research

on trout

principle

put forth by Hobson Bryan, from his

fishermen ( Bryan 1977; 1979) offers

focus on the recreation

experience-setting

existence

in the types of settings

of diversity

groups of trout

fishermen.

concept of specialization

He identified

Bryan recognized the
sought by different

the experience-related

as an important force behind this diversity.

Where Driver

focused on the

recreationists,

Bryan shifted

behavior .

link.

a different

internal

motivational

states

to actual manifestations

As Bryan defines recreational

of recreation

specialization,

it refers

a continuum of behavior from the general to the specific,
by the recreationist's
skill

and activity

experience,
setting

(or develops through time) across
recreationist

behavior.

meaning to the
By identifying

specialization
to explain

within an activity,
user differences

social

P.xperienced, skillful,
an appreciably
hiker

with

specialization

different

level of

and his/her

in terms of
resulting

subtypes based on levels

Bryan suggests

it may be possible

to preferences

settings.

of

toward the

For example, an

and knowledgeable backcountry hiker might seek
physical and social setting

nominal experience.
principle

there is variation

in regards

and managerial

as reflected

continuum from the novice

individual

recreational

to

When one moves

(Bryan 1979).

this

to the more specialized,

an activity's

physical,

equipment utilization,

preferences

of

Unlike Driver's

than a beginning
model, the

has undergone a modicum of empirical

to date,

and has not been tied to specific

attributes,

except in a general attitudinal

preferences
context.

testing

for setting

10

Research Purpose
The purpose
frameworks

in

environmental
for

of this

order

to

setting

a diverse

that

Driver's

psychological

a quality

that

the physical,

activities,

(Knopf 1986).

utilized

to

explain

with

studies

s t udy suggests
precision

to,

Driver's

desired

frameworks
environmental

that

Bryan's

and thus

setting

that

attribute

tool

attributes

the

While

in associating

that

across

outcomes lack

participating

complement,

a more powerful

with

and managerial

outcome motives

in the

specialin1tion
preferences

intra-activity

outcome approach .

is

a means for

was made by Bryan in 1979.

activities

It

principle

social

indicate

The suggestion
differing

is

perceive

setting.

some success

even among recreationists

activity

testing

from hiking satisfaction.

preferences
recent

experiences

hikers

specialization

have demonstrated

setting

recreational

backcountry

backcountry

add or detract

between

Empirical

outcome model may provide

numerous researchers
recreationists'

link

recreation

hikers.
that

two behavioral

the

and satisfying

and predicting

features

satisfaction.

integrate

the combining of Bryan's

differentiating

homogeneity

to

undPrstand

the attributes

in defining

proposed

rlifferent

better

group of backcountry

important

setting

is

attributes

employed to identify
as

study

same
can be

within
This research

continuum wi 11 add more
prediction

By uniquely
may result

potential

integrating
for

can be linked

explaining
to

of
these
how

recreation

two
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Objectives
1.

To identify

the

backcountry

hikers

satisfying
2.

backcountry

To investigate

as important

experience

backcountry
environmental
To

integrate

behavior

to

to

a satisfying

backcountry

outcomes are important
outcomes

relate

to

to

attributes.

two theoret i cn l
investigate

will

env ironmenta 1 settings

and how these

setting

hikers.

hikers.

which psychological
hikers

a

within different

of specialization

of the

contribute

environm ent al setting
hikers .

among backcountry

across different

To determine

that

in defining

outcomes differ

how the principle

that

attributes

experience.

as a predictor

attributes

5.

perceive

of specialization

function

4.

1=>nvironment.al sPtting

To explore how psychological
levels

3.

of the Study

their
attributes

approaches
value

of recreation

in predicting

are satisfying

which

to different

12

REVIEW
OF LITERATURE
People differ about quality, not because quality is
different, but because people are different in terms of
experience (Pirsig 1974, p. 244).
This chapter
discussion
studies

serves as a 1i terature

review and theoret i ca 1

of the important conceptual

frameworks and behavioral

upon which this study is built.

grouped into three major areas.

The presented

The first

concept of psychological

outcomes.

is

B. L. Driver's

addresses

model of recrer1tion behavior with special

literature

emphasis placeci upon the

Next, recreation

specialization

is

presented,

with an in-depth ciiscussion of Hobson Bryan's work on the

subject.

The third

setting

relates

theoretical

to recreation

area examines how the recreation
behavior,

particularly

with regard to

the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum, an applied recreation
framework utilized

by federal

Driver's

management

land management agencies.

Model of Recreational

Behavior

Introduction
In contrast
the activity
experience
Driver

to those scholars who define recreation

a person chooses, nriver characterizes
that

defines

results

from an activity

the "recreation
mental, spiritual,

a recreational

engagement (Driver 1976).

experience

can be generalized

recreation

as the

or group of activities.

experience"

recreationist's

in terms of

as the sum of the

physiological

into a final

or other responses to

According to Driver this
outcome that may be
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satisfying
there

or not satisfying

can be "good" and "bad" recreation

overall

rPcreation

or general

can be separated
These specific

experiences,

general

the "types"

recreation

climbing

to by Driver

for the exercise

as an appropriatP

rock

climbers

recreation

motivations

satisfactions

sought.

the

differ

of any particular

setting.

primarily

taking

involved.

recreational

with

to

Relatedly,

the

While
their

specific

experience

is defined,

recreationist

the first

setting

rock

pursuit.

in general,

respect

attaches

climber

to attain

By

with close

same activity

dependent on the physical

may be

a satisfying

while the second may be ~uch more sensitive

experience,

from a

Both people value

In this way n recreation

outcome.

as psychological

to socialize

by the value er meaning an individual

in part,

experiences.

a pP.rson derives

and risk

and desired

enjoy

an

For example, person A may enjoy rock

and to enjoy a natural

climbing

Furthermore,

recreation

person B may enjoy rock climbing

friends

respect

like a family camping trip,

of satisfaction

engagement.

specifically

contrast,

experience,

referred

In this

experiences.

into a set of more specific

outcomes, define

both

to the recreationist.

to the social

en vi ronrnent.
\./hi1e psycho 1og i ca 1 outcomes are important
recreation
Rather,

experience,

he proposPs that

psychological
prior

Driver does not assume that
the recreationist

outcomes from his/her

to the recreation

consequences

enqaoement.

desires

recreation
From this

they just

to any
happen.

and expects certain
participation

perspective,

behavior

is characterized

as non-random, goal-directed,

behavior

(Driver

1977).

Psychological

important

factor

in determining

even
recreation

and purposeful

outcomes are considered

which recreation

opportunity

an

choice a

14

recreationist

will make.

Prior to the recreation

referred

as desired

or expected

to

Furthermore,
particular

these desired
recreationist

experience they are

psychological

outcomes determine to some degree how a

w~ll behave.

Once the recreation

has occurred it is then possible for the recreationist
"end product" of his/her

P.XpPrience.

recreation

can be described as actual or realized
also

important

to establish

expected and realized
a backpacker,

outcomes.

that

outcomes.

It is

outcomes are usually

from any given recreation

for instance,

to evaluate the

These end products

psychological

multiple

experience

experience.

may simultaneously

realize

Therefore
important

socializing,

nature enjoyment and escape outcomes from one backpacking

experience.

The following section presents

theories

which support

nriver's

some of the psychological

characterization

of recreation

behavior.
A Theoretical Basis for
Components of Driver's Model
Social psychologists,
disciplines,

have studied

contexts.

this

physiological

towards attaining

section

desifable

human motivation

Whether the object

psychological,
directed

as well as scholars

is to identify

from a variety of other

in a variety

of human behavior

or spiritual,
certain

is 111aterial,

much of this behavior seems

desirerl outcomes.

groups of outcomPS that

and to help explain why certain

of social

The purpose of
i nrliv irluals find

outcomes may be valued over

others.
Need Theories.

A number of psychologists

explain human behavior in terms of satisfying

have attempted to

basic human needs.

commonapproach has been to develop a classification

One

system of human
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needs which then can theoretically

he called upon to explain behavior.

Perhaps the best known of those theories
theory developed by Maslow (1964).
are nrranged in a hierarchy
water, shelter

is the self-actualization

According to Maslow, human needs

beginning with the basic need for food,

and other existence

requirements.

Once these needs are

met the inciividual moves onto the next level.
remaining four levels

In rank order,

include safety and security

ego needs and the need to be self-actualized.
human need is toward self - actualization.

needs, social needs,

Therefore,

the ultimate

At any time, if one of the

lower needs is not met, human motivation will be directed
level unti l fulfillment
The application
rarely

tied

level,

and security

enjoy pnrties,

both an inrlividual
predictor

organization
the

needs can be

behaviors from gambling to

Social need motives can be used to explain why
family camoing trips

While Maslow' s t heory is intrinsically

reliable

behavior is

unless to explain why people choose

to explain a variety of recreation

recreation i sts

Perhaps

to recreation

Poorly rea 1i zed safety

gun collect i ng.

down to that

attained.

of Maslow's hierarchy

to the first

not to recreate.
utilized

is temporarily

the

and societal
of

recreation

appealing and can be applied on

level,

valuable

has not proven to be a

it

behavior,

is too general to be useful
most

and on anti on.

contribution

as

its

level

of

in most applied settings.
provided

by the

s e lf - act ua 1i za t i on th e or y i s it s i ns i ght i nto th e types of out comes
individuals

seek in both everyday living

and their

recreational

pursuits.
Other need theorists

have identified

of one or two basic motives.

and emphasized the existence

Achievement is one example.

16
D. C. McClelland has done considerablP
motive and concludes
individuals

success

of excellence

on the achievement

achievement motivation

with varying degrees of strength.

as an individual's
standard

that

research

Atkinson,

the framework of some
Clark and Lowell 1976).

Thus, the goal of achievement may be extrinsic
others

toward a common goal or intrinsic

degree of skill

in rock climbing.

as in competing with

as in achieving

Research indicates

a desired

that

with high achievement needs search for environments

individuals

which allow those

needs to be met (Lawler 1973).

While this may make it fairly

conceptualize

might

recreation

how achievement
activities

partially

like

for why certain

in non-competitive

basketbi'lll
individuals

Another unidimensional
motive.

1978).

an optimnl

Levy maintains

normal optirnal
stimulated.

level

or races,

of activation

When the actual

it may also account

is the arousal

which is directed

toward

for the individual

(Levy

at any given tirne has a

in which he/she

level

of expertise

or backpacking.

as behavior

each individual

easy to

competitive

to need theory

flow of stimulation
that

to

seek a high level

orientation

Arousal can be defined

maintaining

be related

like fishing

activities

in most

Achievement is defined

in competing within

(McClelland,

is present

of arousal

feels

adequately

a person experiences

v ar i e s too far , i n e it he r d i rec t i on , fr om t he opt i ma1 , anx i et y
results .
optimal

While not addressing
of nrousal

level

Through experience
environments

will

why, he conten<is that

vary on a continuum from low to high.

most people

which are associated

between desired

ilnd actual

commonly been associated

each person's

arousal

learn

to

avoid

with too large
levels.

with risk-taking

situations

of a discrepancy

High arousal
activities

and

seekers

have

like parachuting
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or rock climbing.
excitement

lilhile many people seek natural

and risk,

mnny others

Leaving the structured

beauty.
attempt

by over-stimulated

is closer

to their

facets

to exert

control

(\4hite

environment

situation

their

may be an

back to a level

to successfully

that

then

interact

comps through

themselves,

situation.

motivation

competence

learning.

is

aroused

the

When new
unt i 1 that

ind iv idun l moves on to another

the

White's

with

notion of competence came in part from

H. Hartmann's theory of ego autonomy (Arkes and Garske 1077).
more closely

linked with psychoanalytic

r1n eqo state

relatively

individual's

cictions

frpe

become intrinsically

bPhavior

is controlled

seek these

internal

autonomical

(Hartmann 1958).

developmen t al process

types of motives that

other

theory

outcomes.

where the

individuals

also

such as egoism and

Hartmann describes
for affecting

by one leisure

Where

scholar

ego autonomy as a
one's environment.
as "competence and

(Levy 1978, p. 185).

Expectancy Theory.

expectancy

drives,
motivated.

ego states

While

Hartmann conceived of

and regulated,

to be utilized

Autonomy has been described
freedom in action"

theory,

of instinctual

instinctual

self-assertion

that

environmf'nt as the competence motive

The ability

is mastered,

He termed a person's

world.

over his/her

prPsent

challenging

and

t:hat humcin heinqs have a need to master

is something

situations

serenity

urban 1 ife to "enjoy nature"
to retreat

for

optimal arousal.

within

1959).

seek them for their

individuals

R. W. White theorizes
different

environments

Where need theories
influence

focuses
Originating

individuals

on why certain

provide

insight

to seek certain

into the
outcomes,

outcomes are sought above

in the work of the English utilitarians,
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expectancy theory began to take more of a cognitive orientation
1930's (Lawler 1973).

During this time, Lewin introduced the concepts

of "valence" and "force" (LP.win 1935).
attractiveness

force has evolved in current

likelihood

Valence is defined as the

of an outcome to an individual.

(Atkinson 1964).

in the

Lewin's concept of

versions of the theory to "expectancy"

Expectancy can be defined as the perceived

that an action will lead to a given outcome (Lawler 1973).

Several recent theorists

have expanded on the early expectancy

theory work with their own terminology for the determinants of outcome
seeking behavior.

Vroom's theory pertaining

to work motivation

provides a useful framework in explaining the dynamics of expectancy
and valence.
(valence),

He focuses on the affective
where the individual

preference toward attaining
Table 1.

Expectancy theories

attractiveness

may have a positive

a particular

of an outcome
or negative

outcome (Table 1).

of motivation

Theorist

Determinants of impulse to action

Tolman

Expectancy of goal, demand for goal

Lewin

Potency x valence

Erlwards

Subjctive probability

Atkinson

Expectancy x (motive x incentive)

Rotter

Expectancy, reinforcement value

Vroom

Expectancy x valence; where valence is
(instrumentality x valence)

Peak

Instrumentality
Source:

Lawler 1973, p. 45.

x utility

x attitude

(affect)

For
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exc1mple, a child

might possess positive

Disneyland while the child's
Vroom maintains

believes

outcome he/she
expectancies

parent rnay possess negative

is

outcome is given the value of zero.

that a particular
said

are stated

in terms of their

Lawler's
step further.

in a particular

expectancy.
relative

If the

Thus,

strength

from a

As with other expentancy value theorists,

Vroom argues that an individual's
effect

act will result

to have positive

minimized Oto a maximum1.

multiplicative

valence.

that valence can be measured c1ndwill vary between +l

and -1, where a neutral
individual

valence toward visiting

motivation

is then determined by the

of valence and expectancy.

Expectancy Model extends the concept of expectancy one
He begins with four assumptions about human motivation:

(1) People have preferences among the various outcomes that
are potentially
available to them, (2) people have
expectancies about the 1ikel ihood that an effort on their
port will lec1d to the intended behavior or performance,
( 3 ) peop1e ha ve expe cta nc i es ( i ns t rumenta 1it i es ) about th e
likelihood that certain outcomes will follow their behavior,
and (4) in any situation,
the actions a person chooses to
take are determined by the expectancies and the preferences
that person has at the time (Lawler 1973, p. 49).
While the first

and last assumptions are consistent

framework, the seconrl and third
expectancies.

The first

propose two different

is a person's

probability

climbing Mt. Rainier)

given behavior (P.g.,

other words, to what degree a person believes
given performance.

Lawler terms this

are represented

performance (Figure 1).

types of

estimate

that a

cnn be accomplished.

In

he/she can accomplish a

an E-P (effort-performance)

expectancy , whi ch can vary mathemat i ca 11y fr om O to 1 .
expectancies

with Vroom's

These

in Lawler' s model between effort

and

OUTCOME
8

OUTCOME

c

expectancy

OUTCOME

c

OUTCOME
8
OUTCOME

EFFORT

c

OUTCOME

PERFORMANCE

c

8
Performance A : the intended performance .
a successful result from effort
Performance 8 : performance other than that
intended, an unsuccessful result from effort
Outcome A : an outcome sou'ght as an end in itself
Outcome 8 : an outcome sought as a prerequisite
10 other outcomes

OUTCOME
8

OUTCOME

c

Outcome C : an outcome that can be obtained whelher or not
the effort leads to the i ntended performancu

Figure 1.

Lawler's expectancy-value model (Lawler 1973, p. 50)

N

0
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The second expectancy
consequences

of performance.

(performance-outcomes)
that certain
task.

identified

These are

expectancies.

outcomes will result

Lawl er calls

by La\vler pertains
referred

They reflect

to the

to as P-0
a persons belief

from the performance of a certain

these expectancies

instrumentalities

be expressed on a continuum from Oto 1.

and they can

As seen in the illustration

of the model, some outcomes are ends in themselves and others act as
means to other expected outcomes.
person's

motivation

by his/her

to perform a certain

expectancies

task will be influenced both

that the task can be performPd and by the

outcomes which he/she associates
the attractiveness

In summary, Lawler is saying that a

with that performance.

Finally,

of the outcomes is a 1so considered,

formula portrays

the multiplicative

will have t oward a particular

effect

outcome.

when

Lawler' s

of the motivation a person

This formula can be expressed

as l (E-P)x{(P-O)(V)l].
Obviously, the process portrayed
upon how the individual

perceives

in Lawler's Model is dependent

any given situation.

Consider the

person who is t rying to decide what to do with a week's vacation.
E-P expectancy could be characterized
his/her

probability

remote river .

skill

Performance A is characterized

to the canoeist's
level

evaluation
possible

of .75.

previous experience on that river,

that the trip will fail
the weather,

could jeopardize

the trip.

by successful

Part of this strength

and knowledge about current

that

estimate

of

of completing a week-long solo canoeing trip on a

of the trip ~nd has a strength
related

by the person's

The

river

conditions.

completion
is
his/her
The

(Performance B) is .25, since it

is

an ace ident or other unforeseen events
The desire to enjoy nature is reflected

by

22

OutcomP C and can occur regardless
of the canoeist

the canoeist's

at home, a different

performance or to strengthen
is relatively

Another desire

is to gain some needed physical exercise

If Outcome B reflects
pressures

of the E-P result.

(Outcome A).

to escape work and family

desire

Outcome C could be to improve work

family relationships.

Since the canoeist

sure that these outcomes will occur whether the intended

or unintended performance occurs,

there

is a strong

likelihood

of

taking the trip.
A number of outcomes could be envisioned
including

material

recreation

objects.

decision-making

However, to accurately
process,

predict

pursuits

compared.

Lawler offers

As individuals

estimate

error

experience

self-esteem
carry

their

some additional

accurately

ability

To best

insight

performance a more

In other words, people can

previously.

are also more accurate
tasks.

into expectancies.

to perform if they have had trial

with the task

out crrtain

experiences

opportunities.

gain experience with a particular

better

the

would be chosen, they would have to be

E-P expectancy is usually made.

accurate

characterize

Most people choose their

from a number of available

which opportunity

the model

a number of specific

would have to be evaluated simultaneously.
recreation

within

appraise a qiven situation

People with high

in estimating

Additionally,

and

their

a person's

and the influence

own ability
ability

to

to

of others have

both been shown to affPct E-P expectancies.
The ability
is also

to predict

influenced

accurate outcomes from a given performance

by past experience.

People who are highly

a tt r ac t ed or hi gh1y unat t r ac t ed to an out c ome wi l 1 res pe c t i ve 1y
overestimate

or underestimate

the likelihood

of achieving

a certain
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outcome.

Beli ef

expectancies,

in

internal

versus

the actual situation

also been found to be associated

control,

(Lawler 1973).

Fishbein and Ajzen have spent over

years developing "a theory of reasoned action,"

on the prediction

E-P

and communications from others have
with P-0 expectancies

Theory of Reasoned Action.
fifteen

external

which focuses

of actual behaviors in both experimental

and applied

s ett i ngs ( Fi s hbe i n and Aj ze n 1975 ; Aj zen and Fi s hbe i n l q80 ) .
theory

is based on the assumption that

controlled

human behavior

by unconscious motives, but is rather

human beings maki ng systematic

Thi s

is not

auite rational,

use of information

available

with

to them

(Ajzen and Fishbein 1980).
Ajzen and Fishbein suggest that actual
from a person's

intention

behaviors are determined

to perform that behavior.

person wi th a strong intention

of attending

In other words, a

a rock concert on Saturday

is more li kely t o do so than a person with a weak intention.
same manner that intentions
normat ive considerations
one's

i nt entions.

First,

determine behavior,
together

a person's

behavior wi11 in part determine
specific

behavior.

important factor
are "thr person's

function

if

he/she

intends

behavior"

pressures

The degree to which a person's

or "subjective

person to person.

norms" influence

to pP.rform a
as an

These subjective

perform or not perform the behavior in question"
1980, p. 6).

of

toward a particular

norms are identified

of the social

and

as the determinates

in shaping one's intentions.
perception

personal attitudes

attitude

Secondly, subjective

In the

norms

put on him to

(Ajzen and Fishbein

"attitude

intentions

Ajzen anci Fishbein suggest that

toward the
varies

from

the relative

importance of each can be measured and expressed in relative

weights.
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Consequently,
attitudes

if

two college

toward attending

intends

to attend,

of intention

students

have identical

a concert,

a possible

but only the first

explanation

would be his/her

positive

perception

student

of the second student's
of social

pressures

lack

not to

attend.
The final
R

person's

level of factors

bPhavior are one's

beliefs.

types of beliefs.

First

two different
person's

attitude

example,

if

tmvard perforriing

student

rev1arding social
positive

attitude

pointed

out that

than actual
normative
beliefs

A believes

experience,

beliefs

beliefs

of social

forces

2).

are

rational

intentions

can be examined.

Finally,

the basic

Ajzen and Fishbein
such as personality

It

factor

a

should be
rather

are identified

as

are the person's

ThPse beliefs

1980).

the importance

suggests

who seek to behave

These intentions
and subjective
in influencing

that

human

in meaningful,

can best be understood

if a person's

can also be understood

norms can be determined.
behavior

acknowledgP the existence
traits,

to be a

of attitudes,

norms and underscore

These behaviors

attitucies

For

to possess

rock concerts.

of reasoned action"

organisms

ways.

the person's

is more likely

a

life.

structured

if

behavior.

rock concerts

(Ajzen and Fishbein

In summary, the "theory
beings

a particular

underlie

or groups think he should or should

subjective

in one's

identify

beliefs"

Normative beliefs

individuals

the person's

"behavioral

The second type of beliefs

not perform the behavior
underlie

he/she

in determining

Ajzen and Fishbein

are the determinates

(Figure

specific

as important

attending

toward attending

behavior.

that

identified

is one's

of external

demographic variables

beliefs.
variables

and intelligence.

The person's beliefs that
the behavior leads to
certain outcomes and his
evaluations of these
outcomes

Attitude toward
the behavior

Relative importance
of attitudinal and
normative considerations

The person's beliefs that
specific individuals or
groups think he should
or should not perform the
behavior and his motivation
to comply with the specific
referent!;

Nore:

Arrows indica1r 1hr dorrc1,on ol inllurn~

Figure 2.

Intention

Behavior

Sub1ective
norm

.

A theory of reasoned action (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, p. 100)

N
U1
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They suggPst
behavior,
bPlief,

however, that

by affecting
attitude,
variables

Driver's

Model

behavior
placed

external

a person's

beliefs.

intention

external

Driver's

these

and behavior

and actual

model is a "general"

to "help structure
on the belief

organism

behavior

capable

Consequently,

of

solving

orientation

behavior

(Figure

where recreation
recreation

a unique set of inherent,

characteristics

influence

recreation

experiences,

and physiological
perception
interact

an individual
perceived

available

of recreational
to influence

It

but not yet attained.

disparity

between an existing

alternatives
considered

are
for

time,

as problerncarries

situational

anrl learned

and behavior.

ilVqilable

are all

Past

psychological
income and

characteristics

in specific

Pxperience,

and

he/she

that

ways.

When

has createci a

is a problem in the sense that something is

desired,

Once the individual

researchers

occurs.

environment,

to recreate

a recreation

processing

recreationist

thinking

opportunities

the desire

desires

"problem."

his/her

the socio-economic

traits,

1980).

Emphasis is

behavior

Each potentinl

3).

between the

behavior.

behavior,

with himself/herself
that

1977).

problem-solving

model charactPrizes

the

toward recreation

(Driver

recreation

managers must look beyond the site
Driver's

intervene

man is a complex information

understand

that

(Ajzen and Fishbein

goal-directerl

to fully

may influence

They maintain
linkage

thinking"

that

variables

Driver refers
and desired

perceives

eva 1uated.
each alternative

as the gap or

a variety

of different

state.

a problem,

Expected

to this

prob ab 1e consPquences

and a choice

are

is made with the

Potentia1 Recreationist with Quantifiab1e
Characteristics
B-8

B-5

B-lA
J

Psycho1o;ica1 and

IPhysio1ogica1 tra i ts
Ior Characteristics

B-4

B-2

B-18

B-lC
Past Experiences and
Learning

B-lCl
Per:eived Attrib~tes
of Recreation Resources
and Past Re:reation
Satisfaction

\V

l

P\anninc and>
Pre:,aration

Choice of ~e:rcat,on
Activity and
I Exoectations of
Rea1izing Desired
Exoeri ences

I

Perceived Problem
State (or 9ao
oetween an exis ting
arc a prefe!"'"ed
s:ate)

Socio-Economic
Chara:teri sties

I~

B-6
On-Site
Ac-:ivit y

B-7

Sat i sfying
> Re:a 11 > Exoeri ences

B

l 11~·-d,
~--'---·

Benefits

I

B-1
Evaluation of
Avai1ao1e
Alternatives

* NR-Rand RR respectively
designate nonrecreationrelated and recreation-related
choices of behavior.
If NR-R
is chosen, the individual is no
longer engaging in recreation
behavior.

B-1C2
Homeand ~or~ Environmenta1
Conditions
Non-re:reati on
Behavior

Figure 3.

Driver's model of recreational behavior

(Driver 1976, p. 173)

N
-....J
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expectation

that

desired

experiences

PXpected outcomes eventually
recreation

experience

recreation

activity

invested

will

follow.

These desired

becomP the

criterin

by which the

be evaluated.

will

and orportunity

in preparation,

on-site

or

After choosing a particular

setting,

further

behaviors

Pngagernent and recall

are

after

the

ex per i en c e .

0nc e th i s pro c es s i s c0J11pl et e d , t h e rec re a t i on i st

compares

actual

experience

with

experience.

If this

evaluation

is favorable,

recreational

benefits

are said to have occurred

the

vlhile

Driver's

model may be overly

management decisions,
conceptualizing

decision

it

directed

divided
particular

states

Psychological

upon need theory

outcome.

that

Additionally,
explained
these

a nerd

Recreation

for

for the

affect

the

influences

that

the reasons

for

in terms

of desired

experiences

can be

each associated

These

specific

outcomes) are the part

with a

desired

of Driver's

Research into the psychological

with outdoor recreation

(Crandall,

1980).

participation

The recreationist

having a problem in that he/she has a need that
as

framework for

model

in the study.

Outcomes.

or outcomes associated

a useful

day-to-day

The model accounts

mentioned,

(i.e.,

be utilized

are

and

(Driver 1976).

complex for

types of experiences,

psychological

psychological
which will

behavior

separate

or expected

then satisfaction

characteristics

experience.

As previously

into

desired,

as well as the environmental

impact thl':' recreation

experiences.

behavior.

and external

to recreate,

recreation

does provide

recreation

numerous internal

the

recognition

or a need for

is then viewed as problem solving

motives
is based

is portrayed

as

is not being met, such

social

interaction.

behavior

designed

to
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attain

the dPsired statP where the associated

The human condition
set manifests

is such that once one set of needs are met, a new

itself

in a cyclical

these motives or desired

states

needs and other influences,

fashion.

previous similar

experiences.

desired

he has utilized
reasons

for

that

can be measured reasonably accurately.

To

stays in the "market," Driver argues

that a major portion of the user's

need-related

Driver maintains

determined by the recreationist's

the degree that the recreationist

states,

needs will be fulfilled.

expectations

have been met during

In order to identify

and measure these

the term "psychologica .l outcomes,"

participating

in a chosen recreation

activity .
Nineteen

categories

by Oriver.

identified

for

These categories,

achievement ,

risk-taking,

relationships

with nature,

exercise-physical
constructed
extremely

psychological

relative

pressures,

and

For empirical measurement, each domain is

from one to several

Likert

to not at all

are presented

learning-discovery,

escape personal-social

example, for the exercise-physical
statrments

termed domains, include:

socializing,

fitness.

important

outcomes have been

responses

important (Driver
fitness

particular

recreation

item should exhibit

at least

within

the scale.

Secondly, the intra-scale

exhibit

a Cronbach's Alpha of at least

.~.

1977).

who indicates

order for the items to be used in a domain scale,
a correlation

range from

domain, three

to the respondent,

importance to his/her

that

For

separate
their

experience.

In

Driver suggests each

of .4 with the other items
reliability

should
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Related Reser3rch
Ori ver ' s psycho1og i c ;:i1 out come s c a 1es have been ut il i zed i n
numerous sturlies.

Several of these studies

for spec if i c environments or

between these sea 1es and preferences
specialized

type behavior will he briefly

Bowley studied overnight
Forest and utilized
other

selected

(Bowley 1979).
related

age,

discussed.

backpackers in the Allegheny Ncitional

seven different

motive scales

and measured variables

in conjunction with

using a mailed questionnaire

The hikers were categorized

groups that werP created

reported

that address the linkage

into five distinct

through cluster

analysis.

that these groups were found to be significantly

experience

level,

perceptions

of

outcome
Bowley

related

to:

crowding satisfaction,

preferences

toward different

management, approaches for controlling

use levels,

perceived impact of hiking and camping practices.

The highest rated motives among the 406 backpackers included in
the study were experiencing
group with t he strongest

nature and stress/release

solitude.

The

soci;:il motives tenr!ed to be the least

experienced of all the clustered

groups of hikers.

Additionally,

this

group was more opposed to management regulation.
(1983) investigated

Knopf, Peterson and Leatherberry
between recreationists
their

associated

attracted

motives.

to river

Investigation

and environmentr1l preference

recreation

activities

collected

similar

settings

data on over 1800 canoeists,

data

on seventeen

for comparison purposes.

and

rendered psychological

rafte r s and tubers on 11 diverse rivPrs nationwide.
autbors

the linkaqe

degree of agreement among river recreationists

kayakers,

Additionally,

other

The results

motive

the

recreation

indicated

from different

a great
rivers
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with respect
accounted

motive profiles.

for 88 percent

The three

friendship,

across

strongest

escape

river

and exercise.

activity-style

recreationists,

motorboating
contained
credence

three

that

to the type of environmental

of Rawah Wilderness

types

of recreationists

"traditionalists,"
people scale
highly

the psychological
in Colorado

sea 1es.

social

interaction

four and five were distinguished
the scales.

outcome types

developing

of this

study give

motives are related

outcomes sought by the

(Brown and Haas 1980).
reflective

Five

of groups created

outcomes of the sample.
based upon their

The second

group,

Group three

strong

and rejecting
hy their

scores

1abe 1ed

so that. more insight

management strategies

sensitive

other

risk-takinq.

overall

how socioeconomic

The

was characterized

low ratings

The emphasis of the sturly was to identify

outcome types and to explore
these

two factors

tended to score low on the meeting/observing
and high on escape.

valuing

along with sailing

The other

were identified

the

emerged to

preferred.

the psychological

of

factor

a recreationist's

group was lcibeled "positivists"

on a majority

of river

The recreationists

The results

setting

Brown and Hnas studied

first

variance.

non-water based activities.
to the hypothesis

motives

component factors

recreationists.

users

on motives for river

along with the motives of other

of the total

and fishing

by cluster-analyzing

settings

were in the first

from the eleven rivers

profile"

among mean motive scores

When the

were factor-analyzed

for 88.7 percent

river

motives of the sample were respectively,

recreationists

account

The "average

of the variation

the consistency

reflecting
users.

to their

variables

could

by
Groups

for all

psychological
varied

be obtained

to each type.

with
for

Age,
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education,

income,

significantly

and past

experience

were found

to

The extreme high

between groups (Brown and Haas 1980).

and low outcome scale scores within groups of clustered
the

question

of

operationalized

response

with a Likert

to establish

are compared.

different

from the

Relatedly,

resulting

pattern

outcor,e

of response

persons

cluster

as much as actual

attributes

takers,

oriented

The results

are systematic

(e.g.,

rate the scales

investigated

and Brown 1983).

showed greater
were also

large

acceptance

Additionally,

in their

that

study

and fishing)

of

measured the
social,

and

By means of

were identified:

seekers

and socially

the enthusiast-risk

taker group

groups and outfitter

and

group (Manfredo,

the socially-oriented

of activities

of

Two hundred seventy-six

of development related

found in the types

rock-climbing

the effect

outcomes and 72 resource,

low risk-isolation

means on restricting

the

of the respondent's

commercial groups than did the socially-oriented
Driver

higher),

motive differences.

questionnaire

indicated

norm is
bias.

outcome based groups

enthusiast-risk

had higher

motive

(Manfredo, Driver and Brown 1983).

analysis , three

users.

generally

to a mailed

is forced

a response

could be a function

of 46 psychological

managerial

biases

in the Wind River Range.

responded

desirability

these

represents

raises

are

each respondent

on management preferences

users

scales

that one respondent's

Oriver and Brown (1983)

profiles

wilderness

that

these

hikers

by which the varying

next respondent

experience

method of evaluation
Manfredo,

scale

To the extent

to the extent

with greater

Since

type format,

a norm on the

statements

hikers

bias.

vary

actions.
(e.g.,

group
Differences

photography,

each group engaged in while visiting

the
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area.

The authors

information

concluded

that

thP. results

to implemPnt experience-based

actions.

The enthusiast-risk

takers

the socially

setting

changes.

Mclaughlin
outcome types
behavior.

oriented

to better

physical

investigated

understand

Two hundred winter

type,

activity

describPd

information

dependent

variables.

significantly
clustering
predict

physical

technique

psychological

19?0).

by

and each
outcoMe

Activity

type

and

outcomes) were used as

exercise-physical

pressures

distinct

stated

skiers,

toward the physical,

were used as the independent

fitness,

variables.

social

(Mcla.ughlin and Paradice

groups of users were identified
Discriminant

the outcome responses.

from their

skiers

outcome domains were employed in the study:

with nature,

the activity

and

of psychological

sP.ttings

recreation

The users were classified

and ParadicP

Only four psychologicnl

and escnping

winter

Measures of preference

and managerial

relationships

the value of psychological

snowmobilers and cross-country

by demographic

type (groupings

environments

to be unconcerned with

snowmobiles or cross-country

(Mclaughlin

experience

social

either

seekers

and social

dispersed

were surveyed by mail questionnaire.
activity

outcome rlependent management

group appeared

and Paradice

enough

and low risk-isolation

tended to be dependent upon specific
while

offered

and experience
preferences.

was more reliable

categories

when physical

managerial

attributes

categories

The results

in predicting
and social

were employed.

analysis

1980).

Four

by means of
was used to

of the recreationists
indicated

that

the psychological

attributes

contact

this
outcome

were used than when
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Schreyer

(1982) investigated

outcomes differed
stuciy utilized

between experienced

a sample of river

Colorado Rivers
sought

in Utah.

specific

Additionally,

outcome.

into

were expressed,

floaters,

moderate

indicated

that

no significant

highly

specific

levels,

differences
levels.

outcomes did not vary significantly

levels.

for each

the respondents

including

and hiqh experience.

outcome types across experience

experience

outcomes

judged high if

was dPtermined

Aciditionally,

experience

Pxperience

However, differences

psychological

groups of outcomes were identified

of specificity.

three

in regarrls to stated

The results

could be discerned
That is,

categories.

of outcomes across

of the high experience

group was

outcomes, only 3 percent

Pxperienced

group and none of the first-timers

specific.

It was concluded that while "persons with differing
do not differ

significantly

they rlesire,

experienced

they describe

the outcomes" (Schreyer

users

from

the types of desired

between experience

were found in spec if i city
While 29 percent

first-time

moderately

of experience

This

from the Green and

the rlegree of specificity,

Ten different

along with four levels
were divided

recreationists

users.

wPre obta inPrl from open-ended on-site

outcome details

desired

and in experienced

The type of desired

by th~ recreationists

interviews.

how the importance of psychological

of the

were highly
levels

in the types of outcomes

tP.nd to be more specific

in the way

1982, p. 156) .

RecrP.ation Specialization
Introduction
Specialization
technological

has

concept.

long

been

used

as a biological

RP.cently, it has also been applied

and
to human
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Little

behavior.

channelinq

organism in its

of dispositions

cognitive,

environment.

toward a specific

operating.

According

specialization

Little

are tied

The surgeon's

Little,

thinking,

behavioral

to the cognitive

presents
learns
to a

is specialized

on a particular

the

the

responses

For example, a neurosurgeon

to

"the

where the individual

and behavioral

focused

as,

... involving

1976, p. 84).

affective

r'lre all

actions

of spPcializ.,tion

orocess

type of surgery.

and surgical

phenomenon of psycho-

and abilities

(Little

as a developmental

to focus his/her

the

the process

environment"

specialization

particular

investigated

I-JPdescribes

specialization.
selective

has

emotions

level

when

aspects

and affective

of

systems.

They

cannot be separated.
Brya n (1 977 , 1979 ) ha s been i n s t rument a 1 i n d e f i n i ng th e con c e pt
of

recreation

specialization

specialization.
refers

and value orientation.

by Pxperience,

One motivation
was his

motivation

studies

predicting

behavior

1979).

recreation

from the general

learning,

across

this

to the more specialized,

resulting

to

eauipment utilization

change in terms of an activity's

and his/her

Bryan's Specialization

principle

recreationist

is a predictable

to the individual

Bryan,

skill,

As one moves through

continuum from the general
there

to

to a continuum of behavior

the specif i c as reflected

time,

According

over

meaning

behavior.

Principle
for

Bryan's

development. of the specialization

dissatisfaction
(i.P.,

with

outcome profiles)

from a single

As an avid fisherman,

traditional

recreation

and their

classification

emphasis on

dimension

Bryan was aware of subgroups

(Bryan
of
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sportspersons

within

research

that

often treated

group.

He contends

"leisure

socialization,"

differently,

a premise overlo0ked

an activity,

the

users within

an activity

recreationist

as . a homogeneous

goes through

a process

where people approach their

depending on their

state

in recreation

sports

of

or hobbies

of development

in the activity

Rryan supplemented

263 on-site

(Bryan 1979).
I n his
interviews
insight

research

with participant

about

questions

observation

the values

concern i nq:

the wat er resource;
sport;

on fishermen,

techniaues.

and behavior

(1) fishing

(3) history

and (4) relationship

In order to gain

of fishermen,

preference;

of interest

Bryan posed

(2) orientation
anc1 participntion

in thP

activity

life

of the leisure

to other

a re a s s uc h a s fa mil y , c a re er or ot her 1e i s ur e a c t i v i t i es .
contention

guiding

Bryan's

research

represente d "the end product"
learlina

was that

Ultimately,
different

he developed
categories.

generalists,

technique

c1 fishermen

These categories,
specialists,

anrl. observation.
Bryan maintains

that

fishermen,

gathered

A summary of the typology
fishermen

and values

about their

sport.

as specialization

increases,

resource

the rlegree of specializc1tion

specialists

each category's

specialized

If true,

consist i ng of four

and technique-setting

that

attitudes

for trout

(Bryan 1979).

occasional

basrd upon the information

The

of c1ngling exreriences

state"

typology

were plriced on a continuum reflectino
specialization,

"flyfishing"

of a progression

t o a rnore "mature or specialized

toward

degree of

from interviews

is presented
share

in Table 2.

similar

Adrlitionally,

beliefs,

he suggests

dependency also increases.

woulc1 in part explain

the types
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Table 2. Degree of angling specialization
chnracteristics

and fisherman

Degree of
Specialization

Fishing
Orientation
Equipment

ResourcP
Orientation,
Management
Philosophy

Social
Setting
Leisurr
Orientation

Occasional
fishermPn

Catching a fish,
any fish on any
tackle available,

Any watr.r containing fish.
Ease of access
to water.

Fishing with
family. Seldom take
vacations.

GP.neralists

Catching a limit
of trout on spinning or spincasting tackle.

Lakes, 1arger
free-stone streams.
Stocking to supplement fish reproduced in streams.

Fishing with
peers. Take
short vacations within
region.

Technique
specialists

Catching large
fish on specialized equipment
(fly - tackle).

Prefer stream
fishing to lake.
Harvesting policy
to enhance fish
size.

Fishing with
peers. Take
extended
fishing vacations.

TechniquesP.tt i ng
specialists

Catching fish
under exacting
conditions--on
spring streams
with spec i alizPd
equipment (flytackle).

Limestone spring
streams. Habitat
manaqPment, oreservation of natural
setting.

Fishing with
fellow spespecialists
(a reference
group). May
center lives
around sport.

Source.

Rryan 1979, p.

6n.
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of recreation

opportunity

setting

preferred

by a given

group of

recreationists.
Bryan has

his

concept

behav iora 1is t or reinforcement

theory

learns

grounded

to become specialized

intrinsic

rewards derived

From this

perspective,

stimulus/response
through

behavior

11

experience

functions

specific

investment,

level,

knowledge,

preferences,

resource

vacation

patterns

are

and revealed

is

to have
While

share other

important

commitment, activity

anticipated
social

time

equipment

rewards,

irlent.ified

other

an

of recreation

in equipment and travel,

preferences,

activity.

activity.

indicator

specialists

psychic

experience,

setting

he/she

to a particular

that

and

the more experience

the more likely

economic investment

utilizc1tion,

i st

of rewarding

by the recreationist

In short,

orientation

Skill

The recreation

becomes the series

learned

Bryan suqgests

characteristics.

in a

in a particular

i~ emphasized as the most obvious

specialization,

and

framework.

from participating

has accumulated,

df'veloped

specialization

over time because of the extrinsic

specinl ized behaviors.

individual

of

setting

management
preferences,

indicators

of

s pe c i a 1 i z at i o n .

The s e cha r a c t er i s t i c s r a i s e th e i s s ue of wha t

indicators

specialization

define

and what these

Conceptually,

Bryan does not clearly

relationships

between these characteristics.

level

actually

or a specific
· cognitive

rlefine specialization
motivational

orientation

above characteristics.

establish

indicators

the cause and effect
For example, does skill

or does it result

orientation?

predict.

from commitment

Perhaps specialization

Rnd valuing process which results

is a

in many of the
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vJhile the empirical
concept

is limited

for additional

(1979).

research

for investigating

that

recreation

activity,

of specialized

a variety

hiking
the

;,nd differs
behavior

anticipated

for automobile

toward the physical,

in rock

(Figure

underlies

climbing,

which utilizes

for

variations

recreational

to explain

within

subtypes

user differences

and managerial

settings.

activity.

a

within

an

in preference
Finally,

life

recreation

than the range

(Bryan 1CJ79). From a theoretical

the developmental

of outdoor

any

For example, the

framework can be util izerl to trace
cycle)

Bryan

4).

is expPcted to be larger

By identifying

social

frameworks

in a number of activity

dimension

accounts

it may be possible

activity

analytical

only in range.

touring

specialization
activity.

principle

specialization

equipment and skill,

recreation

of preliminary

and backpacking

a numher of areas

in thP Great Outdoors

in his book, Conflict

extensive

perspective,

of the specialization

Bryan suggests

the specialization

including

hypothesizes

range

and inconclusive,

He also offers

groups,

ev~rlence in support

Bryan's

stages

(i.e.,

Understanding

the

e vo l ut i o n o f t he rec re at i on i s t i n terms of h i s I he r a c t i v it y c a r e er
would provide
recreation

an additional

behiwior,

understanding

of the dynamics of outdoor

as well as making projections

of future

use

(Bryan 1979).

trends

Theoretical
Perspectives
on Specialized Behavior
and Developmental Theory
The theoretical
appears

basis

for

Bryan's

principle

of specialization

to be based to a 1arge degree on soc i a 1 1earning

is the belief

of most learning

theorists

theory.

that human behavior

and

It
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HIGH SPECIALIZATION

Off-Trail

On-Trail

Hikers,

Backpackers

Distance-Hikers,

Day - Hikers,

Overnighters,

Backpackers

W eekenders

1

LOW SPECIALIZATION

Figure 4.

Hiking specialization

(Bryan 1979, p. 66)
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developrnent

occurs

because

experiences

(Miller

1983).

of experience
The tenets

or the

accumulation

of modern social

of

learning

t he or y c an be fo und wit h i n t rad i t i ona l beha v i o r a l i sm i n th e vJor k of
Watson and Skinner,
8ehavioralism
responds
pain.

among others.
at

to stimuli

its

in a way that

When an individual

over time,

repeats

to cues from the environment

wavinq hello

is

continual

strengthened,

Traditional

not

individual

such as another

it

like oerception,

observable
.

interpretations

interactions

The stimuli

like

be

by the individual

tree,
such as

learned

when

the original

enough times,
(Gewirtz

Watson and Skinner

with

1967).

ignore

internal

mental images, and consciousness

The rationale

other

refer

Carrying the argument further,

will

phenomena, but

and

and minimizes

person or a falling

exhibited

these processes

subjective

states

behavioral ists

cognitive

of human nature

here is that

only

Other non-traditional

perception

learned).

and when repeated

hehavioral ists

(Van der Zanden 1981).

an organism

(e.g . , the wave is returned),

reinforcement,

processes

(i.e.,

to behaviors

is reinforced

that

these stimulus/response

or dodging the tree.

a response
response

refer

states

maximizes pleasure

they hecome ingrained

while responses

level

simplest

concepts

in

(Mead 1%5;

are

of the

have incorporated
more

Gewirtz

liberal
1967; Bandura

1977).
Bryan,

in discussing

reinforcement
particular
derived
suggests

to explain
activity

the shorter

specialization,

why recreationists

over time .

from a particular
that

recreation

continue

The extrinsic

experience

to pursue

and intrinsic

strengthen

the time interval

has utilized

the S-R bond.

a

rewards
Bryan

between one encounter

and
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the nP.xt, the more likely

the individual

is to repeat his/her

WhilP. Bryan draws heavily on behavioral ism, he fails
cognitive

notions of motives,

claims high specialists
increased

intrinsic

specialization

t.o expand on the

rewards and attitudes

share (Bryan 1977).

action.

that he

Rryan's argument is that

and the shared values of specializeci

trout

fishermen are learned.
In recent years,
cognitive

processes

particular,

social
(Miller

has integrated

the more traditional
Bandura suggests
relatively

also instruction

and information
concept,

reinforcement

to synthesize

proposes that learning

to explain

is adequate

in

processing with
learning.

for explaining

but more sophisticated

learning requires

information and manipulate symbols.

is not only dependent on direct

He

experience,

but

from others and by observing the environment (Bandura

Additionally,

tenet

cognition

reinforcement

that

theory has evolved to include
The work of Bandura (1977)

1983).

simple behaviors,

the individual

1977).

learning

Bandura expands thr traditional

behavioralism

of the environment being the stimulus for behavior with his

concept of "reciprocal

determinism."

individual/environment

link is reciprocal

actually

This concept suggests that the
and that the individual

can

create "environments" which in turn have rewarding behavioral

consequences.

Reciprocal determinism could be utilized

Bryan's specialized

trout fishermen seek different

social

to explain why
and physical

environments from novice fishermen.
A cognitive
Rea1ity

(1976),

development.

osychologist,
offers
Neisser

development is not

?

Neisser,

some insight
maintains

into the process of cognitive

that

uniquely internal

in his book Cognition and

cognitive
process,

or perceptual
but occurs in concert
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with one's

environment.

information

which the individual

unique way.

Neisser

used to organize
portion

The environment continually

perceptual

evolving

picks up and organizes

to the individual

perception

of the

continually

refers

as schema.
cycle

through

that

environment
and action

to Neisser,

information.
schemata,
Neisser

states

discovering
(Neisser

focused.

objects

Meisser

organization

specialized

issue

when locomotion
types of external

by already

existing

is surely

a matter

like and adapting

of

to it"

schemata, meaning can be attached

and attention

includes

motives

can be selectively

as part

which is not addressed

recreationists
a 1 environment .

when he discusses
with a referent
perceives

the

~leisser

of the desired
consequences

the

until

and give

perceive

highly-skilled

continues

characterizes
choices

anrl events

and the

of schemata

.

An important

process

meaning and

to modify tho se schemata.

is really

Through one's

also

exploration,

like evolution,

what the environment

to perceptual

recreation

acts

"perception,

1976, p. 9).

structures

between the perceiver

is directed

new information
that

own

They are

and rendPring

to focus on certain

This exploration
while

cognitive

is internalized.

of perceptual

allow an individual

in his/her

plan or map.

the link

is the process

sensory

These schemata comprise the

experience

order to the world as a cognitive
According

provides

unexperienced

in terms of perception.

meaning to

sheds somP 1ight

rerformances.

final
actor

product

their

on the subject

The performer

levPl of performance.

of those actions
the

by Bryan, is how

He/she acts,

and evaluates.
is

as facing

The experienced

begins

achieved.

This
He

many "ambiguous"
actor

has learned,
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however,

to channel

environments,

with less
hikers

perceptual

learning

in the direction

process when they found that certain

provide meaningful and satisfying
develops

the preferences

for specific

in ways that

within

activity

.

A final

theoretical

his/her

other

Knopf and Williams (1985) that

research

sturlies

authors,

"after

dynamics

of recreation

As

it could be that

settings

evolve the schema
recreationists

challenges

the most effective
environments.

traditional

indicators

in

by
motive

of why

In the words of the

more than a dP.cade of intensive
thP capacity

choice,

experiences.

comes from a paper written

Schreyer,

choose certain

environmental

activity

specialized

perspective

as being

recreation

environmental

are common across

recreationists

of "rich"

room for misconu,pt ions and wasted choices.

the recreationist

that

perception

or fishermen may well have gone throuqh a similar

Specialized

settings

his/her

research

on the

to predict

either

behavior al or environmental

choice through knowledge of motive scores

has yet to be demonstrated"

(Schreyer,

While

the

restructuring

authors

motive research,

types of information
and environmental
information

motives

settings

their

will

be sought.

be understood

behavior

of the recreationist

avenues

for

major message is that additional

if

in terms of both content

of recreation

motive studies.

some alternative

are needed to understand

can better

reconceptualized
"content"

suggest

Knopf anrl Williams 1985, p. 9).

why certain

These additional
recreation
and process

is described

offer

behavior

types of
is

components.

The

as the psychological

which are reflected

Howrver, the authors

behavioral

by the traditional

an expanded model of

r e c r ea t i o n heh a v io r whi c h does not fo c us on th e "pr od uc ts , " but rat her
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the "proce ss" which refers
the

to the subjective

recrea t ion experience.

These states

are

subjective

feelings

of fun or satisfaction

perceptual

attention

continuum.

involves
free

st ates described

to follow its

And Williams
rlirectec1

as "involuntary

arousal"

1985).

states

level

attention"

this

on a
continuum

i,.1here the mood is

distractions

and finally

of human cognitive

(Schreyer,

evolving

into

capacity

(Schreyer,

Knopf

by the recreationist

environmental

"flow

stimuli.

by focusing

Additionally,

by t he env i ronJ11ent are not sufficiently

as the

Knopf and

In terms of the behavioral/environmental

are created

certain

which operate

1975) which are characterized

experience s " (Csikszentmihalyi

Williams

as

As one moves up, the continuum becomes more

toi,.1ard "sensory

ultiJ11ate display

which occur during

characterized

At the basic

will without outside

1985).

states

link these

r1ttention

when constraints

critical

upon
offered

to cause the person ' s

a t t en t ion to d ev i a t e fr om th e ta s ks nt ha nd , th a t person c a n be
described

as satisfied.

The authors

suggest

iJ11portant ilttraction
psychological

that

the

"process

for recrea t ionists,

rewards they derive

point
this

from a given

measuring

learnerl

desirable

cognitive

modes of expression

motive environmental
that

needs to be addressed

cognitive

For

states

at any
From

can be conceptualized

which allow

If the authors

link has merit

experience.

Knopf and Williams 1985).

motive or outcoJ11es scales

states.

is an

could be a means by which

designed to attain

along the continuum (Schreyer,
perspective,

state"

as well as the outcomes or

example, the motive to "P.xperience noture"
people P.ngage in behoviors

of the

one to attain

reconceptuolization

for future

is what are the best

as

research,
indicators

of the

the problem
of those
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cognitive

states

and how can they be measured.

taken from their
behavior,

paper.

In addition

Two suggestions

to the learned pattern

are
of

some information must be considered from the recreationist's

antecedent

conditions.

The authors feel that two of these conrlitions

are of major importance;
Experience use history

experience

use history

and life-style.

is important because it relates

to the nature

anrl extent of in format ion needed by thf' ind iv idua 1 in order to make
recreation

cha.ices.

whiie motives exist
exist

As argued by Bryan, the authors
in recreationists,

other influences

suggest that
and processes

which are of equal importance in determining why recreationists

choose certain
influences

environments.

From Bryan's

perspective

these

are perhaps best explained from an understanding

recreationist

has been conditioned or socialized

of how the

through time.

Related Research
Wellman, Roggenbuck, anrl Smith (1982)
specialization

framework in their

was made on-site

Subsequently,

sample of 624 river
investment,
create

to obtain

Ten questions

past experience and centrality

a cumulative index of specialization.

1.94 to 8.31,
canoeists.

reflecting

Tnitial

The

toward
contact

names and addresses

a ten-page questionnaire

users.

in Virginia.

how attitudes

behavior varied with specialization.

with canoeists
canoeists.

study of canoeists

v1as to determine

purpose of the investigation
depreciative

employed Bryan's

of

was mailed to the

measuring canoeing

to lifestyle~

were used to

The index ranged from

a high degree of variation

among the

It should be noted that the assumption was made that the

index was a valid representation

of specialization.

The means of the
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highest

quartile

of respondents,

based on their

specialization

were compared with the means of the lowPst quartile
to 68 depreciative
differences

behaviors.

1982).

Within the 68 dependent

were .signif icant

were in the hypothesized

between the two groups,

direction

They concluded,

"overall,

as problems,

deviations"

nine of these

as to the seriousness

as indicated

by the large

as a means of explaining

of the

number of standard

user

recreation

participation

By asking

which activities

groups.

occurs within

activities

might interfere

activities

were cluster

in

Additionally,

engaged in,

utilization

specialization.

Pnjoyment,

across

participants.

activities.
and which
different
People who

Nature study and sailing

formed independent

concluded thnt
that

relationships

of specialization

an individual's

in waterskiing,

activities

found between clusters,

between different

technology-related

use

between activity

rather

during

nevall

recreation

tend to

technologies.

the conflict
users

hypothesis,

are most often

While Bryan irlentified

than within.

indicators,

recreationists

similar

they found evidence to support

resenting

of recreation

also tended to participate

The investigators

participate

that

with recreational

and hunting.

clusters.

conflict

a recreationist

analyzed

enqaged in motorboating,
boat fishing

the role

They hypothesized

recreation

technology

11

there was an absence of consensus

and Harry (1981) investigated

specialization

series

variables,

(Wellman, Roggenbuck and Smith 1982, p. 336).

Devall

that

responses

(Wellman, Rogqenbuck and Srnith

among both low and high specialists
behaviors

on their

score,

and Harry relied

as the major indicator

a

upon
of
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A study investigating
non-specialized

the perception

innertube

fl oa.ters

of pPrceived crowding among

on the Hiwassee River in east

Tennessee was conducted by Hammitt, Mcnona1d and Noe ( 1984).
their

article

does not explicitly

were defined,
floaters

it appears that

were non-specialized

the use level,
expectations

state

how non-specialized

the authors
recreationists.

Data were collected

toward the number of users and feelings

of users encountered.

Their results

indicated

other crowding studies

that actual use levels

"if

and antecedent

an activity

are not very spec ia lized,

variables,

as a possible

of

perceived

the authors cited
explanation.

and the place where it

The

is conducted

few norms and expecta t ions may have

developed concerning approoriateness"
D.

predictors

(Shelby 1980) which often attribute

the low degree of specialization
authors suggest,

encounters,

Since these findings challenge the results

crowding to expectations

on

toward the number

and nu~ber of visual encounters were the most significant
of perceived crowding.

floaters

assumed al 1 inner-tube

of crowding, number of visual

perception

While

(Hammitt, McDonald and Noe 1984,

7) .
A study on the deqree of specialization

made by Kauffman and Graefe (1984) .
was to test

two propositions

level

suggested by Bryan (1977); that attitudes
as specialization

the importance of the resource setting

by creating

of canoeing experience,
perceived

skill

is directly

changes, and
tied to the

Kauffman and Graefe operationalized

of specialization.

specialization

was also

The primary focus of this study

and values toward desired rewards shift
that

among canoeists

a specialization

index derived from years

the type of canoeing equipment owned and made,

level and the importance of canoeing to the overall
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lifestyle

of the canoeists.

the canoeists

were divided

specialization

that

the level

of specialization

first

The tension

regulation

scales

varied

among the canoeists.
r1chievement,
dominance,

canoeists

canoed on.
their

preferences

findings

family

rewarrls and resource-related
at least

this

variables;

a similar
perceivPd

examined the

Hampshire.

with

in

measured the

increased
setting

The authors

among

changed

concluded that
that expected

change as one becomes more

beh,een

index was constructed

hiking

skill,

trips

per year.

years

of prior

hiking

experience

Hhere Hammitt et al.

across

hikers

White Mountain National

The dependent variables

included

(1984)
this

of diverse

Forest

perception

In

from three

of crowding ar,ong only low specialists,

same perceptions
the

the relationship

Donnelly and Vaske 1985).

specialization

examined the perception

specializations

variations

in canoeing.

and number of hikinq

study

and

with Bryan's contention

and crowding (Graefe,

study,

togetherness

canoeing

A second study by Graefe re-examined
specialization

and equipment

of specialization

attiturles

with

to canoe on, and the type

and actual

were "consistent"

The results

The most significant

systematic

to whitewater .

were an

significantly

exercise

preferred

As the level

anrl streams

specialized,

scales

The second set of dependent variables

the canoeist

their

variables

expected outcome scales.

release,

type of water resources

fror, rivers

score.

showed no significant

specialization.

most often

of low, medium and hiqh

set of dependent

seven of the eleven

(p < .001) were exploration,
testing.

overall

of eleven of Driver's

indicated

index ranged from 4 to 12 anci

into categories

based upon their

Kauffman and Graefe's
adaptation

The final

in New
of crowrling,
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number of actual

contacts,

preference

expectat i ons of anticipated

contacts.

specialists

perceived

and that

low specialists

contacts

than high specialists

nor expected
of

significantly

contacts

indicated

and
that high

more crowding than low specialists

preferred

8.2 contacts,

(6.2).

significantly

more

the number of contacts

Neither

vary with the levPl

However, when contacts,

were regressed

specialization,

The results

were found to significantly

specialization.

expectations

of number of contacts

preferences

and

upon perceived

crowding for each level

suggested

low specialists

the results

that

of

are more

d e pend en t on ac t ua l con tac t s th an h i g h s pe c i a l i s t s fo r d et e rmi n i ng
crowciing percep t ion.

Additionally,

stronger

with their

relationship

The authors
users

cite

the findings

the high specialists
preferences

as support

indicated

than low specialists.

to differentiate

in t o more homogeneous groups in order

a

activity

to better

understand

crowrling.
While not spec i fically
Lime (1984) utili zed past
relationships

inves t igating
experiPnce

between internal

and recreation

behavior.

create

si x qualitativr.

categories.

explored

for rela t ionships

conflict

and attitudes

hypothesis
(i.e.,

was that

investigators

structure

attitudes,

three

floated

different
serve

quantitative

motives,

etc.)

variables

the study river,

with respondent's

the

motives,

ThPse categories

toward management.

F:UHcategorir.s)

cognitively

(i.e.,

They utilized

numbr.r of times respondent

Schreyer and

as a means of exploring

states

(e.g.,

specialization,

etc.)

to

were then
perceptions

The researcher's

of

underlying

amounts and types of past experience
as

information.

indicators

of how individuals

8y measuring past experience,

were able to find support for their

hypothesis.

the
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Recreation
Recreation

Settings

Opportunity

and Behavior

What tyoes of recreation
public?

environments

What kind of environrnental

Does crowding affect
environment

influence

occurs

to recreate

income are not easily
once an individual
the recreational
experience.

setting

by recreation

For example. resource

to
that

management.

to recreate,

However,

the attributes

of

in sliaping the recreation

managers can stock a fishing

lake

The amount of use on a small lake beach may

whether

an afternoon

Naturally

nccurrina

physical

atmosphere are all

or

Many of the characteristics

at a site

influence

social

The setting

has long been of interest

play a key role

or rnaintain a campground.

aesthetic?

such as needs, work environment and

influenced

arrives

is consirlered

experience?

managers and researchers.
the desire

are bein9 demanded by the

setting

the recreation

in which recreation

recreation

Settino

picnic

features,

aspects

is a success

or failure.

rnanagernent actions,

that

can influPnce

and the

the recreation

experience.
Driver and Brown (1978) discuss
four level

hierarchy

move from level

According

demand in terms of a

needed recreation

one dernand to level

of demand changes.
recreationists

of publicly

recreation

products.

As vie

four demand, the conceptual

to Driver

ar~ more consciously

focus

and Brown, individual

aware of their

demand for level

one products

(activities),

than they are at level

four (psychological

benefits).

Consequently,

demand is

economists

researchers

to quantify

easier

at the lower levels

for

of the hierarchy.

and
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Le ve 1 one rl ema nrl i s fo r rec re at i or. a c t i v it y oppo rt un it i es .
rlernands and participates

public
activities

each year.

quantified

these activities

visitor

in a variety

Traditionally,
into

"visitor

use days are categorized
swimming, car,ping,

(e.g.,

Resources

the

hiking,

aoproach

report

has

The associated

to individual

etc.).

in their

Service

use days."

activities

The Outrloor Recreation

Review Commission, which sturlied

util izerl this

of recreational

Forest

according

The

future

recreation

demand,

on Outrloor Recreation

For

America (1%?.).
Level two demand focuses upon the environmental
rlemanded by the public
demand for particular

for their
physical,

demanrl can be conceptualized
phenomenon.

recreational
social

activity

pursuits.

and managerial

as a between activity

that are
It is a

settings.

This

or within activity

For example, a rock climber would demand a very different

from that of a water skier.

setting

settings

like

hiking,

However, even within

some people

a ruggf'd,

prefer

a particular

mountainous

exp1C?rience, while others

prefer

the relatively

flat

trails

at the nearby city

park.

Recreationists

may not always think

ab o ut

th e s pe c if i c set t i ng a t t r i b ut e s th at

recreation

site.

Researchers

attributes

most often

at t r a c t

have identified

by asking

and well-used

th em to a

demanded setting

recreationists

their

setting

preferences.
The third
specific
pnyoffs
specific

rlemci
.nd level

psychological
fror, their

expectations

outcomes.

recreation

psychologicnl
and needs.

in nriver

r1nd Brown's

hierarchy

concerns

People are looking for more specific

behavior

outcomes that

than camping.
are

intertwined

Again, the average

recreationist

They desire
with

their
may not
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consciously

consider

each

Nevertheless,

certain

recreationists.

A

payoff

psychological

variety

have been identified
psychological

psychological

of these

goals

and must be approached

into

1977).

sought

a series

by
outcomes

of independent

Aqain, measurement is not direct

thr

through

are

expects.

goals or psychological

and classified

domains (Oriver

he/she

perceptua 1 senses

of the

recreationist.
The fourth
These benefits
example,
teach

and final

level

can be realized

family

by the individual

camping or hiking

self-re 1 i ance and increase

Scant research
recreation
these

has been effected

participation.

benefits,

recreationist

levels

he/she

from

Measurement, or even the identification

of

a subjP.ctive

of recreation

also

seeks

outcomes nnd benefits.

a different

aspect

constructerl

a table

in their

evaluation

by the

not mutually

recreation

of the recreation
to portray

demands across

levels

are merely
Each emphasizes

Haas (1979) has

an example of how two individuals
two activities

Rrown, l eve 1 one dern;,nds hnve been the
planning

and certain

demand.

experience.

all

to one person or group of persons.

resource

in a particular

setting,

The four

the demand for one example cuts across

recreation

benefits

demand are

a specific

ways of conceptualizing

applied

in the community.

When a person demands and participates

psychological

differ

the family unit,

stability

on the actual

For

derived

is most often

four

independent .

different

or by society.

may strengthen
social

benefits.

or researcher.

These

activity,

of demand is for actual

(Table 3).
four levels,

Notice how
yet can be

According to Driver and
focus

of most outdoor

and management decisions

(Driver

and

Table 3.

Examples of different

Level of opportunity
Activity

demand

opportunity

Desired attributes

Outcomes

Source:

demand

Example l

Example 2

Wilderness hiking

Family picnicking

Rugged terrain
Few people
No restrictions

Grass fields
No boisterous
Picnic tahles

Risk-taking
Challenge
Physical exercise

In-group affiliation
Change of pace

Enhanced self-esteem
Physical health
Increased commitment
to conservation

Better mental health
Family solidarity
Increased \!Ork
production

of:

A. Physical setting
B. Social setting
C. Managerial setting

Benefits
(personal,

levels of recreation

social)

Haas 1979, p. 11.

1eenagers

~5

Brown 1978)

Thr recreation

Forest Service,
toward level
settings

planning framework being employed by the

the Recreation Opoortunity Spectrum (ROS), is directed

t\110

cfemands.

By providing

and accommodating different

a variety

of recreational

types and styles

of recreational

use, it is believed that the broarlest segment of public demand will be
met (Clark and Stankey 1979) .
.A.s mentioned previously,
Management are interested

the Forest Service r1nd Bureau of Land

in the ROS planning framevmrk, and both

agencies have assigned task forces with the responsibility

of applying

it on the ground (Buist and Hoots 1982).

The spectrum refers

variety

to recreationists

of opportunities

varied recreational

that are offered

settings.

combination of ohysical,

A recreation

biological,

opportunity

social,

through

setting

Of course, the

value of any one place can vary depending on who is perceiving

has to a 1ilrge degree dealt

nature
different
regards

in their preferences

geoqraphical
to physical

monotonously similar.

areas.

and values.

out a natural

it and

Additionally,

card hand to

Some hove a qreat deal of variety with

and biological
Relatedly,

settings,

while others

managers can directly

and physical managerial setting.

social

is the

and managerial conditions

that give value to a place (Clark and Stankey 1979).

inrlivirlual differences

to the

are

influence the

For example, they limit the

size of backcountry groups and/or require permits at many of the more
popular recreation

resources.

Rather than viewing the settinqs
resource

as fixed,

influP.nce individual
nonrecreational

on a particular

the ROS framework recognizes
settings

resource

through six means:

uses allowed,

on-site

recreation

that managers can
access,

the other

management, social
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interaction

allowed, acceptability

planners and managers to define or change a recreational

setting.

However, the major ROSefforts

gone into inventorying
evaluated

existing

recreational

resources.

Each area is

and amount and noticeabil ity of managerial control

used as criteria

for assigning

of the six classes

map indicating

process,

the genrral

The ROS planninq
recreationists

relate

environments.

It

auality

a particular

in the primitive-urban

of the inventorying

each forest

prefer.

framework does
to different

assumes that
recreation

experiences

settings

and activities

are

area to one

spectrum.

At the conclusion

or district

is mapped, each

and activities

not

physical,

if a diverse

account
social,

for

available.
how

and managerial

array of settings

experiences will result.

More research

opportunity

geographical

types of settings

is known about which type of settings

recreation

to an urban

Remoteness, the size of an area, evidence of humans,

user density

styles

of the Forest Service have

along a continuum that ranges from a primitive

classification.

offered,

impacts, and the degree

These six mr.ans can be rnanipul ated by

of regirnentati _on imposed.
recreation

of visitor

different

are

However, little

users or activity

is needed to better
with different

1ink specific

types of recreation

(Clark and Stonkey 1979).

Until the ROS

framework is exoonded to account for the meaning of different
recreation

opportunity

only hoping that auality

settings

to the recreationist,

recreation

opportunities

Some of the psycho log i ca 1 outcome studies
attempted to predict
scales.
recreation

setting

preferences

settings

are described

are being provided.

previous 1y mentioned

by utilizing

OthPr stur:fies that have invP.stigated

managers are

Driver's

outcome

thP role of specific

in the following section.
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Related Research
Several of the related
two sections

research studies discussed

investigated

and recreation

the relationship

setting.

in the previous

between recreation

behavior

Brown and Haas (1980),

Bowley (1979),

and

Manfredo, Driver and Brown (1981) all examined and found relationships
between the

psychological

motives of recreationists

preferences

for

managerial

specific

Mclaughlin and Paradice (1980)
differences
specific

and significant

managerial,

cross-country

skiers

Kaufman and Graefe
relationship

social

settings

found significant
differences

type of physicc1l environMent prefPrreci.

preferred

social

sPtting

Lucas studied
motorboaters
1964).

the level

were able

the wilderness

in the Quetico-Superior

perceptions

of canoeists

and the

and

three aspects of

and amounts and type of

to be important to the respondents.
characteristics

uncivilized,

rugged, wild,

motorboaters

perceived a large wilderness,

wilderness

a

the il"'lportance of wilderness

the area perceived as wilderness,

to wilderness

to find

area of northern Minnesota (Lucas

qualities,

more sensitive

study by

of backcountry hikers.

perception

use considered

between

was linked to the

As part of a carrying capacity investigation,
were stuciied:

for

Graefe et nl. (1985)

of spPcializ;,tion

preferences

motive

of canoeists

Finally,

wilderness

existing

attributes

In the specialization

between the level of specialization

found evidence that

psychological

setting

the authors

(1984),

strategies.

in the preferences

and physical

and snowmobilers .

or

and their

Canoeists were

(e.g.,

primitive,

etc . ) than motorboaters.

While the

the canoeists

defined the

as only 10 percent of the study area, excluding

develooment anci roaded areas.

Canoeists

were also

influenced

by
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s oc i a l s e t t i ng fa c tor s , a s heav il y us erl ar ea s wer e l es s oft en
considered wilderness.
harl rather

While Lucas recoqnized that different

clear wilderness

in perception

is largely

perceptions,

attributed

visitors

he concluded that variation

to the type of recreation

chosen

(Lucas 1964).
Within-activity

perceptions

and Paradice on river

were studied

recreationists

by Mclaughlin, Krumpe

in northwestern

Montana.

The

purposP of the study was to evaluate proposed river management actions
on the basis of how different
physical

and social

floaters

on diff Prently

including

types of floaters

attributes.

Their analysis

designated

classifications.

designntions,

were more libernl

in their

tolernnce

(Mclaughl in, Krumpe and Paradice 1982).
for a specific
within

management problem , it

activity

that

variation

did not agree

When floaters

into outfi tted (commercial) and non-outfitted
floaters

indicated

rles ignatPd p0rt ions of the F1at head RivPr,

wild, scenic and recreationnl

with legally

perceived specified

users,

were divided

the non-outfitted

of accPptable group size

While this study was designed
supports

the assumption of

in reg;irds to preferred

environmental

settings.
Stankey (1972)
wilderness

investigated

the satisfaction

users across four wilderness

areas from rlifferent

Wilderness users were rankerl along an attitude
s tr ong

II

pur i s t

II

the sample.

the results

;,,s purists

generally

of

states.

scale ranging from a

conc e pt of wi l der nes s to "non- pur i s t.

who v-1ereidentified
responses,

and attitudes

11

~lhi l e tho s e

were more intense

mentioned here refer to all wilderness

in their
users in

Eighty-two percent of the sample rlesired solitude--not

seeing many other people except those in their

party (Stankey 1972).
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Low intensity
Party size

(traditional

the majority
ability
all

of use was identified

small party versus

wilderness

areas.

responrled

in a fairly

wildernPss

shoulrl bP like

of the responses
that

"nonpurists"

responses.

social

attribute.

large group) preference

of users was toward the smr111 trad it i ona 1 party.

to find an isolated

four

as an important

of all

campsite was also important
Stankey

tliat

implies

uniform vJay to questions
(Stankey 1972).

exhibited

less

The

to visitors

in

"purists"

about what the

While the general

the users were similar,

or "neutralists"

the

for

it

rlirection

could be inferred
agreement in their
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THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
This

chapter

psychological
to interact

presents

motives and recreation
with preferred

assumptions and rationale
Finally,

·a theoretical

specialization

environmental

how

. are hy~othesized

setting

attributes.

The

underlying the model will also be discussed.

hypotheses to be tested will be presented.

the specific

operationalization

model depicting

of the behavioral

The

framework and procedures used to

test the hypotheses will be presented

in the next chapter.

The Specialization-Outcome

Model

Numerous methodologies have been proposed and employed to explain
differences

in physical setting,

preferences

of recreationists.

indicated
in their

setting

Stankey's

wil~erness

that certain

and managerial setting

concept of a "purist"

users were more intense and uniform

rPcreational

pursuits.

Bryan's specialization

suggests that environmental preferences

the recreationist's

level of specialization

can be explained by

in a particular

The concept has the advantagP of being applicable
activity.

Outside

investigation
concept.

of Bryan's

has been directed

own research,
toward verifying

Driver and Bro.,,,m,RS well as other

emphasized the value of psychological
recreationists
Traditionally,

scale

However, such a scale would appear less useful

preferences.

in more urban-related
principle

social

prefer

certain

these studies

activity.

to any recreation
hov,ever, 1ittl e
the specialization

researchers,

outcomes to explain

recreational

have
why

opportunities.

have focused on activity

dependent motive
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profiles,

but recent

preferences

research

indicates

vary within activity

attempt

with

the

to explain

environmental
theoretici31

settinq

predominantly

on social

equipment,

Previously,

attributes

hikers.

of recreationists.

relevance

experience,

while

psychological

states

of

the preferred

.ll,dditionally,

how osycho l ogical

outcomes may be associated

there

psychological

is

that specialists

little

support

outcome research,

for

skill,
outcomes

together

in an

environmental

setting

is not known what

psycholoqical

outcomes nor

with specializotion.

share similar
this

is based

recreationists.

it

may have in explaining

have

in explaining

(i.e.,

value specialization

motives,

different

Both concepts

have not been linked

to explain

While Bryan hypothesized

for

However, specialization

motivational

two concepts

outcomes in an

preference

their

to lifestyle),

investigation

empirical

indicate

indicators

internal

these

in the

preferences.

centrality
the

of psychological

among backcountry

environmental

emphasize

concept

frameworks that

1ink Rryan' s concept of

study will

differences

settings

outcomes and

type.

The model proposed for this
specialization

that both desired

hypothesis

with the exception

objectives

and

in the

of Kauffman and

Graefe ( 1984).
If the specialization
behavior,

it

is assumed that

recreation

activity,

reasonable

to assume that

including

to facilitate

specialization

rock climbing

and downhill

skill

principle

development,

does underlie

outdoor recreation

can be identified

it

backcountry

certain

activities

in any outdoor

hiking.
offer

However, it
a richer

development than others.
skiing

offer

equipment utilization

is

capacity

For example,

a wirier array

of potential

and lifestyle

identification
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than either
principle

picnicking

of specialization

would be expected
differently

that

hiker will

a satisfying

hikers

bnckcountry

experience,

within

rerceive

different

hikers,

backcountry
setting

hikers

attributes,

recreation

behavior

environmental

and to investigate

setting

As depicted
the activity

attributes

of backcountry

continuum that

reflects

demonstrate

settings

experiencP

their

level

their

across

that

different

approaches of

to different

which

hikers.

model (Figure S), within
can be located

of hiking

along a

specialization.

To

the dynamics of the model, the group of hikers

the group at the bottom end as low specialists.
the level

of specialization

to

to environmental

value in predicting

the top end of the continuum are categorized

determining

attributes

two theoretical

hikPrs

will

outcomes are important

conceptual

hiking,

outcomes

of specialization

are satisfying

by the following

that

among backcountry

outcor1es relate

and (5) to integrate

They

a satisfying

how psychological

which psychological

and hov1 these

Given

attributes

in defining

of specializntion

backcountry

the

in the environment to

setting

of the environmPntal

(4) to determine

value different

As a consequence,

how the principle

to a satisfying

activity

study were identified.

as important

levels

it

than low specialists.

of this

(2) to explore

as a predictor

contribute

exoerience

the

hiking,

vievJ their

attributes

the environmental

(3) to invrstiaate

function

hikers

seek different

to identify

(1)

hikers,

to backcountry

They therefore

the objectives

backcountry

better

specialized

recreation

these assumptions,

differ

is applicable

Assuming that

outcomes as being more important.

specialized

were:

for pl ea sure.

than low specialists.

psychological

attain

or driving

as high specialists
The criteria

at
and

for

are based upon a cumulative
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HIGHSPECIALIST

OUTCOME
A SCORE
1
OUTCOME
B SCORE
1
OUTCOME
C SCORE
1

I
1 l 1

I i

SPEC
IALIZATIONCONTINUUM

OUTCGr1E
A SCORE
2
OUTCOME
B SCORE
2
OUTCOME
C SCORE
2

LOW
SPEC
IALIST

Figure 5.

The specialization/psychological

outcome model
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index score
lifestyle

derived

from measureable

questions.

experience,

Within the high and low specialist

mean scores on each of three psychological
hypothesized

that

differently
different

equipment and

high specialists

than low specialists
scale scores.

outcome scales.

will

value

as reflected

From this

groups are

these

by their

perspective,

outcomes
significantly

the hiker's

a re dependent upon th e 1eve 1 of hi ki ng s pe c i a 1i za t i on .
theoretical

assertion

Bryan (1979).
Hl.

of this relationship

Therefore,

the first

High specialists

differ

It is

motives
The

can be taken directly

from

study hypothesis was:
significantly

in the rated

i~portance of desired outcomes from low specialists.
A

second related

of the different

hypothesis addresses the direction

evaluations

of psychological

and magnitude

motives between low and

In the absence of any major theoretical

high spec i alists .

it seemed reasonable that the chanqes in the importance

information,

of psychological

outcomes would be bi-directional.

more specializerl

certain

similar

other outcomes will lose importance to the hiker as

fashion,

outcomes will be held in higher esteem.

he/she develops into the activity,
of outcomes.

Hla.

resulting

in a different

In

ordering

A comparison of the rankings of outcomes between low and

high specialized
Given this,

As a hiker becomes

hikers

the related

should reveal the nature of those changes.
hypothesis was developed:

High specialists

have different

rankings of outcomes from

low specialists.
Studies by several
Haas 1979; Manfred0,

recreation

behavior researchers

(Bowley 1979;

Driver and Brovm 1983; and Mclaughlin and

Paradice 1980) have found several distinct

outcome based groups within
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the sar,e recreation

activity.

Bowley (1979) found more than one

outcome dependent group which displayPrl a significant
experience.

While Bryan (1979) suggests

recreationists
formerly
orientation
respect

type are likely

of any activity

mentioned studies

indicate

often exists.

that

it

to share motives, the

more than one outcome

is necessary

according to some outcome based scheme.

incorporates

Since few recreationists

several motives at one time better

represents

"reality."

hikers can he found in more than one outcome hased

bnsed specializations

occur within one activity.

motive

are

base d groups

related

to

systematic

changes

in

it would be expected that the hikers within any group

upon these considerations,
Different

outcome profiles

There are different
activity

continuum.

Based

the following hypotheses were designed:

s i gnif i cantly different
H2a.

outcome

Secondly, if these

might weigh toward one extreme of the specialization

H2.

can

a scheme which

group, it would offer support for the argument that multiple

speciali zation,

with

to group the hikers

hy only one outcome value,

If high specialized

highly specialized

In order to exolore this possibility

to specinlization,

be characterized

that

amount of hiking

within the same activity

have

mean specializations.

outcome profiles

that have different

within the same

distributions

of

specializations.
The second model (Fiqure 6) presented
how the two behavioral
environr,ental
represents

chapter indicates

frameworks are thought to influence

preferences

of hikers.

The right

the many environmental setting

on a given recreation

in this

site.

The circle

attributes

the

half of the model
that can be found

can represent

the set of

BEIIAVIORAL
FHAMEWORKS
Specialization

ENVIRONMENTAL
PREFERENCES

Index

a.
b.
c.

High
Specialized
!liker

Physical
Setting
Attributes
Social Setting
Attributes
Managerial
Setting
Attributes
and magnitude
{flased on imnnrtance
attribute
evaluations)

of

111
Low
Specialized
Iii ker

I

Psychological

Outcome Scales

a, b or c

/
I /

l---------',
/
I
low

Outco"~ A

IUgh

Low

Outcome B

lligh .

Outcome C

(Independent

Figure 6.

II i gh

I

Variables)

Environmental preference

model

[ZJ'special

~ outcome

ization

explained

attributes

explained

attributes

(Dependent

Variables)
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physical,

social,

environmental

or managerial

setting

setting

attributes

at once.

assumption that the recreationist
the

importance

experience.
specific

Consequently,
environmental

backcountry)

that

The left
that

of a given

half of the model presents

motive studies

discussed

backcountry

hikers,

study will

account

attributes

environmental

Finally,

preferred

of these
setting

relate

chapter,

behavioral
It

most importantly,
two behavioral

attributes

setting

Rased upon the
these scales

have

of the environmental
In the case of

the scales

utilized

in this

setting

is depicted

specialized

some attributes

The fol lowing hypotheses
perspectives

highly

attributes.

explain

and perhaps

comparison

either

setting

framework will

the model.

of a given hiker

in the environment

It is not irnolied that

frameworks

the environmental

for a subset of each of the three

The model assumes that

different

bears in the

seeing

of recreationists.

is assumed that

it

in the model are

by the hikers.

for a subset

of a variety

The degree of specializAtion
left.

into

in the previous

in accounting

preferences

on

Any type or number of psychological

could be inserted

been successful

and report

the two behavioral

to influence

outcome scales

setting

(e.a.,

are or are not preferred

of the

own recreation

variables

attributes

of recreationists.

isolate

to his/her

the dependent

setting

or all

This model is based on the

can rationally

attribute

have been hypothesized

preferences

attributes

hikers

domains.

in the upper
will

than low specialized

seek
hikers.

framework can explain

all the

is implied however, that

each

which the

other

the model will

cannot.

allow for the

frr,meworks in explaining

the

of hikers.
focus on how these

to the setting

preferences

two behavioral

of backcountry

hikers.
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The third hyoothesis

is taken directly

from Bryan's work:

H3. Persons varyinq in level of specialization
significantly
A related
nttribute
"purist"
certain

hypothesis

is preferred
wilderness
social
that

physical

setting

for environmental -attributes.

addresses

the magnitude to which an

or not preferred.

Stankey (1972) founcf that

users were more likely

setting

suggests

attributPs

specialized

recreationists

generally

or contributes

areas.

Bryan (1979)

are more dependent upon the
An obvious question to ask is,

more apt to respond that an attribute

to a greater

are drawn toward thP neutral

to respond extremely toward

in wilderness

than non-specialists.

"are high specialists
detracts

ir preferences

will differ

degree than low specialists

position?"

This question

who

is addressed in

the following hypothesis:
H3a. The environmental setting
dPtract

from or contribute

degree than the attributes
The second hypothesis
specialization
hikers

assessing

attributes

of high specialists

to satisfaction

to a greater

of low specialists.
the direct

relationship

and the preferrecf environmental setting

focuses on the hornogeneity of their

suggests

that

specialists

resource

than lov, specialists.

responses.

share more similar
Given this,

values

between

attributes

of

Rryan (1977)
toward the

the following general

hypothesis was developed:
H3b. High specialists

exhibit

environmental setting

less variation

attribute

in their

preferences

than do low

predictive

power of

specialists.
In order
psychological

to

directly

cornpare the

outcomes with that of specialization,

it is desirable

to
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knovJ how each operates
hypothesis
scales

independently

explores the ability

to explain

relationship

setting

of the other.

The fourth

of each of the psychological

attributes.

between motives

To explore

and environmental

outcome

the direct

attributes,

the

following hypothesis was designed:
H4. Different

outcome motives are associated

types of environmental setting
As previously

stated,

attributes.

there have been a number of studies

have been able to link environmental setting
recreationists

with different

attributes

with groups of

based upon their native or desired outcome scores.

co~bining of motives to create groups of recreationists
reflective

which

of the overall

outcomes are directly

recreation

experience.

The

is also more

If psychological

linked to environmental setting

attributes,

it

would be expected that hikers with opposite motive scores would value
environmental

setting

considerations

the following hypothesis was stated:

H4a.

attributes

diffprently.

Persons with contrasting

Based upon these

outcome profiles

differ

importance of their environmental setting
The final
and desired
sPtting
just

hypothesis

recreation

choice/environment

promising alternative
motives

specialization.

to explain

the environmental

If more information than

outcomes is needed to better

and ~~illiams (19?.4),

that

together

of backcountry hikers.

psychological

attributes.

was designed to explore how specialization

outcome function

attributes

will

in the

linkage,

Bryan's

To the extent

framework offers

It has been previously

systematically

the

as suggested by Schreyer, Knopf

specialization

framework.

understand

vary with

that this

the

is true,

a

hypothesized

level

of

both behavioral
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frameworks woul d predict

the same environmental attributes.

However,

it is hypothesized that each framework will also explain a portion of
environmental

perspectives

will

which are uniaue to that

(sP.e Figure 6).

perspective

process,

attributes

Since neither

is assumed to portray

theoretical

of these behavioral

the \vhole choice or behavioral

some portion of the set of environmental setting

be unexplained by either

considerations

perspective.

attributes

These theoretical

made possible the final hypothesis:

H5. Specialization

and desired outcome scales combined as

independent variables
preferred

will sionificantly

environmental attributes

explain the

of backcountry hikers.
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METHODS
ANDPROCEDURES
The subjects
hikers

utilized

for analysis

from three primitive

The primnry instrument
that was administered

roadless

in this study were backcountry

areas in the Intermountain West.

of data collection
during the fall

This chapter provides

was a mailed questionnaire

and winter of 1982-1983.

an overview of the research

sampling format employed for data collection.
of the overall
population,
described

sampling framework including

and sampling procedure.
with an explanation

operationalized

and measured.

First

design and

is a discussion

study areas,

study

Next, the survey instruments are

of how the research
The fi na 1 section

questions

were

presents

the

procedures employed in the data analysis.
Sampling Framework
ling design was targeted
This si'.lrnp
hikers

from low to high specialists,

reasons

(desired

psycholoqical

experiences with differing
specialists

to travel

further

Bryan suggests that

and to seek a particular

Driver and Brown suggest that

outcomes are re 1aterJ to the type of setting
To maximize setting

in three distinct

of

engaging in hiking

degrees of importance.

are more likely

person chooses.
users

and to include a variety

outcomes) for

type of environment ( Bryan 1979).
desired

to reach a broad range of

diversity,

this

opportunity

a

study surveyed

Intermountain areas ranging from high alpine

mountains to low Sonoran nesert.

One study area was directly

to a major urban area, while another was several

adjacent

hundred miles from
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areas of siz ablr urban population.
assumotion that diversity
settings

This strategy

in urban proximity,

based on the

and variety

in physical

would allow for a comprehensive examination of the two

theoretica l frameworks previously
design

W"rJS

was constructed

to

described.

generalize

specializa t ion and psychological

Thus, the sampling

about

the

outcomes, rather

nature

of

than to generalize

about all backcountry hikers or all users of the chosen study areas.
Study Areas
All three areas used as study sites
located

in this

in the Intermountain West (Figure 7).

in Wyomingc1nd Superstition
designated

~lilderness

investigation

The Bridger Wilderness

in Arizona were officially

as part of the National Wilderness Preservation

the time of the study .

The High Unitas,

U. S. Forest Service primitive

System at

in Utc1h, was classified

as a

area during the time data were collected

(in 1984, t he Hiqh Uintas entered the Wilderness Preservation
Bridg er Wilderness is located in east-central
s outh ea s t of Gra nd Tet on Nat i ona l Pc1r k .

System).

Wyoming, 70 miles

The Wi l der ne s s l i es on th e

west slope of th e Wind River Range and is administered
Teton Nat ional Forest.

were

by the Bridger-

It is approximately 75 miles in length and 15

miles in wi dt h, bordered on the east by the continental

divide.

The

Rridger Wildernrss contains over 1,300 lakes, many above 10,000 feet,
making it a popular trout fishing resource in the Rocky Mountains.
Additionally,

the area can he characterized

rugged terrc1in,

coniferous

summer temperatures.

forests,

fast

by high alpine mountains,
flowing streams and cool

Amongthe more popular activities

are hiking,
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fishing,

horseback

riding,

rock and mountain climbing,

hunting

and

photography.
The High Uintas Primitive
approximately
area.

90 miles east of the greater

is one of the earliest

It

United States,
administered

established

meadows, coniferous

semi- primitive

forest ,

including

a

campgrounds , picnic
within

the

riding,

fishing,

High Uintas

approximately

15 miles

to the other

southern

desert

located

area
access

and accessible

streams

mountain

and abundant

area is adjacent

to a

in Wasatch National
highway,

lakes.

numerous

Popular activities

Area include

hiking,

horseback

rock and mountain climbing and photography.

Hilderness
east

located

Ari zona
area.

These mountains

In

the Superstitions

are located

The wilderness

is administered

and was first

The Superstition

in Central

of the Phoenix metropolitan

study areas,

Forest

is

set aside as a primitive

mountains rise

abruptly

are renowned for the

in a
by
area

from the desert

of the Phoenix Basin and range from 1,800 to 6,266 feet
level.

Area is

range in the

mountains,

(over 500),

mountain

shrub environment.

the Tonto National

sea

glacial

recreation

Primitive

hunting,

contrast

in 1939.

high

areas

ThP Supers t ition

floor

basins,
lakes

roaded

in the

Forests.

east-west

The ~vestern edge of the primitive

wildlife.

areas

by high mountain peaks (26 over 13,000

scenic

forests,

Utah,

The High Uintas Primitive

the most prominent

above sea level),

large

primitive

by both the Ashley and Wasatch National

the area is characterized

feet

in Northeastern

Salt Lake City metropolitan

designated

in 1931.

in the Uinta Mountains,
U.S.,

Area is located

legendary

above
Lost

Dutchman Gold Mine which has to some degree been responsible

for a

significant

The

amount of prospecting

in the wilderness

area.
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Superstition

Wilderness can be characterized

mesas, sheer-wa 11ed canyons, desert
perennial
popular

streams.
activities

In addition
include

photography, hunting,
relative

target

size and use levels

by its rugged topography,

vegetation

to prospecting

hiking,

and wi1d 1i fe,
and treasure

horseback

shooting,

riding,

and

hunting,

nature

car.1ping and picnicking.

The

for all three of these study areas are

provided in Table 4.
Table 4.

Acreage and visitor-days

of each backcountry study area
1~82

Area
Bridger Wilderness

v/yoming 224,072*

High Uintas Primitive Area

Utah

Superstition

Arizona

Wilderness

Size

Use/Tota 1

State

383,399 acres

180, 200*

236,509 acres**

98,400*

124,140 acres**

*United States Forest Service estimates base on visitor-use
days.
**Both of these areas have increased in acreage since 1982-83.
Study Popul ation
The primary sampling task for this study was to identify
backcountry

hikers

psychological

whose degree

outcomes and preferred

could be measured and analyzed.
section,

of

the target

specialization,

a set of

desired

environmental setting

attributes

As mentioned in the preceding

population was limited

to backcountry hikers

in

the three study areas with the qoal of capturing a range of responses
regarding

level of specialization

and desired psychological

Thus, the sample was not so much designed to represent
population

of visitors

outcomes.

the total

to the study areas as it was a sample of a
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range of backpacking

experiences.

The target

pooulation

limited

by an eight week sampling time frame.

Bridger

Wilderness

on site

from July 25 thru

surveyed,

Wilderness

sampling

to approximately

would have provided
about the three

and study

costs,

(Mclaughlin

March.

Labor Day.

in the Superstition

basis

sampling

time

frames

1980; Haas 1979) suggested

age.

population

A11 horseback

riders

restrict

the population

included

both backpackers

than eighteen

years

limited

to one activity

type.

and day hikers.

research

were hypothesized

on time

by others
that

a smaller

analysis.

by mode of travel

and

with

Backcountry

Secondly,

hikers

hikers
younger

from the sample population.
similar

exclusions,

to lack the financial

autonomy needed to respond meaningfully
and the outcome scales.

in which to

were excluded from the study in order to

old were excluded

Rased upon previous
individuals

was further

systematic

However, constraints

sample popul ation would be adequate for the intended
The t arget

Peak use

in the Superstition

A year-round

a more accurate

study areas.

and similar

and Paradice

weeks

were sampled from November 12,

The peak use period

is from December thru

generalize

after

the same degree

hikers

January 6, 1983.

Wilderness

Of the eight

comprised six weeks of the sampling time

whose backcountry

1982 thru

from

Area were contacted

September 18, 1982.

frame, as peak use in these areas decreases
was represented

Rcckcountry hikers

and the High Uintas Primitive

peak use clientele

was further

these

independence

to the specialization

or

items
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Sampling Procedure
The sampling goal for this study was to effectively
backcountry hiking population

from medium to high density

in each of the three study areas within the previously
week periods.

represent

and non-trail

trailheads

described eight

Because the time commitment and travel

sampling low use trailheads

the

costs

of

access points would have

the decision was made to include medium and high density

been great,

access points.

Randomly drawn sampling units of days within the seven

week period provided the basis for selecting

the study sample.

Within

each study area, six weekend days and six weekdays were chosen.
High Uintas Primitive
points,

Area, because of the number of trailhead

required an additional

The
access

four days to adequately represent

the

hiking population.
received the questionnaire

The sample that eventually

from the sample frame of names obtained from on-site
sampling unit rlays.
traveling
control

was taken

interviews on the

Only those hikers over seventeen years of age and

on foot were selected
for over-representation

as elements for the questionnaire.

by larger groups, only four hikers per

group (chosen randomly) were allowed to be part of the final
Within each of the study areas,
surveyed (Table 5).
backcountry
representing

trips

Additionally,
into

hikers

not all trails

all

sample.

major trailheads

the researchers

each area to increase

who may not have utilized

popular access point.

Because of the greater

were

made two overnight

the like 1ihood of
a conventional

or

number of trailheads,

in the High Uintas received equal representation.

of the more remote trails

To

were only surveyed on weekend days.

Four
As use
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Table 5.

Major trailhead

surveyed

Area/Name of trailhead
Bridger Wilderness
Bridger Trailhead
Green Lakes Trailhead
Big Sandy Trailhead
High Uintas Primitive Area
Hi Line Trailhead
Weber Trailhead
Bald Mountain Trailhead
Crystal Trailhead
Christmas Tree MeadowsTrailhead
Granddaddy Lakes Trailhead
Rainbow Trailhead
Brown Duck Tailhead
Swift Creek Trailhead
Uintas Canyon Trailhead
Henry's Fork Trailhead
Superstition
Peralta

Wilderness
Trailhead

First Water Trailhead
Reavis Trailhead
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on these trails

is relatively

low, the weekday population

was not

included.
The sample size was based on the nature of data analysis,
statistical

precision

and expected response rate.

made to place the sample size at 600.
to include at least

desired

The decision was

This number was equally divided

200 sample elements for each of the three study

areas.
At the time of the on-site
hikers were obtained.

interview,

The questionnaires

names and addresses of the
were administered

by mail in

November, 1982 for the Bridger Wilderness and High Uintas Primitive
area samples.

Since the interview in the Superstitions

sample dur i ng peak fall
mr1ilinqs.
generic

and winter use, there was a time lapse in the

However, the quPstionnaire

hiking preferences

help control

rather

was designed to ask about

than specific

for memory or time related

Wilderness questionnaires
after

the first

made. The final

was delayed to

trip

biases.

were mailed in January,

preferences

to

The Superstition
1983.

Three weeks

mailing a follow-up mailing to the non-respondents was
response rates are reported by study area in the next

chapter.
Survey Instruments
Backcountry Interview
During the eight

week sample period for this

study,

initinl

contact was made with the backcountry hikers who comprised the sample
for

this

study.

administered
researchers

Each hiker was contacted

a brief

interview.

on the trail

The interviewer

and was

explained

that

in the Forestry Department at Utah State University were
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interested

in gaining

characteristics
asked if

more insight

into

of users of that particular

they woulrl be interested

the

preferences

area.

and

The hikers were

in participating

in the study.

Their names and addresses were then recorded and they were told that a
questionnaire
future.

would be arriving

Additionally,

by mail at their

the interviewer

residence

in the near

the interviewees

recorded if

were dayhiking or backpacking and the number of people in their group.
The respondents were asked how many times they had previously
the area in the past year and how many miles they traveled

visited
on their

current hiking outing.
Six hundred and twenty hikers were interviewed.
refused to participate

in the study at the time of the interview.

remaining six hundred and nineteen interviewees
the questionnaire

One interviewee
The

were subsequently sent

during the mailing period.

Mail Ouestionnaires
The primary instrument utilized
was a mailed questionnaire.

for data collection

The auestionnaire

in this study

was four pages long and

required approximately 20-25 minutes to be completed.

Tncluded in the

mailing with the questionnaire

was a cover letter

providing general

instructions

and a postpaid

return

The complete

questionnaire

and cover letters

The questionnaire
(1) questions

questions

setting

are contained in Appendix A.
was divided into five parts:

about hiking experience,

(2) scaled questions
(3)

itself

about the hikers'

concerning preferred

attributes,

(4)

envelope.

questions

equipment, and life-style,
desired psychological

physical,

managerial

about the relative

outcomes,

and social

importance of
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psychological

outcome clecisions,

demographic characteristics

and (5) some questions

of the respondents.

three study areas received identical
Specialization.
questionnaire
intent

differed

auestionnaires.

according to section.

hiker.

specialization

Respondents from all

The method of content development within the

was to measure several

backcountry

concerning

In the first

section the

dimensions of specialization

Based on Bryan's

for each

conceptualization

of

and a previous study by Wellman, Roggenbuck and Smith

( 1982 ) t hos e d i mens i ons wer P id ent i f i ed as pas t exper i en ce , s ki 11
level,

economic investment in equipmPnt and travel,

of th e l e i s ur e ac t i v it y to ot her
questionnaire

contciinPd fourteen

l if e are a s .

auestions

During March and April of

1982 the questionnaire

was pretested

Arizona.

sample was selected

at Utah State University
classes

validity

on 63 hikers

by networking with hikers

Several of the spPcial ization

because of questions

precision

in

Trying to determine the degree of cooking, navigational,

hiking technique

and packing expertise

operationalizing

problems for a questionnaire.

Bryan hypothPsized

that

the skill

he also suggests

that

importance depending on the activity

presented

Possibly,

a participant

both validity
In addition,

and
while

dimension should underlie
it

may be of greater
sturl i ed.

devPlopment is more apparent in activities
climbing.

items were

about content and construct

of the items or the low amount of discrimination

the results.

activities,

from both Utah and

and through contact with adult backpacking

in the Phoenix area.

changed or eliminated

The or i g in a 1

which were designed to

measure these dirnPnsions of specialization.

This pretest

and relationship

or lesser

The degree of ski 11

like fly-fishing

observntion

all

and rock

or naturalistic
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methodology would better

be able to discern

its subtle differences

in

backcountry hiking.
The specialization

items on the questionnaire

of the three following domains:
investment

(1) past experience,

in equipment and travel,

backcountry hiking to other life
domain included questions
current

areas.

items.

specialization

standardized

index.

Individual

Desi red Outcomes.

to the final

item scores

a set

reflecting

the reasons why the respondents

backcountry.

of developed psychological

nriver scales were utilized

outcome scales on over 40,000 subjects
individual

a . 40 intra-scale

represented

index.

outcome statements
choose to hike in the
specific

outcome

on 42 psychological

(Driver 1977).

Each scale is

item responses which should exhibit at

reliability.

hiking and specialization,
this

specialization

testing

Nineteen different

by the 42 scales based on their

in

in levels of

Table 6 contains a list

to identify

Driver has performed considerable

composed of several

were

The second sect ion of the auest ionna ire

contained

included

item scores into an

across all respondents to control for parity

of the 11 items that contributed

least

The other two

Once the domain items were

measurement and range of possible responses.

items.

hiking experience and

the next task was to combine individual

overall

of

Since the past experience

it included five items.

domains each included three
selected,

(2) economic

and (3) relationship

concerning general

hiking participation,

are representative

relevance

domains are

to backcountry

the following five outcome domains were

study:

(l}

exercise/physical

(2) achievement,

(3) freedom/autonomy,

(5) relationships

with nature.

(4)

The fifteen

social

activity,
contact,

items representing

and
those
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Table 6.

Specialization

Specialization

index items

index items

Past Experience
Years of hiking experience
Number of hikinq trips
Number of different

taken over the past year

places hiked over the past year

Self rated level of hiking experience
Longest distance hiked on one trip over the past two years
Equipment and Economic Commitment
Amount of money invested in hiking related

equipment

Amount of money spent over the past year on hiking expenditures
Number of hikinq items owned (from a 15 item list)
Lifestyle
The relative
pursuits

importance of hiking when compared with other leisure

The degree of hiking opportunities
geographical residence

affected

the hikers choice of

Number of commitment items (books, magazine subscriptions,
conservation or hiking organization memberships)
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five

domain scales

from "not at all

important"

the questionnaire
Setting
section

organized

to "of utmost importance"

Attributes.

The content

Opportunity

relevant

physical,

contributed

Spectrum.

social

Attributes

were sought to test

1 itter

affects
.

that

experience

of attribute

some disagreement
Additionally
generated

attributes

were retained

h i k i nq s a t i s fa c t i on .
interviewed

to

for

the

hiking

why ask how
agree that

it

gave insight

among backcountry

users

1982; Haas 1979; Stankey
pretesting

of

final

the
exhibited

questionnaire.

on the pretest

questionnaire

which were important

in determining

Fi na 11y , s e ver a l res ea r ch er s a nd h i ker s were

identify

s i g n if i c a nt l y de tr a c t

(i.e.,

in which the hikers

, an open ended section
some new attributes

the

that

among different

preferences

Krumpe and Paradice

only those

attributes

if most hikers

After

by the

back country

the study hypotheses

1972; and Roggenbuck 1975).
questionnaire,

setting

some variance

vary to some degree

(Lucas 1964; Mclaughlin,

the third

task was to identify

from satisfying

Several past studies

attributes

The initial

which exhibit

the hiking

development within

and managerial

hikers

detracts)

were included on

was guided to some degree

to or detracted

experiences.

format ranging

(Table 7).

of the questionnaire

Recreation

into

into a seven point Likert

other

i111portant attributes

that

might

fr om or con t r i b ut e to a s a t i s f y i ng h i k i ng

experience.
Thirty-eiqht
and managerial)
questionnaire
physical

environmental
were identified

(Table 8).

attributes,

setting

and included

Included

Pight social

attributes

(physical,

in the

final

in the thirty-eight
attributes

and eighteen

social
mail

were twelve
managerial
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Table 7.

Driver scales and outcome items

Driver scale and items
Exercise/Physical

Activity

To challenqe myself physically
To improve my physical health
For the exercise
Achievement
To develop my skills

and ability

To learn what I am capable of
To get a sense of accomplishment
Freedom/Autonomy
To

do

thinqs

on

my own

To be at a pl ace where I can make my own decisions
To travel where I desire
Social Contact
To enjoy an experience with my family or friends
To be with others who enjoy the same things 1 do
To have a good time with my friends
Relationship

with Nature

To gai n a greater

appreciation

of nature

To observe the beauty of nature
To enjoy the smells, sights,

and sounds of nature
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Table 8.

Environmental setting

Environment al setting

attribute

items

items*

High mountain trails
Presence of logging
Availability of firewood
No evidence of man-made structures
Seeing others near your campsite
Trail quotas for high use periods
Outhouse-type toilets at popular campsites
Open meadows
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Natural lakes and streams
Revegetating of over-used areas
Required permits to day hike
Well-placed and accurate directional signs
Availability of natural drinking water
Domestic livestock on trails
Seeing others on the trail
Seeing wildlife
Readily available information on regulations
Paved access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well-maintained trails
Timbered pine forests
Presence of commercial and organizational groups (outfitter,
scouts, etc.)
Pets in the backcountry
A party size limit of 10 or less persons
Rugged terrain
Seeing motorized recreationists
Presence of bears
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Natural swimmingareas
Hikers and horseriders using the same trail
Desert canyons
Presence of mining
Required permits to backpack
Loud recreationists
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the natural history of an area
*The respondents were asked to rate to what extent each attribute
added to or detracted from their hiking experiences.
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setting

attributes.

The importance of each individual

measured on a seven point
detracts

frorn" to "strongly

backcountry.

The final

attributes

section

emplo_yPdto group the environmental

purpose, will be described
The fourth

hiker's

section

response

utilizing
domain,

eight

respondent

Orthogonal
setting

of the questionnaire

again

It

to represent

Rather

insight

into the relative

The final
questions

section

concerning

of the
the

that

this

and the
to least
more

importance of each of the domains.
questionnaire

demographic

compare the

sample population

for

contained

characteristics

Age, sex anrl level of education

on other backcountry

than

format might offer

respondent.

information

for

a psychological

wPre presented,

domain motives

was hypothesized

factor

measured the

was asked to rank order them from most important

important.

the

attributes

outcome domains.

outcome items

general

so that

subsequently.

to psychological

individual

in the

was to combine the

variables

and concise.

was

from "strongly

while hiking

three

groups of similar

would be both meaningful

analysis,

direct

forrnat ranging

adds to" satisfaction

task within

into meaningful

analysis

this

Likert-typP

attribute

this

personal
of

were included

study

with

the

in order to

demographic

research.

Scale Design
Two of the most important
quality

app l i cab 1e to measurement

are the validity

and reliability

of the measuring

can be defined

as the extent

to which an empirical

Validity
adequately
1986).

issues

reflects

Reliability

the meaning of the concept
refers

to how consistent

instruments.
measure

under study (Babbie

a measure is in yielding
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the same results
resParch,
little

repeatedly

validity

opportunity

to the same object.

is more difficult

to establish

Since reliability

and is a necessary precondition

mathematical reliability

established.

in the

can be more directly
to occur, the

principle

has not been

While Bryan introduced the concept in 1977,

is and what it will predict.

with respect to what specialization

Recent empirical

established

differences

who exhibit

varying degrees of experience,

studies

in the motives and attitudes

one dimension of specialization.
Graefe (1984) and Graefe,

offer

which have

of recreationists

indirect

The investigations

support for

by Kaufman and

Donnelly and Vaske (1985) offer

direct

support for Bryan's general definition.

This study attempted to improve the construct
specialization

concept,

d i mens i ons .

Thi s

conceptua 1 i zat ion,
recreation

experience,

by operationalizing

appro a ch

is

studies.

Additionally

several

cons i s t ent

with

of the

related
Brya n ' s
of other

To the degree that specialization

in this index it is conceptualized

and measured as past

equipment and economic commitment. and centrality

backcountry hiking to ones lifestyle.
other

validity

and has been used in the majority

specialization

is represented

with

questions

for validity

of the specialization

it has not been defined precisely

empirical

is

of the survey instruments will be discussed.

The content validity
conclusively

in survey

since there

to obtain feedback about specific

survey format (Babbie 1986).
assessed

Generally,

researchers

of

These dimensions were verified

who were familiar

with

each of the items on the questionnaire

Bryan's

which measured one

of these three dimensions was prP.tested and subsequently
with respondents to check thPir construct

work.

and face validity.

discussed
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Fourteen

items were included

the questionnaire.
analysis~

leaving

11 items to represent

with 6 other

backcountry

hiking

unreliable

anci invalid

misinterpreted
(average

eliminated

to

specialization

content

validity

issues.

shorter

hiking

experiences

specialized

specialization

proved to be an

as

numerous

people

one way travel

the mathematical

index.

extensive

Perhaps

reliability

the hiker

over the

This means that

backpacking

trip

gets bored on vacation

hiking

course

of a year

the person who plans
as specialized

sever a 1
is more

every year or

a 2,000

mile

as the person who

to take a short day hike on a trip

and decides

The rel i'abil ity of the final

park.

instrument

by dropping

the above three

consistency

coefficient

internal

some

as the prerequisite

to a well known national

a final

were

of the

who chooses

opportunity

is just

was increased

Items 5

distance)

than the hiker who goes on one five day trip

trave 1.

provided

either

The average length of stay raises

Item 7 did not specify

two.

from further

or did not respond altogether.

increase

on

to rank the importance of

interests

and 7 (longest

of stay)

overall

for

the final

1ife

measure

the directions

length

section

Three of these items were eliminated

ltem 12, which asked the respondent

index.

also

under the specialization

items,

(Cronbach's

index
and
Alpha)

of . 833.
One advantage of using Driver's
reliability

have been extensively

opportunities,
with other
studies,
study:

including
researchers

the following

scales
studied

backcountry
and after

is that

in a variety

h·iking.

reviewing

their

activity,

and

of activity

Through consultation
other

backcountry

domains were chosen as valid

(1) exercise/physical

validity

hiking

motives for this

(2) achievement,

(3) freedom/
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a uton omy , ( 4 ) s oc i a l cont a c t , and ( 5 ) re l at i ons h i p s \vit h nat ur e .

The

tolerances

established

are

inter-item

correlntions

(Cronbach's

by Oriver for reliahility
of at. least

Alpha) of at least

.60.

.4 and an i nternal

reliability

Usually each scale

includes

two to four items which are then tested
scale.

in his own scales

for acceptance

One of the items in the autonomy scale

tolerance

level

and was eliminated.

analysis

exhibited

reliability

The final

coefficients

fell

from

in the final
below the

scales

.4

used for

above these

levels

(for

i nd i v i d ua l it ems see Tab l e 15 ) .
A seven point multidimensional
measure the extent
or contributed
the

pretest

hikers
their

an environmental
satisfaction.

questionnaire

contained

important

part

of the study,

Office

Forest

recreAtion

recreationists
manageriol

Overall,
carrying

(e.g.,

firearms),

required

permits

that

influenced

Several

planners

individual
physical

at the Regional

section
social

(e.q.,

to day hike)

new

was the more applied

the attribute

thirty-eight

validity
asking

areo.

section

from

section

attributes

a particular

in Ogden, Utah, also evaluated

face validity.

detracted

an open-ended

Since this

Service

attribute

To enhance content

environmental

to or not to visit

items werP added to the list.

type scale was developed to

setting

to hiking

to identify
decision

Likert

to enhance

(e.g.,

other

open meadows) and
setting

attributes

were included.
The remaining
determine

attributes

underlying

were factor

dimensions that may exist

the number of dependent variables.
will

be provided

identified

analyzed

and utilized

in the analysis.

to

and help in simplifying

While the results

in the next chapter,

in order

of this

ten multi-item
As a further

factors

analysis
WP.re

check on
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reliability,

sections

with a split

order format.

reordered

two and three of the questionnaire

were designed

Items in those two sections

on one half of the questionnaires

were randomly

to control

for item order

bias.
Data Analysis
Once collected,

the data from this study were coded, entered onto

the VAX2000 mainframe computer at Utah State University
for coding bias.

In May of 1984 the data was transferred

~081 mainframe computer at Arizona State University
exploratory,
the fifth

descriptive,
revision

and inferential

of the Statistical

(SPSS-X).

Prior to the actual testing

objectives

reauired

setting

attribute

First,

Package for the Social Sciences
of the study hypotheses,
psychological

study

outcome and
ways.

items were combined in an additive
its relative

strength

as one eleventh of

Each item was str.ndardized across all respondents to

the total

score.

determine

individual

internal

in Tempe. All

items be organized and analyzed in specific

index, each item representing

the Reliability

to the IBM

analyses were performed with

that the specialization,

the specialization

specialization

and checked

Z-scores

for each respondent.

index and subsequent sub-indices
SPSS-X commandfunction.

reliability

utilizing

The overall

were constructed

with

All indices were checked for

the Cronbach's

Alpha reliability

coefficient.
The desired

psychological

combined in an additive

outcome items within each domain were

fashion and averaged by the number of items

included to give a mean score for each scale.

These final

scale

scores ranged from zero (no importance) to seven (high importance).
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As with the specialization
the Reliability
tolerance

Finally,

the

to simplify

and collapse

an orthogonal

environmental

setting

number of statistical

attributes.

a set

the

hypothetical

termed factors,

Its

application

recent

years

in leisure
(Foster

analysis

by leisure

A principal

setting

their

These

relationship
coefficient.
popular in
1979; Chase

Roggenbuck and Schreyer 1981).

preferences

linear

common, specific

analysis.

The first

principal

as much variance
variance

here

mathematically

efficient,

is

that,
it

concepts

was utilized

variance

are all

this

on the

will

is not always theoretically

in the

seek to account

of the variables.

procedure

to

In this

included

for a second factor,

while

like

components procedure

of those variables.

in all

as possible

forms, it

among the variables

component factor

is then analyzed

The limitation

technique

(correlations)

and error

Since

styles.

The principal

combinations

procedure,

to investigate

and activity

n.ttributes.

shored variance

produce the best

residual

1978).

has grown increasingly

components extraction

simply utilizes

for

in terms of a smaller

indicate

researchers

a

of these

through a correlation

research

Ditton,

satisfaction,

environmental

includes

seeks to reduce data to more interpretable

has been utilized
motives,

analysis

and Jackson 1979; Kass and Tinsley

and Cheek 1979; Graefe,
factor

was performed on

(Kim and Mueller

set of variables

different

common objective

of V?.riables

variables

with the original

analysis
Factor

number of hyoothetical
variables,

with

of the hypotheses.

the thirty-eight

factor

techniques;

representing

was tested

Items which did not meet the minimum

were excluded from the analysis

variables,

techniques

each outcomP. scale

SPSS-X program.

levels

dependent

items,

The

and so on.
may be
meaningful.
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Hence, a factor
researcher
factor

is only a mathematical

must interpret

loadings

results

representation.

Since the

the meaning of each factor,

the strongest

are most often utilizPd.

in a name characterizing

~ddresses

tasks

and hypothesis

Hla were examined with the analysis
userl to explore

be put into
t-tests

determine

if

profiles

and 3b) explored

the basic

analyses

relationship

Pearson's

r, Student's

t-test

and Fisher's

analyses.

The forth

individual

motives

attributes.

Hypothesis

4a required

employed to detect
Canonical

correlation

chosen to access the final
variables

and the environmental

set

tests:

how

attributes.
between

of setting

be classified
t-test

into
was

between these groups.

was the multivariate

setting

specialization

relationship

Md a Student's

relationships

(3, 3a

were used in these

setting

that the hikers

differences
analysis

that

( 4 and 4a) investigated

the direct

motivP profiles

significant

F test

and the complete

each of the

groups baserl on their

set of hypotheses

environmental

to explore

of hiking

their

Three separate

set of hypotheses

r was utilized

to

between hiking

attributes.

to the

which was

(2 and 2a) required

regards

The third

setting

related

procedure

Hl and

were then employed to

in

and the environrriental

motives

Hypothesis

to

groups (termed profiles).

differed

characteristics.

utilized

vary with the level

motive dependent

and chi-square

these

specialization

Pearson's

tests.

The second set of hypotheses

Student's

hiking

procedures

of variance

if the motives of hikers

specialization.
the hikers

the study hypotheses.

an overview of the statistical

perform the research

usually

that factor.

The second area of data analysis
Table 9 provides

This interpretation

technique

between the study independent
attributes

for Hypothesis

5.

Table 9.

Statistical

analysis

and SPSS programs utilized

Research task
Classification

for data analysis
Statistical

of environmental setting

attributes

analysis

SPSS program

Factor analysis

FACTOR

Hl

Specialization

- Types of outcomes

Analysis of variance

ANO
VA

Hla

Specialization

- Ranking of outcomes

Analysis of variance

ANO
VA

H2

Outcome profiles

- Specialization

Student's

ONEWAY

H2a

Outcome profiles
distributions

- Specialization

H3

Specialization

- Types of setting

H3a

Specialization
attributes

- Specificity

H3b

Specialization

- Range of setting

H4

Outcome profiles

- Types of setting

H4a

Outcome profiles
attributes

- Specificity

H5

Specialization
attributes

means

attributes

of setting
attributes
attributes

of setting

and outcomes - Setting

t-test

Chi-square

CROSSTABS

Pearson's r

C0RRELATION
PEARSON

Student's
Fisher's

t-tP.st
F test

T-TEST
ONEWAY

Pearson's r

PEARSON
CC!RRELA
TION

Student's

T-TEST

t-test

Canonical correlation

MANO
VA
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The canonical

correlation

procedure

which allows for multiple

relationships

of independent variables
factor

analysis,

hypothetical
degrees.

hypothetical

original

variables,

separate

hypothetical

predictor

variables

criterion

variables

procedure

in which the original

factors

technique

between a set
Similar

creates

variables

analysis

a canonical

load to varying

data reduction

variates,

correlation

analysis

one representing

and the other

technique

creates

the
two

the independent

representing

to

several

which load to some degree by all

the dependent

or
or

(Lambert and Durand 1975).

The primary goal of canonical
hypothetical

variate

hypothetical

variate

that

to be identified

correlation

However, where the factor

produces

linear

and a set of dependent variables.

a canonical

variables

is a multivariate

from the

correlation
first

set

analysis

is to create

of variables

from the second set of variables

the correlation

between these

two variates

and a
in such a way

is maximized.

The

c a non i c a 1 var i a t e s ( pr ed i c tor and cr it e r i on ) a re l i nea r combi na t i ons
of the original

variables.

Each original

variable

is assigned

a

c a non i c a l 1ea d i ng coe ff i c i en t whi c h re fl e c t s to wha t d eg re e th at
variable

is represented
vc1riables

individual
The first
highest

load on factors

pair of canonical

variates

degree of inter-correlation

The analysis
residual
continues
pairs

by the derived

then creates

variance
until

of canonical

Jenkins,

Steinbrenner

are created

by the first

(also

and Bent 1975).

analysis.

to account for the
between each other.

set.

is explained

referred

to the way

from factor

as possible

of the variance
variates

derived

similar

a second set of canonical

not explained
all

variate,

variates

from the

This process
by the rPsulting

to as a root)

(Nie, Hall,

a
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SPSS-X doE-s not provide
canonical

correlation

which reports
variance
roots

analysis.

canonical

are identified

reported

for performing

it provides

within

Through this

a sub-procedure

the multiple

sub-procedure,

with the use of a generalized

i ps of the original
in the following

standardized

procedure

Instead

correlations

(MANOVA)
routine.

relationsh

a specific

canonical

variables

three ways:
correlations

analysis
siqnificant

F test.

to the canonical
the raw canonical

and correlations

The

variates

canonical

canonical

coefficients

individua l variables
variable

sets .

correlations

between the created
included

ThP. results

the next chapter .

were utilized

between the

to report

canonical

variates

in the dependent variable
for each of these

tests

are

correlations,

or i g i na l set of var i ab l es and th e ca non i c a l va r i a t es c r ea t ed .
standardized

of

The
the
and the

or independent

are reported

in
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RF.SUL
TS
This chapter presents
mailed

questionnaires

the data collected

sent

to

backcountry

Intermountain West backcountry areas.
three sections.

The first

by self administered,

section

hikers

These results

of

three

are summarized in

includes descriptive

information

about the study sample for each of the three study areas.
section

explains

the refinement

and results

of the specialization

index, outcome scales and environmental setting
The final

section

study hypotheses.

reports

the results

attribute

of the tests

variables.

on each of the

Since the sample was chosen to represent

in regards to key hypothesis
for the overall

The second

variables,

the test results

sample, rather than individual

Oescriptive

diversity

are reported

study areas.

Information on Backcountry Users

Sample Size and Response Rate
A total

of 6Jq questionnaires

were mailed to the sample of

backcountry hikers from the three study areas.
weeks later,

a follow-up mailing was made to the non-respondents.

final questionnaire
(n = 421).

Three and one half
The

response rate for this study was 68 percent

However, this rate varied according to study area.

following data (Table 10) separates

The

the response rates by study area.

User Characteristics
Respondents were asked several descriptive
years of hiking experience,

questions,

aae, sex, education level,

including:

size of party,
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Sar,ple size and response rate

Table 10.
Study area

Questionnaires

mailed

Received

Rate (%)

Bridger Wilderness

204

154

75.5

High Uintas Primitive Area

213

129

60.6

Superstition

202

138

68.3

619

421

68.0

Hilderness

Total sample

number of previous visits
following descriptions

to the area, and state

of residence.

The

summarize the responses on these items by study

area.
Bridger Wilderness.

Backcountry hikers

interviewed

summer of 1982 averaged ~4.6 miles (for that trip)
an average of 5.7 previous visits
time users).

during the

hiked and reported

to the area (44 percent were first

A majority of the respondents were male (70.9%) and 92.1

percent Wf">re
backpacking (as compared to daypacking) at the time of
the interview.

The avf">rageage and amount of hiking experience were

12.8 and 11.9 years respectively.

While respondents

Wilderness were more educated (15.7 years),
to reside

in-state

(11.3%).

Finally,

from the Bridger

they were also less likely

the average size of a hiking

party observed during the study period was 2.3 persons.
Uintas Primitive

Area.

Uintas users

interviewed

summer of 1982 averaged Jq,3 miles (for that trip)
an average of 14.8 previous visits
first

time users).

during the

hiked and reported

to the area (14.3 percent were

A majority of the respondents were male (72.2) and

78.6 percent were backpacking (as comp~red to dayhiking) at the time
of the interview.

The average age and amount of hiking experience
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were 33.4 and 11.8 years

respectively.

While respondents

Uintas Primitive

Area were the least

educated

also more likely

to reside

(86.4%).

size

of a hiking

party

in-state

observed

during

from the

(14.9 years),
Finally,

they were

the overage

the sturly period

was 2.9

persons.
Superstitions

Wilderness.

during the winter

The Superstition

visits

time users).

of the respondents

A majority

were backpacking

of the interview.

and 9.1 years

Superstition

Wilderness

Finally,

and BR.7 percent

at the time
experience

from the
level

of 15.3

interview

67 .1 percent

seniors)

compared to rlayhiking)

15. 3 years

of

At the time of the

were backpacking

(as

an average of 11.1 previous

The proportion

11.0 years

?.5 . n per c en t were f i rs t

averaged

respondents

and they reported

and 72.2 percent

occurred.

respondents

and 33.7 years of age.

of the

to the study area.

reported

were from Arizona (in-state).

Sample

hack country

(college

interview

Respondents

an average education

of the respondents

education

respondent

were first

the average size of a hiking party was 2.7 persons

Overa 11, the

?.7.8 percent

respectively.

an

were male (66.4%) and only

(as compared to dayhiking)

reported

Comparisons and Overall

trips

to the area (12.2 percent

The average age and amount of hiking

were 34.9

years.

interviewed

of 1982-83 averaged 7.7 miles hiked and reported

average of 13.7 previous

?.9.2 percent

users

of females and males \-Jere

respectively.

The average

of backcountry

hiking

hiking

experience

and

t i me us er s i n the s tu dy are a where th e
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For comparative purposes, the respondents from Bridger v/ilderness
were younger, more experienced,

better

educated and more likely to be

backpacking, instead of dayhiking, than the respondents from the other
areas (Table 11).
Table 11.

They Here also more likely

User characteristics

Characteristic

to be first

time users

of the backcountry hikers

Bridger

Uintas

Superstitions

Total

Age (years)

32.8

33.4

34.9

33.7

Years experience

11.9

11.8

9.1

11.0

Day hikers/
Backpackers (%)

7.0/92.1

21.4/78.15

70.8/29.2

Education (yP.ars)

15.7

14.9

15.3

29.1/70.9

19.8/80.2

33.6/66.4

4d,4

14.3

12.2

25.0

5.6

14.P

13.7

11.l

11.3

815.4

8R.7

60.i

2.3

2.9

2.7

Female/Male (%)
users (%)

First-time

Number of previous
vis its
In-state

residence(%)

Average party size

of that area.

users who cannot frequent

Hyoming residents.

distance
likely

this

27.8/72.2

2.65

area as often as

The Uintas respondents were the least

reported the largest

educated

party size and were more likely to

be male than the other respondents.
respondents

15.3

However, this may in part be due to the high proportion

of out-of-state

(14.9 years),

32.9/67.1

Finally,

the Superstition

were much more 1i ke ly to be dayhi kers and trave 1 1ess

(at the time of the interview).
to be female (33.6%) and older

These users were also more
than respondents

from
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the other

study areas.

Superstitions

Respondents from both the Uintas and

tended to reside closer to the study area and reported

more previous visits

than the Bridger respondents.

Non-Response Bias
Slightly
returned
hikers

over 68 oercent of the original

the questionnaire

The remaining 199 backcountry

did not respond to the questionnaire

twice by mail.

after

being contacted

The non-response rate was highest in the Uintas sample

(see Table 10).

While no systematic method was employed to resurvey

these hikers at a later
field

by mail.

sample completed and

date,

information gathered during the initial

interview provides some insight

into the characteristics

of

these users.
Table

12 provides

non-respondents
the in-state

comparisons

residence,

hiking style

difference

and

Usefu1 information about

by the three study areas.

users was obtained fer the entire
The greatest

between respondents

and proportion

of first-time

sample during the initial

interview.

between respondents and non-respondents

found in residence.

While 58 percent of the respondents visited

study area in their

state

non-respondents were in-state

over 66 percent

of residence,
residents.

Superstition
represented

sample reflected

a

of the

An examination by study area

shows that Hyoming non-respondent residents
respond than the non-residents

was

were more likely

from the Bridger
the opposite,

sample.

where in-state

to not
The

residents

84.7 percent of the respondents and 76.6 percent of the

non-respondents.
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Table 12.

Respondent and non-respondent comparisons
In-state
residents (~{)

Sarnp1e ( n)

Dayhikers

First-time
visitors

Bridger sample
Respondents n=151
Non-respondents n=50

14 (9.3)

P

(7.9)

67 ( 44. 4)

9 (18.n)

q (18.0)

26 (52.0)

110 (87 .3)

27 (21.4)

18 (14.3)

74 (87.1)

15 (17.7)

13 (15. 3)

116 (84.7)

97 (70.8)

16 (12.2)

49 (76.6)

50 (78.l)

18 (28.1)

Respondents n=414*

240 (58.0)

136 (32.9)

101 (24.5)

Non-respondents n=l98

132 (66.3)

74 (37.2)

57 (28.6)

Uintas sample
Respondents n=126
Non-respondents n=84

Superstition

sample

Respondents n=137
Non-respondents n=64

Total sample

*Seven of the returned questionnaires
totals because of incomplete data.

were not included in these
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The non-respondents

(37.2%) were more likely

the time of the interview
was stronger
reported

than the resoondents

with the Bridger

dayhiking

(32.9%).

and Superstition

at 18.0 percent

to be dayhikers

This pattern

non-respondents

and 78.1 percent

in the Uintas sample where respondents

greater

proportion

of dayhiking

overall

non-respondent
time study

(24.5%).

than non-respondents.

users

This pattern

(28.6%) than

remained true

in all

Refinement and Description
Specialization
The

specialization

into

questionnaire
questions.

these

eliminated

from this

problems .

Prior

the final

sample

all

inclusion

Tn order

specialization

were

the

development

a

items were

and reliability
each item value was
for different

between items.

index used for analysis

each of the specialization

provide

to develop

fourteen

to control

existed

to

to examine the study

in the index,

respondents

of measurement that

Wilderness

fourteen

of specialized

index due to both validity

Respondents from the three

Bridger

contained

Three of the original

mean score of .16 and exhibited

for

to be

study areas.

were combined additively

to its

across

level

(Table 13).

items

ion index.

and levels

more likely

Each item was designed

hiking

specializat

standardized

the

of Variables

initially

about the respondents

backcountry

hypotheses,

a

Index

mailed

information

reported

the respondent
three

The

Finally,

sample was composed of hikers

area

who

respectively.

trend was reversed

first

at

ranges

Consequently,

on this

study had a

a range of 39.12 (-15.00 to 24.12).
study areas reported
items (Table
most

13).

specialized

different

scores

Users from the
with

a mean

i04

Taole 13.

Rawspecialization

Item

Briciger

Years experience

means by study area
Uintas

Superstitions

Total

11. 93

11. 81

9. l l

10.96

Trips/year

6.SR

5. On

10.56

7.43

Places visited/
2 years

8 . 17

6.?4

8.40

7.66

Reported yxperience
(level)

3.87

3.55

3.05

3.50

46. lO

34.64

23.76

JS.20

3.fi9

2.99

405. ?l

?33. 6fi

l? .12

10.01

Hiking i~portance
(rank)

1.86

2.02

l. 97

1. 95

Residence d pendent
on hiking 4

? . ()3

1.68

1. 7?

1.82

1. 20

1. 29

1. 41

-1. 23

-2.BO

.16

Longest distance
hiked (mi1es )
Equipment investment
(level) 2
Money spent/
last year ($)
Items ovmed
( from list)

Lifestyle

items5

Specialization
index
(mean sco r e)

2. 86

3.11
269.%
8. 9<l

309. 12

10.44

~Reported experience ranged from one (low) to five (high).
-Equipment investment was categorized into five levels: l = < $100;
2 = $100 to $200; 3 = $201 to $500; 4 = $S01 to $1000; 4 = > $1000.
3Hiking
importance was determined by comparing backcountry to other
leisure activities:
1 = other leisure pursuits are preferred to
hiking ; 2 = hiking is one of my favorite leisure interests;
3 = hiking is my favorite leisure interest.
4 Residence dependence was determined by asking the hikers,"How much
affect your
did local or regional backcountry opportunities
decision to reside where you do." The answers were coded: 1 = not
3 = very much.
at all; 2 = a little;
5
· The lifestyle
items value was determined by the number of "yes"
answers to the following four questions:
Do you own any hiking
books; no you subscribe to any hiking or backpacking magazines; no
and do you belong to
you belong to any conservation organizations;
any hiking organizations.
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specialization

score of 2.86.

Additionally,

the Bridger users had the

highest mean item score for all but one of the individual
ranked second behind the Supersition
past year).

The Superstition

specialization

items (they

users for hiking trips ·over the

respondents

reported

the lowest mean

index score of the three study areas (-2.80).

However,

when these users are compared to the Uintas sample which reported a
mean specialization

index score of -1.23 across specialization

a number of differences
more hiking trips
years.

are found.

and visited

The Superstition

items,

users engaged in

more hiking areas over the past two

Uintas users rated themselves as more experienced and reported

longer distance hikes than the Superstition
While the Superstition
experiences,

it

are dayhikers
metropolitan
apparently

sample.

users engage in a greater

number of hiking

should be remembered that a majority
in a wilderness

area.

area that

of these users

is adjacent

to a large

With the mild winter climate many of these users

engage in numerous short dayhikes where as users of Bridger

Wilderness and the High Uintas are not afforded the same opportunity.
Superstition

respondents also spend more money on hiking travel

gas and food), which was expected given their

(e.g.,

number of visits.

Users

from the High Uintas owned more, and invested more money in, equipment
than the Superstition

users.

It is interesting

users scorPd higher on each of the lifestyle

that the Superstition
auestions,

that hiking is more valued when compared to other life
possible
are

explanation

months.

interests.

could be that while users in the Superstitions

not as specializerl,

representative

indicating

of their

hiking
general

(at

least

lifestyle,

dayhiking)
at least

is more

in the winter

One
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A central

objective

that can be attributed

of this

study was to identify

to the concept of hiking specialization.

method for exploring these differences

is to separate

into

levels

classes

that

Additionally,

reflect

different

in the entire

calculated.
size,

of specialization.

sample a specialization

For each

index score was

into three groups of equal

depending on the magnitude of their specialization

The first

group, identified

score of -2.95 or lower.

as low specialists,

labeled medium specialists
index.

index score.

exhibited

of 3.05.

The second group,

scored between -2.95 and 2.97 on the

The medium specialists

demonstrated a mean

i ndex s core of - . 04 and a s t anda rd dev i a t i on of 1. 51.
group, the hi gh specialists,

exhibited

the respondents
characteristics

of 3.92.

into three levels of specialization

varied as to their

were returned,

414 suitable

for data analysis.

(Table 14),

responses to a number of key

as well as the specialization

questionnaires

The f i na l

an index score of 2.97 or above

with a mean score of 7.63 and o standard deviation
When classifierl

an index

The mean index score for the low specialists

was -7.12 with a standard deviation

specialization

a method in

with low specialists.

The hikers were then separated

One

the respondents

the nature of the study hypotheses requires

which to compare high specialists
hiker

differences

index itself.

While 421

seven of thrse were incomplete, leaving
Sarne of the respondents

missing data for one or more of the specialization

reported

items, making the

calculation

of an overall

index incomplete.

These thirty-six

respondents

W""reeliminated

from any specialization

leaving 378 respondents who were included in the final

index analysis
classification.
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Table 14.

User characteristics

by specialization

level

Level of specialization
Characteristic

Low

Medium

High

Total 1

7.63*

.16

Specialization
index mean

-7.12

Age

33.9

32.4

34.5

33.7

6.9

11.1

15.6*

11. 0

50.0/50.0

26.2/73.8

20.6/79,d**

33.1/69.9

Education (years)

15.1

15.2

15.7*

15.3

Female/Male (%)

34.9/65.1

23.0/77.0

19.0/81.0**

27.8/72.2

21.1

27.0

24.6

24.4

Number of previous
visits

5.7

9.8

26.5*

13.3

Bridger respondents

~4 (19.0)

44 (34.9)

71 (56.3)**

151 (36.5)

Uintas respondents

47 (37.3)

47 (37.3)

24 (19.0)**

126 (30.4)

Superstition
respondents

55 (43.7)

35 (27.8)

31 (24.6)**

137 (33.1)

Years experiP.nce
Oay hikers/
Backpackers (%)

First-time users (%)
(of the study area)

-.04

1The total column includes all study respondents, regardless of
missing data responses for specialization
items
*One-wny analysis of variance significant beyond the .05 level of
significance
**Chi-square analysis significant beyond the .01 level of
significance
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Each of the three

groups representing

Low Specialists.

Hikers from the low specialists

to come from the Superstition

represented

levels

by the Bridger sample (19.0%).

The low specialists

Day hikers and backpackers

exhibited

specialists

The percentage of

hikers were 34.9 and 21.l respectively.

reported 15.1 years of education,

of the three specialization
previous visits

within this

an average age of 33.9 and a

mean of 6.9 years of previous hiking experience.
female and first-time

group were most

sample (43.7%) and were least

(nt the time of the interviev1) were equally represented
group.

of

contained 126 respondents.

specialization

likely

the three

groups.

The low

the least amount of any

Finally,

the mean number of

to the study area w~s 5.7.

Medium Specialists.

The Uintas respondents

contributed

the

with 37.3 percent.

highest proportion of the medium specialists

Users

from Bridger Wilderness and Superstition

Wilderness contributed

percent

This group exhibited

1owest

and ?7 .8 percent respectively.

mean age of any of the three groups at 32. 4 years.

respondents

also reported more first-time

'?..7.npercent visited
interviewed.

trips

the area for the first

the
These

to the study area,

time when they were

Day hikers (at the the time of the interview)

?.6.2 percent of the medium specialists

34.9

comprised

while the percentage of female

hikers was ?3.0 percent.

This group of hikers averaged 9.8 previous

trips

study area and l~.2 years of education.

to their respective
High Specialist.

As a group, the high specialists

exhibited

a

mean age of 34.5 years, making them the oldest of the three groups.
They also reported
experience.

an average of 15.6 years of previous

Hikers from Bridger Wilderness represented

hiking

over half of
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the high specialists,
group.

comprising

14hile the

proportion

Superstition

a greater

by relatively

small

The average
trips,

respectively.

of 15.6 years,

percent

study area for the first

with level

time visitors
he/she
previous

trips

proportion
specialization
important
classified.
specialists
Uintas

Superstition
specialists
specialization

experience,

hikers

the

contributed

in the

study

increased.

number of

area

groups

The

as the level
itself
its

more hikers

of

was

users were
to the high

Hikers from the

low and medium groups and

to the high specialists

were most hiqhly

group and declined

of first

of education.

group than the other two groups combined.

only 19.0 percent

the

did not vary

a greater

level

to which of the three

dispersed

a

interview.

aqe and proportion

Finally,

hikers

20.6

were visiting

and females also declined

The Bridger

were equally

contributed

were represented

variables

to the study area and a higher

with respect

group (?4.h%)

As a hiker becomes more specialized

more hiking

increased.

they

of the three groups.

of the high specialists

of specialization,

of day hikers

out that

to the study area was 26.5

time during the on-site

tends to exhibit

highest

and females,

the highest

visits

to the study area.

in this

This group also reported

In summary, two of the descriptive
linearly

the

should be pointed

of day hikers

number of previous

while 24.6

contributed

The high specialists

proportions

level

of the hikers

to the high specialists

(19.0%).

and 19.0 percent

mean education

it

proportion

than the Uintas hikers

percent

users

of low specialists,

contributed

56.1 percent

represented

in proportion

group.
in

as the

the
level

The
low
of

It should be mentioned however, that

the
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Superstition

hikers

specialists

contributed

a higher

percentage

of high

t han the hikers from the Uintas.

Psychological Outcome Scales
As reported

in the previous chapters,

included in the questionnaire
psychological

fifteen

questions

were

to determine to what extent different

outcomes were valued by the respondents.

Each of these

items was measured on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from "not at
all

important" to "of utmost importance."

to include on the questionnaire

The choice of which items

was made and adopted from a series of

domain scales designed by Driver (1977) at the Rocky Mountain Forest
and Range Experiment Station at Ft. Collins,
Table lS indicates
their

specific

the psychological

means and standard

coefficients.

Relationship

Colorado.
outcome items and scales,

deviations,

with nature,

and reliability

which exhibited

a mean of

5.52, was t he most important desired outcome for the overall
This domain also exhibited
respondents
1.06.

as indicated

ThP exercise,

moderate importance.
menn scores,
indicating
dorriains.

the greatest

amount of agreement among the

by its relatively

social

sample.

low standard deviation

of

and escape dorriains were of relatively

Autonorriyand achievement had the lowest domain

however both exhibited

a fair

amount of variance,

that the respondents agreed less on the importance of these
The domain standard deviations

1.60 (autonomy).
domain scales

Reliability

coefficients

ranged from .84 (nature)

accepted reliability
with Driver scales.

tolerance

limit

ranged from 1.06 (nature) to
(Cronbach's Alpha) for the
to .64 (achievement).

The

of .60 is normally acceptable
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Table 15. Fifteen psychological outcome items and their domains:
means, standard deviations and reliabilities
Psychological outcome
domains and items

Mean

Standard deviation

Exercise/Physical

4.54

1. 24

4.5?
4.49
4.62

1.44
1. 49
1.44

5.52

1.06

5.lQ
5.76

1.29
1.12

activity

To challenge myself physically
To improve my physical health
For the exercise
Relationship

with nature

To gain a greater appreciation
of nature
To observe the beauty of nature
To enjoy the smells, sights, and
sounds of nature

5.60

l. 22

.84?

Social contact
To enjoy an experience with
my family or friends
To be with others who enjoy
the same things I do
To have a good time with my
friends

4.47

1. 34

4. 75

1. 51

4.26

1. 57

1.63

4.38
.~20

Freedom/Autonomy
To do things on my own
To be at a place where I
can make my own decisi?ns
To travel where I desire

3.66

1. 60

3.85

1. 70

3.46
4.10

1. 77
1.67

.823

Achievement
To develop my skill and abilities
To learn what I am capable of
To get a sense of accomplishment

4.04

1. 33

4.09
3.96
4.08

1.49
1.67
1. 53

. 805

1This item was eliminated from the scale to improve reliability.
-Reliability
coefficient
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To further

describe

the outcome domain of the respondents,

domain means and standard deviations
three study areas.

Additionally,

the

are provided for each of the

this

information

is provided for

each of the three levels of specialization.
Study Areas.
reported

The respondents

from the Bridger Wildnerness

higher means for each of the outcome domains than the

respondents from the overall
Table 16.

Psychological

sample (Table 16).

domain scales by study area

Exercise 1 Nature

Area

However, the Bridger

Social

Autonomy

Achievement

Bridger
Mean
Standard deviation

4.73
i.n

5.59
1.09

4.42
1.43

3.82
1. 68

4.16
1. 42

4.29
1.18

5.42
1.on

4.52
1.32

3.41
1. 46

3.94
1. 47

4.57
1.28

5.52
l.03

4.36

3.70

4. f11

1.27

1. nl

1. 38

4.54
1.24

5.52

4.47

3.66

1.n6

1.34

1.60

4.04
l.33

Uintas
Mean
Standard deviation
Superstitions
Mean
Standard deviation
Total Sample
Mean
Standard deviation

1only the exercise scale differed
areas as measured by an analysis

significantly
between study
of variance test.

respondents also exhibited more variance for each of the domain scales
(except for exercise)
reversed

than the overall

respondents.

This trend was

for the Uintas sample, where the respondents reported means

lower than the general sample, except for the social domain.

Also the
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Uintas respondents were generally more homogeneous in their
as indicated

by their relatively

low standard deviations

domains except achievement.

Both the Superstition

respondents valued the different
nature

subsample.

The Superstition

from the overall
greater

domain means.

(nature)

of hiking

above exercise,
experience for this

and achievement outcomes were valued
sample of respondents.

for the Superstition

to 1.60 (autonomy) reflecting
sample.

The Uintas respondents,

ExercisP and autonomy were valued to a

extent than the overall

standard deviations

social,

responcients varied in both directions

extent while the social

to a lesser

overall

aspects

order.

that hikinq may be more of a social

reflecting

and Bridger

followed by exercise,

achievement and autonomy in respective
the social

in all of the

domains in the same rank order with

being the most important,

however, valued

The

respondents ranged from 1.06
the general pattern

In summary, the Uintas and Superstition

tended to report

responses

for the
subsamples

lower means than the Bridger respondents,

tended to exhibit more agreement, as reflected

by their

but also

lower standard

deviations .
Specialization
specialization

Levels.
rnther

level

1-Jhenthe respondents were separated by
than study area,

different

patterns

emerged, especially

with respect to the domain mean scores (Table 17).

The high specialists

reported higher means for every domain except

social,

suggesting

related

to the level of specialization.

specialists

exhibited

except social,
subsamples.

that systematic

changes in outcome valuing may be
In similar

fashion,

the low

lower outcome domain means in every category

where their mean of 4.52 was the highest of the three
The medium specialists

were in the middle between the low
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Psychological domain scales by specialization

Table 17.

Level of
specialization

level

Exercise

Nature

Social

Autonomy .Achievement

4.24
1.n

5.30
1.09

11.52
1. 25

3.21
1. 38

3. 71
1.29

4.55
1. 21

5.57
1.03

4.50
1.37

3. 77
1. nO

4.19
1.23

4.81
1.20

5.64
1.07

a. 45
1. 43

3.98
1. 73

4.23
1.42

a. 54

5.52
1.06

4.47
1.34

3.6o
1.60

4.04
1.33

Low specialists
Mean
Standard deviation
Mediumspecialists
Mean
Standard deviation
High soecialists
Mean
Standard deviation
Total sample
Mean
Standard deviation

1.24

and high means across all
mean was relatively
however it

exhibited

stable

five outcome domains.
across all

more variance

three specialization

While the remaining domain means increased
specialization,

domain
levels,

in the high specialization

= 1.41) as compared with the low specialists

(S.n.

The social

(S.D.

= 1.2~).

with level

they did not increase at the same rate.

group

of

It should be

noted that the mean for the autonomy domain, though valued the least
of all

three

specialization
exercise

levels,

increased

the greatest

of any of the other four domain means.

also exhibited moderate increases

low specialists

from low to high

to the high specialists.

Achievement and

in magnitude going from the
While the nature domain

scale was valued most highly for all three groups, it showed a modest
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increase

from 5. 30 for the low specialists

specialists

.

The high specialists

three of the domain seal es:
low specialists

exhibited

autonomy outcome scales

to 5.64 for the high

also exhibited

social,

the most variance on

autonomy and achievement.

relative

agreement on the social

The
and

when compared with medium and high

specialists.
Environmental Setting Attributes
The questionnaire
attributes

contained

in the social,

38 individual

physical and managerial environment that the

respondents perceived as contributing
hiking experiences.
each attribute

items concerning

or detracting

general

The respondents were asked to rate to what extent

added to or detracted

from hiking satisfaction

Likert type sca l e ranging from strongly detracts
(7).

from their

A value of four indicated

a neutral

on a

(1) to strongly

adds

response to the attribute.

Hhile the ROS framework (Clark and Stankey 1979) assumes that
recreationists
it

have preferences

does not specify

particular

activity

\vhich attributes

are most important

the attribute

preferences

The means and standard deviations

of the 38 items .

environmental settings,
for. a

style.

Table 18 presents
respondents .

for particular

A further

for al 1 of the

are indicated

for each

breakdown of this information can be found

in Appendix B, where the attribute

preferences

area and level of specialization.

The most important attribute

the over a 11 sample was natural
This attribute
availability

for

lakes and streams with a mean of 6. 70.

was followed closely
of natural

are reported by study

by seeing wildlife

drinking water (x = 6.34).

(x

~

6.67) and

The attribute
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Table 18. Attribute
standard deviation

preference of total

Attribute

sample:

Mean

mean and
Standard
deviation

Physical attrihutes
High mountain trails
Availabi lity of firewood
No evidence of man-made structures
Open meadows
Natural lakes and strPams
Availability
of natural drinking water
Seeing wildlife
Timber pine forest
Rugged t.erra in
Presence of bears
Desert canyons
Natural swimming areas

5.83
4.87
5.82
6. 10
6.70
6. 34
6.67
5. 87
5.88
4. 19
5.89
5.61

1. 24
1. 22
1. 32

.93
.64
.91
.61
1. 42
1. 11
1. 59
1. 51
1. 26

Social attributes
Seeing other on the trail
Seeing others near your cnmpsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Presen ce of commercial anrl organizational
groups (out.fitters,
scouts, etc.)
Pets in the hackcountry
Seeing motorized recreationist.s
Hikers and horseriders using t hP same trail
Loud recreationist

3.76
2. 56
2. 23

1. 18

2. 78
3 . 14
1. 38
2.93
1. 45

1. 25
1.49
. 78
1. ?5
.83

2. rn
4. 60
4.2 0
5.66
2 . 85
5. 50
2. 55

1. 12

1.13
1. 36

Managerial attributes
Presence of logqing
Trail quotas for high USP periods
Outhouse- type toil ets at popular campsites
RPvegetating of over-used areas
Required pPrmits to day hike
Well placed and accurate directional
signs
Oornestic livestock on trails
Readily available information on regulations
Paved access roarls
Fining of hackcountry regulation violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
A party size limit of 10 or less persons
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Presence of mining
Required permits to backpack
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the
natural history of an area

1. 57
1. 75
1. 22

1. 39

5. 11

1. 22
1. 33
1. 07

3. 77
5.52
5. 14
5.23
4. 99
3. 32
2. 16
3.18
3.87

1. 55
1. 35
1. 30
1. 27
1. 54
1. 44
1. 23
1. 50
1.82

5.47

1. 08

*The respondents were askerl to rate to what extent each attrihute
added to or detracterl form their hiking experience on a Likert
type scale ranging from 1 (strongly detracted) to 7 (strongly
added). A score of 4 would he a neutral response.
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which detracted
seeing

the most from a satisfying

motorized

recreationists

with a mean of 1.38.

recreationists

items displayed

neutral)

reflecting

a mean within

seeing others

on the trail

popular campsites (x

=

These "neutral"

(x = 3. 76),

4.20),

of variables

of the results.

deviations
analysis.

eliminated
(x

= 6.1),

natural

from further
will

toilets

were
at

3.77). presence

=

= 3.87).

serve as the primary

the analysis

and conceptual
extreme responses

than six) and relatively

Seeing motorized recreationists

natural

pole.

lakes and stream (x
= n.34)

from the strongly
analysis

(i

adds direction.

underlying conceptual dimensions.

1.45) was

=

(x

= 6.67)

were

importance, which

Their elimination

were factor

underlying dimensions of the environmental setting

simply

agreed upon.
analyzed to reveal

The factor analysis

eigenvalue was set at 1.00.

of

Removing these items

the respondents already universally
variables

from

availability

= 6.70),

does not shortchange their

The remaining thirty-two

low

Conversely, open meadows

and seeing wildlife

be addressed in the next chapter.

minimum acceptable

attributes

Six items reflecting

from the strongly detracts

re~oves variables

Five

of LL.O

(ranging from .61 to .93) v1ere eliminated

drinking water (x

eliminated

1.45).

in this study, some method of reducing the number

(if the mean was less than two or greater

further

(x

attributes

was needed to simplify

interpretation

=

outhouse-type

paved access roads (x

Since the environmental setting
dependent variable

Loud

.25 points

= LL.19), and absence of regulations

of bears (x

was

that the respondents expressed a great deal

of ambivalence on those attributes.

standard

(i

was also rated as a strong detractor

of the attribute
(i.e.,

hiking experience

identified

attributes
Overall,

ten

when the

these ten
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factors

explained

setting

items.

factor

analysis.

57.1 percent

The strongest

for

10.9 percent

contained

three

variance)

was "structures,"

items.

explaining

interpret
that

a decision

remained within

. 40 on the loading
were then tested

attribute

each factor
values.

of the overall

items.

items contributed

to each factor

to

on how to

Table 19 reports

the variables

when the minimum tolerance

The remaining variables

for intra-factor

and

(in terms of explained

3.2 percent

related

variables.

of the

variance

must be made by the researcher

the individual

to the

named "management permission,"

The weakest factor

Since al 1 of the attribute
some degree,

factor,

of the total

for the two structure

in response

a summnry of the results

Table 19 provides

accounted

variance

of the variance

was set at

for each factor

reliability.

Tests of Study Hypotheses
This section
the results

discusses

each of the study hypotheses

of the statistical

tests.

The following

addressed

for each of the study hypotheses:

reviewed,

(2) the variables

(3) the statistical

method used to test

11long with the results,
reject

used in the test

the hypothesis

are stated

test

to

determine

the

hypothesized

attributes

be

( 1) each hypothesis

is

reviewed,
is reported

for whether to accept

tested

or

discussed.
in this

study utilized

relationships.

environmental

setting

thirty-eight

separate

hypothesis.

Since it is not assumed that all

tests

will

are briefly

and briefly

Only one of the ten hypotheses

points

each hypothesis

and the criteria

and examines

are utilized

one

Where the

as dependent variables,

are employed to test

the associated

the tests

will or should
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Table 19. Description of ten factors extracted from the environment setting attributes,
percent of variance explained, list of
items, factors and factor loadings
Percent of
explained variance

Factor name and items
1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

Management permission
Required permits to backpack
Required permits to dayhike
A fee to use the backcountry
Management support
Well placed and accurate
Well maintained trails
Paved access roads
Rugged terr a in

Factor
loading

10. 9

.84733
.80649
.72288
9.5

directional

signs

. 72688
.fi6760
.5 9109
-.41835

Other users
Hikers and horseriders using the same trails
nomestic livestock on trails
Pets in the backcountry
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups (outfitters,
scouts, etc.)

6.A

Regulation support
Fining of backcountry requlation violators
Readily available information on regulations
Absence of regulations
Revegetating of over-used areas

6.0

Consumptive users
Presence of mininq
Presence of logging
Other recreatio ni st carrying

5. 1

Natural setting
nesert canyons
Natural swimming areas
Readily available information
natural history of an area
Presence of bears

. 74144
.60514
.57274
.55152
.69090
.67717
- .49172
. 48141
. 70478
.70037
.61954

firearms
4. 3

. 67233
. 65452
on the
. 52705
. 46399

Other hikers
Seei ng others near your campsite
Seeing others on the trail

4.0

Capacity limits
Trail quotas for hiqh use periods
A party size of 10 or less persons

3.7

Natural amenities
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Availability
of firewood
High mountain trails
Timber pine forest

10: Structure
Outhouse-type toilets at popular campsites
No evidence of man-made structures

. 71465
. fi9988
.154184
. 62081
3.7
.57570
. 55632
. 55222
. 52796
3.2
. 71480
- .68210
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be significant,

the following criteria

are systematically

employed to

determine if an overall pattern of acceptance or rejection

occurs:

less than one-third

support is

noted,

of the tests

but the hypothesis

are significant,

is rejected;

two-thirds

of the tests

supported;

if over two-thirds

hypothesis

is strongly supported.

Hl.

if between one-third

are significant,

High specialists

the hypothesis

of the tests

differ

partial

and

is moderately

are significant,

significantly

if

the

in the rated

importance of desired outcomes from low specialists.
The level of specialization
for

this

analysis.

specialization
overall

As discussed

earlier,

three

levels

were determined from the respondents'

specialization

index.

score on the specialization
as low specialists
the third

served as the independent variable

(n

=

of

scores on the

One-third of the respondents

whose

index was -2.9S or lower were classified
126).

High specialists

were represented

of respondents whosP index score was 2.97 and above.

remaining one-third

of the respondents

were classified

by
The

as medium

specialists.
The dependent variable

for this hypothesis test was the score of

the respondents on each of the five psychological

domain scales.

analysis

of variance (ANOVA)
was utilized

for the absence or

presence

of the hypothesized relationship.

results

for each of the psychological

column in the table
different
t-test

(LSD) test.

reports

to test

Table 20 reports

outcome domain scales.

the results

from a least

The LSDtechnique is essentially

between group means which indicates

differences

An

the
The last

significant
a Student's

where significant

are occurring among the three specialization

groups.

The

Table 20. Analysis of variance and means for level of specialization
psychological outcome scales
Source of
variat i on
Exercise
Between groups
Within groups
Total

Degree of
freedom

Mean
squares

F test
value

2

10.111

375

1. 50

6.737*
6.737*

375

Nature
Between grouos
Within groups
Total

375

Autonomy
Between groups
Within groups
Total
Achievernent
Between groups
Within groups
Total

N

Mean

Standard
deviation

LSD
Student's t

Low
Medium
High

126
126
126

4.24
4.54
4.81

1.27
1. 21
1. 20

3 > 11

Low
Medium
High

126
126
126

4. 52
4.'10
4.45

1.25

no differences

.099

1. 37
1. 43

1.13

3.524*

Low
Medium
High

126
126
126

5.30
5.S7
5.64

1. 09
1. 03
1. 07

19.7R6
2.489

Low
Medium
High

126
126
126

3.21

1. 38
1. 6Cl
1. 73

2, 3 > 1

7.949*

Low
Medium
High

126
126
126

3.71

1. 29
1. 23
1.43

2, 3 > 1

377

Social
Between groups
Within groups
Total

2

.18
1. 819

377
2

3. 069

377
2

375
377
2

375
377

with score on each of the

10 . 66
1. 72

6.172*

Level of
specializatio~

*Significant at the .05 level of probability
*iSignificant
at the .01 level of probability
Group 2 = medium specialists;
Group 1 = low specialists;

3. 77

3.98

4. 19
4.23

2, 3 > 1

I-'

Group 3

= high

specialists

N
I-'
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results

indicate t hat significant

of specialization

differences

for each of the outcome scales,

domain.

The ANOVA
yielded significant

exercise

scale,

different

were found across levels

indicating

results

except the social

when applied to the

that the respondents reported significantly

scale means at each level of specialization.

exercise

means are examined, their

direction

indicates

becomes more important as the level of specialization
alternative

way of stating

specialized)

this

When the

would tJe that

that exercise
increases.

An

the novice (low

hiker is motivated to a lesser degree by exercise

than

the experienced hiker.
No significant

differences

among the specialization

levels

for

scores on the social scale were found.

\4hile the mean score for the

social

across specialization

scale remained relatively

the standard

deviation

specialization.

stable

increased

consistently

The high specialists

levels,

from low to high

apparently disagree,

as a group,

regarding the importance of the social motive.
The hypothesis was supported when applied to the nature motive.
The means signify
specialization.

the increasing

While these means were significant

of specialization,

indicator

reflecting

Not only was the hypothesis

autonomy appears to be the strongest
Since

this

specialization,

across all levels

that nature is not the

of specialization.

The autonomy domain scores exhibited
7 .94.

to high

the F value of 3.52 was weaker than the exercise,

achievement and autonomy scales,
strongest

importance of nature

domain is

valued the

the strongest

supported for this
indicator
least

one might conclude that

for

F value at
scale,

but

of specialization.
all

levels

of

the autonomy motive is an
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unimportant motive for backcountry hiking.
indicate

however, that

specialized

hikers,

the other motives.

Thes e test

res ult s

as hikers develop into successively

more

the autonomy motive changes more dramatically
Perhaps these hikers learn to increasingly

hiking experiences as an opportunity

to exercise

their

than

utilize

freedom in an

environment where they are their own masters.
The final
significant
suggests

across levels
this

specialization
to a greater
sense

domain scale,

motive increases
increases.

Mean direction

Overall,

of the five

statistical
tests

High specialists

are likely

the hiking

tests.

to be motivated

experience

the hypothesis

was found in four

differ

of the

is supported.

of variance indicated

for the hypothesis that high specialists

domain scale failed

the three

to reach statistical

1eve1s of specialization.

specialization

It

has no value in explaining

significantly

in the
Only the

significance

may be that
variation

The

strong support

rated importance of desired outcomes from low specialists.
social

or the

than low

Since over two-thirds

were significant,

of

and abilities

the hypothesized relationship

of the one way analysis

again

in importance as the level

degree by developing hiking skills

specialists.

results

was statistically

of specialization.

of accomplishment after

statistical

achievement,

across

1evel of

in the social

domain, or it may be that when other key motives are combined with the
social

motive score (interactive

effects)

a more significant

pattern

will emerge. This question will be addressed in Hypothesis 2a.
Hla.

High specialists
low specialists.

have different

rankings of outcomes from
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The level

of specialization

(high and lo\-1) served as the

independent variable

for this hypothesis.

Rather than comparing meQn

domain scale scores,

the dependent variable was the raw score rank of

each of the scales across low and high specialists.

Table 21 provides

Table 21. Comparison of outcome rank scores within each level of
specialization
Outcome
domain

Low specialists
Mean Rank

Mediumspecialists
Mean Rank

High specialists
Mean Rank

Exercise

4.24

( 3)

4.54 (2)

4.81 (2)

Social

4.52

(2)

4.50 ( 3)

4.45 (3)

Nature

5. 30

( 1)

5.57 ( 1)

5.64 ( 1)

Autonomy

3.21

(5)

3. 77 ( 5)

3.98 ( 5)

Achievement

3.71

(4)

4.19 (4)

4.23 ( 4)

the results

of the hypothesized question.

was not utilized

in evaluating

A formal statistical

test

this hypothesis.

An examination of the domain means for the low specialists
indicates
lesser

that

nature is the highest

degree, but still

type scale are the social

greater
(x =

4.52) and exercise

were achievement

The high specialized

Valued to a

than important (4.0) on the Likert-

ranked two and three respectively.
low specialists

valued motive.

The least
(x

(x = 4.24)

domains,

valued domains for the

= 3.7) and autonomy

(x

= 3.21).

hikers also ranked the nature domain as most

important, but with a significantly

higher mean of 5.64.

The rankings

of the second and third most valued domains were reversed for the high
specialists

with the importnnce of the exercise motive increasing

to
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follow~d by social

4.81,

high specialists

at 4.45.

As with the low specialists,

ranked achievement and autonomy fourth

the

and fifth

respectively.
The difference
offer

only partial

in rankings of the exercise
support for the hypothesis.

and social
Major shifting

ranks did not occur between low and high specialized
for the social
occurring

scale,

a more accurate

description

from low to high specialization

magnitude of the scale means.

scales
of the

hikers.

Except

of the changes

would be an increase

Hence, the social

at the same magnitude of importance across levels

in the

scale mean remained
of specialization.

When the ot her scale means are compared, it could be concluded that
increases

in levels of specialization

of their

motives , perhaps sensitizing

rewards.

The issue of response bias should also be raised.

scores for the high specialists
beyond the Likert scale.

serve to increase the importance
the hikers

could also reflect

A pattern

to their

possible
The high

a valuing that goes

that is ignored in the rankings,

but which appears when the means are compared, is the increase
observed in the autonomy scale.

While its rank did not change, the

autonomy scale mean showed the most dramatic increase from low to high
specialization

(. 77) .

This increase

and achievement sea 1es,

exercise

respectively

.

specialists

and high specialists

exhibit

was closely

1t1i
th increases

fol lowed by the
of . 57 and • 52

In summary, the comparisons of ranking between low

significantly

different

suggest that hi0h specialists
rankings

of outcomes from low

specialists.
H2. Different

outcome profiles

have significantly

different

do not

within the same activity
mean specializations.
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The level of specialization
the testing

of this

served as the dependent variable

hypothesis.

Specialization

for groups of hikers who were classified
motive scores.

means were compared

by the raw values of their

Each hiker received a low or high classification,

depending on whether they were above or below the overall

and a particular

hiker scored a 4,62 on that scale,

would be assigned to the high classification
motive .

This procedure ~"as used to classify

for the exercise,

nature,

social,

of hikers \vhich reflect

considerable
respondents

for that particular
each hiker as high or low

was to determine a way to create

more than one domain at a time.

amount of time was spent trying to cluster
into similar

he/she

autonomy and achievement domains.

The next step in the analysis
classes

sample mean

For example, if the domain mean v,as 4.5

on each motive scale.
(overall),

for

groups based upon their

A

analyze the

five domain scores.

Regardles s of whether these scores were entered as raw or standardized
values for each individual,

the resulting

the hikers into one relatively
making generalizable
An alternative

small groups

very macro or very micro.

method of breaking the hikers

test,

always separated

large group and several

conclusions either

developed by classifying
For each statistical

clusters

each hiker into a multiple

into groups was
motive profile.

three motives were utilized

to represent

one motive profile.

Three motives were chosen as a compromise between

trying

portray the whole motive picture

analysis

to accurately
technically

understandable.

may score high on the exercise,

and keeping the

For example, a particular

hiker

high on the nature and high on the

social moti ve, while a second hiker may score low on the exercise,
on the nature and high on the social domain.

Overall,

low

eight nominal
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classifications
procedure.

are possible with any three motives entered into the
Since there are five total motives, there are ten possible

combinations of combining three motives at a time.

However, once

three new domain scores are utilized,

the hikers into

they reclassify

new categories,

so comparisons between different

motive profiles

are not possible

Comparisons are only possible
of any given three motives.

combinations of

since they are not independent.

within different
Table ?2 lists

high/low combinations

the mathematical

for three domain variables,
Table ??.. Possible classifications
each variable is categorized low or high

when

Class

Oo111ain
#1

Domain #2

Domain #3

l

High

High

High

2

High

Hiqh

Low

3

High

Lm·1

High

4

High

Low

Low

s

Low

High

High

6

Low

High

Low

7

Low

Low

High

8

Low

Low

Low

combinations which could be utilized

for comparisons given three

motives.
This classification
discrete
alternative

system divides

the total

sample into eight

groups for any combination of three motive domains.

An

approach would be to look at the high and low categories

for a single motive.

However, such an approach would ignore how
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motives interac t .

Rarely,

behavior of recre ationists.
to list

all

Conversely,

The results

tremendous conceptual

dimensions at once.

Still,

skill

to understand

Three motive variables

the possibilities

groupings are possible
variables,

creating

The results

categories

would produce 125 classes

to understand and also provide insight
occur.

five

into interactions

for analysis

significantly
that

eighty possible

possible

that might

are large since eight

groups.

one provide some insight

autonomy and achievement

across levels

hiker s who score

signif ic ant ly different
low.

and

for each of ten combinations of three domain

from hypothesis

nature,

of

motive

are conceptually

c 1as s es of moti ves mi ght be most meani ngfu 1 to t es t.
exercise ,

the

it may seem most appropriate

five motives and comoare the possible

high/low combinations.
require

if ever, does one motive explain

of specialization,

high on any three
specializntion

into which
Si nce th e

domains increased
it might be expected

motives would have

means than those scoring all

If one or more of these combinations were not significant,

results

mny provide some insight

into how the motives are covarying or

interacting.

Secondly, it would be possible

coribinations

of motives is the strongest

specialization.

to explore which of these
or weakest indicator

Table 23 compares the specialization

between individuals

the

with high exercise,

nature,

of

index means

autonomy, and

achievement motive packages (only three motives are explored in any
one test)
A Student's

and individuals
t-test

vlith the opposite package (i.e.,

was calculated

(.05 level of probability)

to test for a significant

in the specialization

all low).
difference

index means.
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Table 23. Student 's t-test of thP difference in specialization
index
scores between individuals with high exercise, nature, autonomy, and
achievement motive packages and individuals with the opposite mode of
characteristics
Number
of
cases
Mean

Motive
package

Au

Ac

Standard
deviation

2-ta i1
probabi 1ity

2.36*

202

.022

3.23**

136

. 002

2.63**

168

.009

3.31**

164

.001

Ex

High High High

100

1. 58

6.62

Low

Low

Low

104

- .64

7.15

Na

Au

Ex

High High High

82

2. 43

6.02

Low

Low

Low

71

Ac

Ma

Ex

-1.08

89

LovJ

Low

Low

85

-1.18

7. 14

Au

Na

fl c

High High High

84

1.85

6.22

Low

84

-1.54

7.02

Low

*Significant
**Significant

1. 52

7.25

High Hi gh High

Low

value

Degrees
of
freedom

t

6.34

at the .05 level of probability
at the .01 level of probability
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The results

indicate

between individuals

that

significant

differences

were found

who scored high across the three motive packages

and those \<1hoscored low, for each combination of the four domains.
Those individuals

who scored high on the autonomy/achievement/exercise

package reported a mean of 1.58 as compared to -.64 for the low group.
While significant,

the t value for this package was also the lowest of

the four tests.

The nature/autonomy/exercise

package exhibited

The high group in this package also

relatively

high t value of 3.?.3.

exhibited

the greatest

suggesting

that hikers with these motives are the most likely

highly specialized.

specialization

index mean

(x

The achievement/nature/exercise

reported specialization

a

2.43),

=

to be

motive package

index means of 1.52 and -1.18 for the high and

low groups respectively.

The obtained t value was .009, exceeding the

.05 level of significance

criterion.

The last test

statistic

on Table

23 compares the high and low groups of the autonomy/nature/achievement

motive package.
tests

The resulting

with a two-tail

suggesting

characteristics

that

tests

of .001.

hikers
likely

of the four

The low group exhibited

nature,

increases

in specialization

with this

set

of motive

to be highly specialized.

of the four outcome profile

co1:1parisons

autonomy and achievement significantly

compared with the all

including
account for

index values when the all high groups are

low groups for each of the four possible motive

i~hen the two packages with the greatest

nature/autonomy/exercise

a

index mean of the four

any combination of three motive variables,

exercise,

packages.

that

are the least

The statistica.l
indicate

probability

the lowest specirilization

mean of -1.54,
combinations,

t value was the highest

and

significance,

autonomy/nature/achievement,

are

1.31

compared,

only the

suggesting

that

specialization
further

nature

these

specialization

that

in tandem.

in both,

indicators

This suggestion

the highest

for the all

The mean for the al 1 high nature/autonomy/exercise
high autonomy/nc1ture/achievement

had specia lization

appear

package which provided

mean (x = -1.54)

high

motive

motive package

index means of 2. 43 and 1.85 respectively.

and autonomy motives

achievement

of high

is supported

these same two packages report

index means of the four comparisons

package and the all

nnture

appear

two motives may be the best

when operating

by the fact

groups.

and autonomy motives

of the four all

not compare standard

deviations,

a 1so in the
the lowest

The

autonomy /nature/

specialization

low groups.

index

~/hile the t-tests

Toble 23 indicates

that

did

the all

low

groups of ~ach of the motive packages exhibited

more specialization

index variance

that

than the high groups suggesting

the all

high

motive group for each package is a more homogeneous group in regard to
their

degree of specialization.
The relative

indicates

that

specialization

stability
the social

to another.

motive possibly

interacts

where it might explain
index variable .

the social

utilized
with

the

combinations.

in Hypothesis

A logical

question

1
of

to ask is if the social

or combines with other motives to a degree
some of the variance

in the specialization

a second set oft-tests

four motives combined for all
motive.

for the analysis
all

motive

motive does not vary from one level

Consequently,

with the previous
with

of the social

low motive

possible

Three motive packages
and the all
group for

Since the social

were calculated
combinations

were once again

high motive group was compared
each of the

six

possible

motive does not significantly

account
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for

specialization

alone,

it

should add more unexplained

perhaps making comparisons of the all
insignificant

with respect

high and all

to differences

variance,

low motive groups

in their

specialization

index means.
In all,
tv10

motives

six different
fror, the

motive packages can be constructed

exere i se,

nature,

domains are combined with the social
t-tests

comparing the all

indicates

that

tests.

autonomy and achievement

motive.

the results

The probability

are non-significant

is

specialization

index mean of 1.78 for the all
higher

Additionally,

the

all

the hiqhest

packages,

while the all

social/exercise

differences

for the all

motive

Two of the motive packages,

and exercise/social/achievement,

sample mean, suggesting

hikers

comparisons.
standard
larger

likely

for the all

set of tests

all

low

to the overall

low in both social

to be low specialists

As in the previous

deviations

who score

the

nature/

exhibited

means which were equal

are the least

package

package also exhibited

motive group spPcialization

exercise

low 111otive

mean for any of the six motive

low group for this

that

The

high motive group was

high autonomy/social/nature

mean.

in

low motive groups of the same package.

specialization

soecialization

of the six

combination.

thr1n the mean of -.71

exhibited

lowest

autonomy/social/nature

compared with the all

low motive

motive combines with

for significant

specialization

significantly

the

to account

of the

of the t values
in five

The only motive package where the social

two of the other motives

group,

The results

high motive group with the all

in Table 24.

group are reported

when any

and

of any of the six

for Hypothesis

2, the

low motive groups v1ere consistently

than the all high motive groups,

perhaps

suggesting

that hikers
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Table 24. Student's t-test of the difference in specialization
index
scores between individuals with high social motive packages and
individuals with the opposite mode of characteristics
Number
of
cases
Mean

Motive
package

Au

So

So

So

So

So

So

126

.031

-

74
74

.93
-.51

6.33
7.05

1. 30

144

.195

1.60

- .16

6.51
7.41

1. 47

124

.144

63

75
70

- .22

1. 34

6.61
7.06

1.37

140

.172

85
85

.82
-.16

6.82
7.22

.91

16R

.362

81
83

.80
-.~6

6.70
6.99

1. 08

162

.28

77

Ac

High High High
Low Low Low
Au

2.18*

Ex

High High High
Low Low Low
Ex

6.08
7.40

. 71

1. 78

Ex

High High High
Low Low Low
Au

76
66

/'le

High High High
Low Lmv Low
Na

2-tail
probahility

t

Na

High High High
Low Low Low
Na

value

Degrees
of
freedom

Standard
deviation

Ac

High Hiqh Hiqh
Low Low Low
*Significant

at the .05 level of probability
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1;;ho value outcomes highly are more similar
orientation

in their

specialization

at all levels of the continuum.

In su~mary, the first

set

of t-tests

revealed

that

combination of three motives from the exercise,

nature,

achievement

differences

domains account

specialization

for

significant

any

autonomy or
in

values when hikers who scored high across the motives

are compared with hikers who scored low across motives.

The packages

which contained both the nature and autonomy motives exhibited

the

greatest

When

ability

to discriminate

differences

in specialization.

these same motives were combined with the social motive in packages of
three,

the

ability

specialization

to

explain

significant

values was greatly

reduced.

differences

in

Only the autonomy/social/

nature package was able to account for significant

differences

between

hikers who scored high across all three motives compared to those who
scored low across all three.
found significant
hypothesis

Overall,

in 50 percent

the motive profile

of the statistical

schemes were

tests.

The

is supported moderately.

H2a. There are different
activity

outcome profiles

that have different

within the same

distributions

of

specializations.
As a related

analysis

hypothesized that profiles
the hikers
these

distribution
utilized

hypothesis,

would differ

expected if

significantly

the motive profiles

of specialization.

to test

it

was

based on motive scores would redistribute

into the three levels of specialization.

distributions

distributions

to the previous

A chi-square

for non-random differences

Additionally,
from the equal

were unrelated

to the

test of independence was
in the all high motive
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profiles

compared with the contrasting

ten motive packages (Table 25).
was significant

all low motive profile

If the resulting

chi-square

beyond the .05 level of probability,

for all
statistic

support for the

hypothesis was noted.
Overall,
statistical

the hypothesis
tests.

was supported

The differences

in seven of the ten

in distributions

were weakest when

the social motive was entered into the motive package.
social/achievement,
exercise

autonomy/social/achievement,

package exhibited
related

the strongest

of the all high group indicated

packages also exhibited

respectively.

Apparently,

motives rather

significant

specialist

different

hiker who enjoys an
or f~mily.
motive

distributions

with chi-squares

specialized

motive

The general orientation

a more specialized

levels,

As

of

of 6.37 and 6.59

hikers who exhibit

to have strong nature,

than an achievement orientation.

a strong

autonomy and
These three

packages are also similar with respect to the direction

distribution

package,

of 9.05.

significantly

motive are more likely

exercise

in the

of any of the social

and exercise/social/autonomy

hikers across specialization

group.

relationship

natural environment with the company of friends

The nature/social/exercise

their

the autonomy/nature/social

packages, with a chi-square

isolated,

differences

of hikers across the three levels of specialization.

found in the previous hypothesis,

social

and nature/social/

packages did not account for significant

distribution

The exercise/

differences.

the greatest

high group of each

number of hikers v1ere found in the high

group and the smallest
While the all

For the all

proportion

in the lov, specialist

low group for each package exhibited

the

of

Table 25. Chi-square tests for independence of specialization
levels on individuals with all
high motive socres and individuals with contrasting all low motive scores for ten different
motive packages

Motive packages
Au
Na
So
Low Low Low
High High High
Column
Chi-square=

Medium
spPcialist

20
14
34

9.05; Statistically

Na
So
Ex
Low Low Low
High High High
Column
Chi-square=

20
17
37

6.37; Statistically

Ex
So
Ac
Low Low Low
High High High
Column
Chi-square=

28
14
42

=

26
10
36

6.59; Statistically

High
specialist

Row
total

Motive packagPs

46
76
n=122

Na
So
Ex
Low Low Low
High High High
Column

14
31
45

12
31
43

significant

at .n5 levPl

14
30
44

12
30
42

significant

at .n5 level

Chi-square=

22
24
46

23
23
46

Na
Au
Ac
Low Low Low
High High High
Column

3.71; Not statistically

Ex
So
Au
Low Low Low
High High High
Column
Chi-squarP

Low
specialist

46
77

n=123

73
61
n=l 34

sign ificant
21
25
46

significant

at .n5 level

70
59
n=129

63
66
n=129
nature;

18.,8;

Ac
Au
Low Low
High High
Column
Chi-square=
AU= autonomy;

18

17
35

34
13
47
Statistically
31
17
48

13. 74; Statistically

Ac
Ma
Ex
Low Low Low
High High High
Column
Chi-square=

Medium
special ist

31
20
51

12.03; Statistically
Ex
Low
High

45
13
58
12.30; Statistically
AC= achievement

High
specialist

12
31
43

5.14; Not statistically

Au
Na
Ex
Low Low Low
High High High
Column

Chi-square=

23
24
47

Ac
Au
So
Low Low Low
20
21
22
High High High
27
24
15
Column
45
37
47
siqnificant
Chi-square= 2.Sn; Not statistically
Motive domain key : EX= exercise; SO= social; NA=

Chi-square=

Low
specialist

12
26
38

Row
total

42
74
n=116

significant
18

19

71

30
48

30

82
n=l53

significant

at .05 level

16
49

16
34
50

Significant

at . 05 level

16
31
47

38
54

Significant

at .05 level

30
26
56
significant

29
104
71
32
61
n=l75
at .05 level

33

58

1Ii

63
84
n=147

63
89
n=l52
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opposite

frequency patterns,

suggesting that the importance of these

motives increases as the hikers level of specializations

increase.

When the social motive was excluded from the motive package, the
chi-square

tests

significant
exercise

on the remaining combinations of motives were all

at the .05 level of probability.
package exhibited

the largest

The achievement/nature/autonomy,
achievement/autonomy/exercise

The all autonomy/nature/

chi-square

values of 18.58.

achievement/nature/exercise,
a 11 demonstrated

1arger test

values than any of the social motive dependent profiles.

Again the

low specialists

profiles

and

category was the most frequent classification

hikers when the all

low motive profile

most likely to be classified
high profile

occurred,

as high specialists

while hikers were
when the opposite all

was examined.

In summary, it appears that opposing motive profiles
to the level of hiking specialization
tests

of the

were significant

for the sample.

in seven of the ten tests

support for the hypothesis.

This relationship

are related

The chi-square

indicating

strong

is non-existent

or the

weakest when the social motive is included within a motive package,
suggesting

that

significant

the level

of specialization

changes in the social

motive.

is not related
The exercise,

autonomy and achievement motives when combined in different
packages

(of

distribution

three)

account

for

significant

to

nature,
outcome

changes in the

of hikers across the three levels of specialization.

The

combination of nature and autonomy in any motive package appears to
exhibit

the greatest

of specialization

discrimination

potential

for the packages examined.

in determining the level
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H3. Persons varying in level of specialization
significantly

will differ

in preferences _for environmental attributes.

Based on the conceptual model discussed

previously,

it was

hypothesized that differences

in the importance of different

attributes

in part,

could be explained,

is specialized.

by the degree to which a hiker

The importance of these attributes

degree the hiker perceives the individual
or detracting

from a satisfying

choice of a statistical

attribute

experience.

specialization

reflects

affected

this hypothesis.

setting

attitudes

and preferences.

comparative nature of the study objectives
statistical

framework to

specialization

compare the

and psychological

the

First,

social and

Secondly,

necessitated

predictive

motives.

to

along a continuum which

suggests that systematic changes occur concerning physical,
managerial

to what

as contributing

Two criteria

procedure for testing

Bryan (1979) conceptualized

setting

the

a similar

ability

of

For these reasons the first

hypothesis

in the third and fourth set of hypotheses explored the two

conceptual

frameworks for direct

environmental setting
tested

attributes.

for differences

schemes.

linear

The related

between levels

significant

below the

hypothesized relationship
Table 26 presents
two-tailed

probabilities.

environmental

setting

hypotheses in each set

were employed to test

If the resulting

.05 level

with the

of both independent variable

Pearson's product-moment correlations

for the hypothesized relationship.

related

relationships

of probability,

Pearson's
support

r was

for

was noted.
the results

of the statistical

Overall,
attributes

tests

and their

twenty-one of the thirty-eight

\vere found to be significantly

to the degree of specialization.

Thirteen of the significant
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Table 26. Pearson correlation coefficients between the
specialization index score and the importance of physical,
social and managerial setting attributes

Attributes
Physical
High mountain trails
Availability
of firewood
No evidence of man-made structures
Open mParows
Natural lakes and streams
Availabili ty of natural drinking water
Seeing wildlife
Timber pine forest
Rugged terrnin
PrPsence of bears
Natural swimming areas
Desert canyons
Social
Seeing others near your campsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Seeing others on the trail
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups (ou tfitters , scouts, etc.)
Pets in the backcountry
Seeing motorized recreationists
Hikers and horseriders using the same
trails
Loud recreationist
Managerial
Presence of logging
Trail quotas for high use periods
Outhouse-type toilPts at popular campsites
Revegetating of over-used areas
Required permits to dayhike
Well placed and accurate dirPctional signs
OomPstic live stock on trails
Readily available information on
regulations
Paved access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
A party size limit of 10 or less persons
A fee to use thP backcountry ($1-$5)
Presence of mining
Required permits to backpack
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the
natural history of an r1rea
*Significant
**Significant

at the .05 lpvel of probability
at the .01 level of probability

Two-tailed
probability

Pearson r

(n)

.043
-.160**
.048
.112*
.023
.077
-.0 22
-. 106*
.3 76**
. 186**
-. 010
.124*

(377)
(377)
(377)
(376)
(377)
(376)
(377)
(374)
(~75)
(377)
(376)
(374)

.409
.fl02
.356
.030
.654
. 139
.673
.041
< • 001
< • 001
.R52
.017

-. 098
-. 046
- . 129*

(376)
(377)
(376)

.0 57
.375
.012

-.l lR*
- . 062
-. 161**

(378)
(378)
(378)

.022
.233
.002

- . 094
- . 117*

(.177)
(377)

.068
.023

-. 339** (378)
. 111*
(375)
-. 118* (378)
. 155** (375)
-.OQ5
(378)
-.32 4** (376)
-. 225** (377)

.032
.022
.003
.066
< • 001
< .001

-. 026
-. 172**
. 014
-.084
- . 285*
. 146**
-. 061
- . 225**
. 029
. 111*

(377)
(377)
(377)
(374)
(378)
(378)
(377)
(377)
(377)
(377)

.617
.001
.793
.106
< • 001
.005
.240
< • 001
.580
.032

(378)

.052

.100

< • 001
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relationships

were negative

reflecting

specialists

found these

attributes

specialists

or that the high specialists

that

either

the high

more detracting

than

low

found these attributes

less

important in adding to satisfaction.
Three of the significant

relationships

exhibited

a Pearson's r of

over .3, including presence of logging (r = -.339),
accurate directional

(r

= -.324) and rugged terrain

signs (r

Three other attributes,

including domestic livestock

-.?.25), well maintained trails

=

mining, were significantly
above .2.
areas,

related

The availability

(r

=

-.285),

(r

= .376).

on trails
and presence of

to specialization

with correlations

of firewood, revegetating

of over-used

paved access roads, a party size limit of 10 or more persons,

seeing motorized recreationists,
significant

beyond the

non-significant
setting

.01 level

relationships

attributes

and the presence of bears were all

(r = -.022),

of probability.

violators

ROS categories,

there

concerning which attribute

exhibited

variable,

(r

=

specialization.

.010),

.014), seeing wildlife

attributes

appears

are grouped into the

to be considerable

parity

domain is best accounted for by the
except within

the managerial

Fifty percent of the physical and social
significant

=

lakes and streams (r = .023).

\./hen the environmental setting

domain.

and environmental

were found with natural swimming areas (r

and natural

specialization

The weakest

between specialization

fining of backcountry regulation

three

well placed and

relationships

However, over sixty

attributes

displayed significant

variable.

The strongest

with the
percent

relationships

relationships

attribute

setting

level

attributes

of hiking

of the management
with the specialization

in the physical setting

domain
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were found with rugged terrain
(r = .186) and availability

= .376), presence of bears

(r

of firewood (r = -.160).

social domain, seeing motorized recreationists
others on the trail
hiking

(r

specialization,

exhibited

livestock

=

both negative.

-.324),

on trails

The strongest

management attributes

-.161),

relationships

attributes

with a variety of

were found for presence
(r

=

-.285),

= -.225), and presence of mining
relationships

and seeing

strength with

The managerial

well maintained trails

(r

positive

=

the greatest

Negative management relationships

of logging (r

(r

-.129) exhibited

strong negative and positive

variables.

areas (r

=

(r

Within the

(r

domestic

= -.225).

between hiking specialization

were exhibited

by revegetating

and

of over-used

. 155) and a party size limit of ten or less persons

=

= •146) .
In summary, the significant

38 (55%) environmental setting

relationships
attributes.

These findings

moderate support for the study hypothesis
degree

of specialization

will

preferences

for

environmental

considerable

evidence that

useful conceptualization
setting

attributes

relationships
correlation
direction

differ
setting

for explaining

is more difficult

significantly

in their

attributes.

There is
can be a

the importance of managerial

Thr. specific

nature

of these

to determine from merely examining

Hypothesis 3a is designed to examine the

and degree of these relationships

H3a. The environmental setting
detract

indicate

that persons varying in

the degree of specialization

to hikers .

coefficients.

were found in 21 of the

from or contribute

degree than the attributes

more directly.

attributes

of high specialists

to satisfaction

to a greater

of low specialists.
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While the previous
relationships

hypothesis

established

between environmental settinq

of hiking specialization,

there

attributes

are

and the level

the exact nature of these relationships

cannot be determined from Pearson's
variables,

that

or individual

r va1ues.

attributes,

The dependent

were designed and operationalized

wit h a bi -di rec t i ona 1 s eve n poi nt sc a l e where a va 1ue of 4 . 0
represented
indicate

a neutral response on the item (i.e.,

that the attribute

satisfaction).

neither

detracts

Consequently, an individual

below 4.0

valence, with the degree of detraction

being the

a detracting

greatest

as the score approaches 1.n.

above 4.n, the attribute
the greatest

contributes

Conversely,

means for low specialists.
previous

hypothesis

more (negative
results

from this hypothesis

whereas the results
A Student's

position

an attribute

if

items.

from the
with a

valence) or detracts
Consequently, the

whether the attribute

mean is

for low and high specialists,

from hypothesis three do not.

t-test

was performed to investigate

(low r1ndhigh specialization)

factored

the correlations

less (positive

indicate

but their mean

value (4.0) than the

valence) from hiking satisfaction.

r1bove or below the neutral

attribute

from the neutral

Relatedly,

contributes

It is expected from

attributes,

do not differentiate

negative correlation

with 7.n

will not only exhibit different

mean values for the environmental setting
valu es will be further

if the value is

to hiking satisfaction,

degree of contribution.

this hypothesis that hiqh specialists

attribute

from nor adds to hiking
score that falls

reflects

reflecting

a value of 4.0 would

differed

Tahle 27 indicates

items were significant

if the two groups

as hypothesized for each of the
that sixteen

beyond the

of the thirty-two

.n5 level of probability
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Table 27. Student's t-tests of the difference in the contribution
or detraction of factored environmental setting attributes
of low
and high specialized hikers
Specialization
mean
Low
High
value

Factor Name and Items
1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

ManaqemPnt permission
Required permits to backpack
'RPquired permits to dayhike
A fee to use the backcountry
Mana(]F>ment
support
Well placed and accurate
directional
sions
Well maintained trails
Paved access roads
Rugged terrain

Regulation support
F1n1ng of backcountry regulation
violators
Readily available information on
regulations
AhsencP of regulations
Revegetating of over-used areas
Consumptive users
Presence of m1ninq
Presence of logging
Other recreationists
firearms

2-tail
probability

3. 15
2,Q8
3.36

3. 25
2. 65
3.20

-0.64
2 . 08*
0.79

249
2"i0
250

.52 0
.038
.428

5.82
5. Iii
3. 93

4. 91
4. 74
3.50
6. 44

li. 05**
5. 41i**
2.3 6*
-ll.60**

749
2'i0
2'i0
250

< • 001
< • 001

5.31!

Other users
Hikers and horseriders
using
the same trails
Oomestic livestock on trails
Pets in thP. hackcountry
Presence of commercial and
organizational
oroups
(outfitters,
scouts, etc.)

DegrPes of
freedom

. 019
< .001

.012

J.07

2. Iii

2.99
3.10

2 .18
2.91

2. 55*
4.1!9**
0.87

249
249
250

< .001

2.99

2.60

2.35*

250

.020

5.56

5.53

0.26

249

.794

3.93
3.611
5.37

3. 50
4. 12
5.87

I. 20

249
250
248

.230
.057
. 001

2.43
2. 67

I. RO
I. 70

4. 26**
7. ?7.**

2'i0
25fl

< • 001
< • 001

2.32

2. 18

0.91

250

. Jfi2

5 . 77

-1. 91
-J • .34**

.385

carrying

Natural setting
0PSPrt canyons
Natural swimming areas
Readily availahle information on
the natural history of an area
Presence of hears

6 . 12

-?.64 **

5.54

5. 57

-0 . IO

248
248

. 009
. 917

5. 'i2
3.75

5.]5
4.43

1. 20
-3.44**

250
249

. 198
.001

Other hikers
Seeing others
Seeing others

2. 70
3.93

2.44
3.61

1. RJ
1.9 8*

2~8
248

.068
. 049

4.35
4. 58

4. 69
5.27.

- 1.75
-3. 60**

248
250

< • 001

5.28
5.11
5. 75

4, Ofl

I. 77.

4. 75

6.02

5.71

2, 08*
-1 . 09
l.81

246
249
250
249

. 087
. OJ9
. 278
.071

4.48
5.69

4. 13
5.85

1. 7 J
-0.95

25fl
249

• Oll4
.341

near your campsite
on the trail

Capacity limits
lrail quotas for high use periods
A party size of 10 or less persons
Natural 11menities
Fish stocking of hackcountry
Availahility
of firewood
Hiqh mountain trails
Timber pine forest

lakes

10: Structu re
Outhouse-type toilP.ts at popular
campsitP.s
No evidence of man-made structures

*Siqnificant
**Significant

at the ,05 level of proh11hillty
at the . Ol level of probahility

5.91

.081
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for the two-tailed
significant

t va1ue.

differences

Of the sixteen

attributes

hetween low and high specialists,

three were in the hypothesized direction.

and the availability

to a greater
the items,

the presence of bears,

specialist's

signs,

but

well maintained

of firewood, contribute

degree for low specialists

all

These three attributes,

including well placed and accurate directional
trails,

\vhi ch sho1,,1ed

to satisfaction

than high specialists.

actually

One of

frorn the 1ow

detracted

hiking experience while it added to the high specialist's

experience.

The high specialists

detraction

or contribution

for

exhibited
the

a greater

remaining

ten

degree of

significant

attributes.
When the attributes

are classified
is possible

identified

factors,

attributes

are most sensitive

specialists.
indicated

it

within

to examine which types of

to chanqPs between low and high

ThP ~actor one attributes,
only a small difference

titled

dayhike significantly

(x =

2. 98) .

high specialists

differences

management support attributes

(factor

maintained
specialists.

found required permits to

were not found between 1ow and

on the other two management permission attributes.
differed

reported

at the .05

(x = 2.65) than low specialists

more detracting

The low and high specialists

differences

was significant

The high specialists

Significant

management permission

between low and high specialized

hikers as only one of the three attributes
level of probability.

the previously

significantly

trails

contributed

The findings

of the

two), but only two of the

were in the hypothesized direction.
that well placed and accurate

on all

The low specialists

directional

signs and well

more to satisfaction

than did high

for

paved access

roads

were as

1.45

hypothesized,
attribute

where high specialists

detracted

significantly

Dividing

the hikers

a useful

indicator

also

of the four

hypothesized

direction.

= 2.55,

attribute

over-used

domestic livestock

detracted

on the regulation

areas

was significantly

in the

factor,

other

significantly

Only one of

revegetating

The presence

= 7.22,
hikers.

recreationists

p < .001) detracted
The third
firrarms,

carrying

i n the natural
significant

setting

(t

was presence

=

p

-2.64,

of bears.

contributor

contained

others

near your campsite

to a

attribute

in

did not differ
groups.

for two differences

canyon attribute

.009) in the hypothesized

to satisfaction

hikers"

= 1. 98,

=

The desert

High specialists

"other

(t

factor

groups accounted

factor.

differences

of mining (t = 4.26,

in importance between the two specialization

The hioh and low specialist

of

for the two groups of

also showed significant

degree for high specialist

groups

degree from hiking

factor,

different

3),

= 4.89,

(t

to a greater

p < .001) and pre s ence of logging (t

the trail

(factor

using the same trails

on trails

support

High and low specialists

stronger

users

than low specialists.

for the consumptive users factor.

this

groups was

means were significant

for high specialists

attributes

greater

of other

Hikers and horeseriders

p = .020) all

satisfaction

hikers.

into low and high specialization

and the presence of commercial and organizational

2.35,

=

= .012)

p

p < .001),

the

this

more than low specialists

of evaluations

where three

(t

indicated

3.93).

(x =

(t

= 3.50)

(x

found these

was

direction,

as

attributes

a

than the low specialists.

only tvm attributes,

including

The
seeing

(t = 1.83, p = .068) and seeing others

p = < • 001) .

Hhi le the latter

attribute

on
was
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significant

in t he hypothesized

specialists),

seeinq others

direction

The "capacity

comprised of two attributes.
not significant
less

(t

Trail

= -1.75,

lovJ

factor's

attributes

firewood

(t = 2.08, p = .039) .

group.

was significant,

that

availability

of firewood was significantly

attributes,

neither

is,

expressed

more important

"structure"

of 10 or

amenities"

the availability

The low specialists

the

\,1as

to the high specialists

However, the means differed

direction.

Finally,

wns also

limit

Only one of the "natural

hypothesized

specialist.

fnctor

but a party size

more important

than the

high

limits"

close to

quotas for high use periods

= .n81),

p

persons was significantly
specialist

more for high

near your campsite was relatively

.n5 level of significance.

the

(detracted

factor

of which was significant

of

from the

that

the

than for the

contained

two

in the hypothesized

direction.
The questionnaire
included
also

contained

in the factors

six

reported

employed to determine

if

on Table 27.

between high and low specialists

results

are presented

High specialists
(t

= 3.86, p

in Table 28.

showed a significant
reported
< .0 01)

which were not
Student

the hypothesized

present

the six tests

attributes

difference

to a higher

were
was

attributes.
indicate

The

that one of

between the two groups.

that seeing motorized

detracted

relationship

on these

The t values

t-tests

recreationists
degree

than the lm<J

specialists.
In summary, seventeen
exhibited

significant

hikers.

The environmental

detracted

from or contributed

of the environmental

relationships
setting

setting

attributes

between low and high specialized
attributes

to satisfaction

of high specialists
to a greater

degree than

Table ?8. Student's t-tests of the difference in the contribution or
detraction of non-factored environmental attributes
of low and high
specialized hikers
2-tail
Degrees of
freedom probability

Specialization mean
t
value
Low
High

Attribute
Open meadows

5.94

6. 14

-1.. 71

248

.088

Natural lakes
;,nd streams

6.63

6. 71

-0.92

249

.361

Availability
of natural
drinking water

6.?4

6.41

-1. 47

249

.143

Seeing wildlife

6. 65

6.66

-0.17

249

.865

Seeing motorized
recreationists

1. 51

l.17

3.86**

250

<.001

Loud recreationists

1. 54

1.38

1. 41

249

. 1.60

**Significant
low specialists

at the .01 level of probability
in fourteen of the seventeen significant

l4hile this relationship

is not alv1ays present,

percent of the examined t-tests
t-tests.

and in 82.4 percent of the significant

While adequate evidence is found to support

specialists
preferences,

of these

could be misleading.

The choice is made to reject
results.

well maintained trails,

direction.

well placed and accurate

High

that this is

this hypothesis

Three attributes

t vr1lues in the non-hypothesized

the

environmental setting

while there is evidence from these findings

more conclusive

significant

findings

this hypothesis.

the hypothesis,

are not always more extreme in their

most often the case.
without

it did occur in 36.8

Some care should be taken in interpreting

interpretation

attributes.

exhibited
They were

directional

signs,
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and the avai l ability
related

Two of these

attributes

were

to man-made improvPments by management, indicating

specialists
third

of firewood.

are in general

was the

specialists

degree

availability

are

s pe c i a l i s t s .

less

on this

of these
suggesting

attribute

or contribution

are attributes

High specialists

that

environmental

setting

attribute

low

a gr e at er

on environmental

less variation

The

high

than are

in which the opposite

exhibit

low

actions.

Whil e h i gh spec i a l i s t s i n ge ner a l rep o rt

there

H3b.

of firewood,

dependent

of detraction

attributes,

morP appreciating

that

setting

is true.

in their

preferences

than low

specialists.
The theoreticol
highly

model presented

specialized

users of a particular

a greater

extent

particular

environmental

the variance

than

values

values

low specialists
setting

related

to determine

an F test

of probability

the
To test
hikers

will

agree to

importance
this

that

of

hypothesis,

was computed, as
Once

was performed on the two

differed

to a significant

degree

The variances

for

in Table 29, along with the corresponding

values

the high specialists

of the thirty-eight

style

(Helmstader 1978).

for each of the attribute

~/hen the new variance

sixteen

attributes.

if the variances

the two groups are contained

specialists,

about

suggests

to the homogeneity of a group.

were determined,

at the .n5 level

F ratio

activity

for both high and low specialist

varianc e is directly
these

in Chapter three

items.
are examined for high and lov1
exhibited

attributes.

at the

differences

were found on the presence

in only

Seven of the F tests

.n5 level of probability.

significant

lower values

were

These significant

of mining,

availability

of
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Table 29. F tests of the difference in the variance on environmental setting attributes between low and high specialized hikers

Variance
Attribute

High(N)

High mountain trails
Presence of logging
Availability
of firPwood
No evidence of man-made structures
SPPing others npar your campsite
Trail quotas for high use periods
Outhouse- type toilets at popular
campsites
Open meadows
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Natural lakes and streams
Revegetating of over-used areas
Required permits to day hike
Well placed and accurate directional
signs
Availability
of natural drink ing watPr
Domestic livesto ck on trails
Seeing others on the trail
Seeing wildlife
Readily available information on
regulations
PavPd access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation
violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
TimbPr pine forest
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups (outfitters,
scouts, etc.)
Pets in the backcountry
A party size limit of 10 or Less
persons
RuggPd terrain
Seeing motorizPd recreationists
Presence of bPars
A fee t o use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Natural swimming areas
Hikers and horseriders using the same
trails
Desert canyons
Presence of mining
Required permits to backpack
Loud recreationist
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the
natural history of an arPa
*Significant
**Significant

Low(N)

F test
ratio

1.359(126)
1.367(126)
1.793(125)
1.700(125)
1.557(124)
2.038(124)

. 849
1.735**
1. 385*
.900
1. 462*
.682

3.213(12fi) 2.619(126)
.R99(125)
. 947(121i)
1.815(126) 1.623(126)
.57 0(126)
. 320(121i)
1.174(126) l.'i69(124)
2. 170(126) 1.528(126)

.815
.949
.8 94
1.540**
1.336
.704

1.600(126)
. 788(12fi)
1. 295( 126)
l.R89(126)
1.065(126)
2.990(126)

.476
.856

1.939(126)
.9 05(125)
1.622 (126)
1.35 4(126)
. 402(125)

.923 (126)
.771i(l26)
1.814(125)
1.385(124)
.31i7(126)

1. 368 ( 126)
2. 204(126)

1.071(125)
2.li74(126)

2.151i(lr'6)
2. lflli(l21i)
l.q87( 121i)
2. 570(126)

1.410(125)
1. 395 ( 123)
1.232(126)
1.476(125)

.Fi54
.638
.620
.574

l.S07(126)
2.410(126)

1.406(126)
2.208(126)

.933
.916

2. 243(126)
.569 (126)
. 257(126)
2. 796(125)
2.186(126)
l.S98(124)

1.R78(12fi)
1.358(126)
. 684 ( 126)
2.207(126)
1. 895 ( 126)
1.626(126)

2.387**
2.li61**
.789
.867
1. 018

1.461(126)
1.174(126)
1.259(126)
2.R41(125)
. 642(125)
3.834(126)

1.594(125)
1.270(124)
1. 399 ( 126)
1.595(126)
.890(126)
2.714(126)

1.111

.997(126)

1. 304( 126)

1.308

at the . 05 level of probability
at the .01 level of probability

1.118
1. 023

.888
.782
1.168

.fl37

1.091
1. 081
. 561

1.386*
.708
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firewood, seeing others near your campsite, natural
rugged

terrain,

recreationists
exhibit

seeing

motorized

attributes.

significantly

lakes and streams,

recreationists

In these attributes

and

loud

high specialists

more agreement than the low specialist

do

hikers.

However, since low specialists

exhibitPd lower variances on twenty-two

of the thirty-eight

and the hypothesized relationship

attributes

not occur in thirty-one
not supported.

of the thirty-eight

While hiqh specialists

setting

attributes

differently

exhibit

less variation

F tests,

did

the hypothesis

is

often value environmental

than low specialists,

they do not

about this mean than low specialists

do about

their mean value.
H4. nifferent

outcome motives are associated

types of environmental setting
The testing
relative

of this hypothesis

predictive

with different

attributes.

allows for a comparison of the

power of each of the five motives in explaining

each of th e thirty-eight

environmental setting

attributes.

Secondly,

it is possible to ascertain

if the motive scores or the specialization

index are better

indicators

Pearson's

of attribute

product moment coefficients

hypothesis.
and their

overall

were computed to test

The five motives were utilized
relationships

attributes.

importance.
the

as independent variables

were determined to each of the thirty-eight

The obtained correlation

coefficients

are reported

in

Table 30.
Tn general,

the obtained correlation

low; the highest correlation
the greatest
attributes,

was .271.

success in explaining
as it was significantly

coefficients

were relatively

The nature motive exhibited

variation
associated

in environmental setting
with seventeen of the
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Table 30. Pearson correlation coefficients
between individual motive
scores and the importance of physical, social and managerial setting
attributes

Pearson's
Attributes
Physical
High mountain trail s
Availability
of FirPwood
No eviden ce of man-made structures
Open meadows
Natural lakPs and strParns
Availability
of nat ural drinking water
Seeing wildlife
Timber pinP forest
Rugged terrain
Presence of hears
Natural swimmmingareas
Desert canyons
Social
~ng
others near your campsi te
Other recrea t ion i sts ca rr ying fi r earms
Seeing other s on the trail
Presence of comm
Pr c ial and organi zat io nal grou ps (outfitters , scouts , Ptc . )
Pets in the hackcountry
Seeing motorized recreationists
Hiker s and horseri ders using t he samP
trails
Loud recreationist
Managerial
Presence of loggin g
Trail quotas for hiq h use pPr i ods
Outhouse-typ e toilets at popula r
campsite s
Revegetating of over - used areas
Required permit s to day hike
Well placed and accurate directional
signs
Domestic livestock on trails
Readily available information on
regulations
Paved access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation
violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
A party size limit of 10 or less
persons
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Presence of mini ng
Required permits to backpack
AbsPnce of regulations
Readily available informat i on on the
natural history of an area
*Significant
**Significant

Exercise

Social

Nature

.016
- . 109*
. OP.8

.024
.027
. 041
. 075
. 095

. 14J**
.029
.223**
. 250**
.180**
.110*
. 271**
. 162**
.165**
.099*
. 129**
. 179**

. 017

. 047
- . 062
-.nos
. 052
.057
. 072
.005
.172**
.019
.004
- . 084
.039
. 076
. 139**
. 006

r
Automony Achievement

. OS?
-.058
.104*
. 044
- . Of14
- . 038
- . 011
- . 05Q
. 191**
.116*
. 110*
.108*

.063
- . 038
. 139**
- . 014
.040
- . 037
. 084
.015
.207**
. 026
. 061
.028

. 002
- . 092
-.044

,047 - . 133**
- . 042 - .007
.142** -. 025

-. 046
. 046
- .026

-. 031
- .014
. 012

- . 112*
. 053
- . 043

. 010
- . 019
-.050

- . 134**
.000
- . 107*

-.115*
- . 032
.010

- .079
. 02fi
-.041

- . OJ2
. 022

- . 070

- . 02:l

.079

- . 110*

.000
-.038

- .032

- . Ofi8
-. 037

.077
. 042

- . 036
.(133

.066
- . 021

-. 035
. 016

.027 - . 033
. 095
- . 026
.009 - . 029

-. 043
-. 015
. 054

-. 077

- . 026

.non

-. 035
- . 006

.ooo

. 048
-.054

. 035
-.027

-.077

.042
.027

- . 113*
. 011

. 006

-. 060
. 041

.124* .083
. 104* -.020

- . 042
-.059

. 012

-. 048
-. 037
-. 024

.088
.072
.044

. 104*
. 046
-.004

-.043
. 039
- . 063

. 068
.000
. 049

. O'i5
-.010

.093
-.034

.011
. 000

.043
-.048
.037
.034
.010

-.020
.056
.002
. 060
-.069

. 057
.040
. 006
. 036
- . 088

.053

.040

. 005

at the . O'i level of probability
at the . 01 level of prohabil ity

- . 077

. 010
-.030
.156**

.051

, 018

. 103*
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items.

The strongest

of these relationships

(r

=

.271), open meadows (r

(r

=

.223), natural

(r

=

.179), rugged terrain

(r

=

.162).

(r

related

at a particular

index variable

which are associated
setting.

with the

When compared with the

variation

within

index was significantly
with the highest correlation

at .376).

The next strongest

motive was autonomy which exhibited

significant

relationship

variables.

These relationships

mnn-made structures
bea r s ( r

in explaining

items (the specialization

to twenty-one of the attributes,

coefficient

(r

• 1l 6 ) ,

=

canyons (r

=

weak indicator~

social

=

with the no evidence of
(r

.191), presence of

=

= • 11O) ,

and des e rt

and negative with the well-placed

-.134) attributes.
and achievement motives were all relatively

motive indicated

with only four of the attributes
=

groups (r = -.112),

-.109),

attributes

a significant

including availability

presence of commercial and organizational

rugged terrain

The social

and

= -.113) and presence of commercial and

The exercise

of firewood (r

a

dependent

of the importance of environmental setting

the hikers.

relationships

were positive

.104), ruqged terrain

signs (r

groups (r

The exercise,

.139).

=

.108) attributes

organizational

relationship

with seven of the thirty-eight

na tu r a l swi mmi ng a r ea s ( r

accurate directional

=

.180), desert canyons

of Hypothesis 3, only the nature motive approaches the success

the attribute

(r

=

= .165) and timbered pine forests

These are all attributes

of the specialization

to

.250), no evidence of manmadestructures

lakes and streams (r

degree of naturalness
results

=

were with seeing wildlife

(r = .172), and desert canyons

motive exhibited

significant

with seeing others on the trail

(r

=

positive

.142), readily
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avail abl e information
roads (r = .104 ).

on regulations

The attributes

(r

.124),

=

which were significantly

the achievement motive were also all positive,
(r = .139),

of manmade structures
readily

available

information

and paved access
related

including:

on the natural

no evidence

(r = .207),

rugged terrain
history

to

and

of an area

(r=.103).
The attributes

which were significantly

related

to the social

motive were not accounted for by any of the other motives,
that

the social

motive does indicate

Unfortunately,
three

i ts ability

relationships

all

five

sign i ficantly
moti ve.

For the most part,

as much predictive

motives.

related

All

of firewood)

and accurate

nature

moti ve .

directional

When the environmental

os ROS based groups reflecting
domains , some different
predictive
physical

ability
setting

significantly
firewood,
motive.
explained

exhibits
Overall,

nature

attributes.
to nature,
a significant

for by the nature
(availability

autonomy attributes
were not explained
sett i ng attributes

emerge.
motive

social
A great

and that

are treated

and managerial
deal

of the

relationship
setting

to some degree by one of the motives.

on the

attributes

attribute,

(well
with the

is concentrated

Only one of these

each of the physical

which were

attributes

the physical,

patterns

of the

related

attributes

exercise

signs)

four motives

The nature motive

to achievement were accounted

and one of the significant

placed

in only

power as a model which

of the

Only one of the significant

strength

the other

with the same attributes.

c1lone prov i des almost
includes

types of attributes.

to do so was of sufficient

of the attributes.

exhibited

different

suggesting

is not

availability

with

the

exercise

attributes
The social

can be
setting

of
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attributes

also exhibit

nature motive.

the most significant

One additional

attribute

relationships

is related

with the

significantly

the social motive; that is, seeing others on the trail.

to

However, when

each of the study motives are examined within the managerial attribute
domain, no more than two significant
single

motive.

attributes

At least

relationships

emerge for any

within the context of the motives and

chosen for this study, the predictive

is extremely weak in the managerial domain.

power of the motives

Overall,

thirty-four

of

t he 190 s t at i s t i ca 1 t es t s were s i gnif i ca nt , i nd i c at i ng on1y part i a 1
support of the study hypothesis.
While the hypothesis
relationships
setting

is not fully

supported,

several

key

were found between the study motives and environmental

attributes.

other motives,

First,

motives rarely

operate

taken as a whole they exhibited

independently of

relationships

v~ith

twenty-two of the attributes.

Secondly, the nature motive exhibited

large

predictive

amount of t he overall

environmental
significant
attributes

Finally,

attributes.
relationships

power in explaining

the weakest area in terms of

between motives and environmental setting

appeared within the managerial setting

H4a. Persons with contrasting

domain.

outcome profiles

importance of their environmental setting
The outcome profiles

utilized

in Hypothesis

differ

hikers were eliminated
this

analysis.

2a were again

management attributes,

Those profiles

to changes in the specialization
to reduce the number of statistical

Since specialization
the utilization

was associated

in the

attributes.

employed to group hikers into similar motive classes.
which v,ere not sensitive

the

level of
tests

for

with several

of specialization

sensitive

a
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motive packages mi ght provirle a better
attributes

in the previous

represented

hypothesis.

in each outcome profile.

three motives are contrasted

Again, three motives are
Hikers who scored high for all

Students

t-tests

whether the two groups differed

the factor analyzed environmental setting
these tests

of the unexplained

with the opposing group who scored low

for the same three motives.
investigate

predictor

are shown in Table 31.

were computed to

significantly
attributes.

The attributes

the groups that were derived from the previously
analysis

significantly
thirty-two

p

=

II

from the contrasting
factored attributes.

na t ur a 1 sett i ng

an are a ( t

are organized into
discussed

factor

= - 2 . 07 ,

p

profile

all low group on only four of the
Two of the differences

Here found in

information on the natural history of

• () 40)

a tt r i but e s wer e s i gn if i c a nt a t the . 05

=

The third and forth significant

found on the no evidence of man-made structures
p = .001)

and rugged terrain

displayed

high motives

exhibited

more significant

(t = 3.13,

in the natural

difference

attribute

p < .001).

(t

differences

from their

setting

.05 level of significance.

tested.

profiles

commercial and organizational
size of ten or less persons (t

= -3.30,

profile

contrasting

all low

All four of the

factor were significantly

The other significant

was

Hikers who

on the autonomy/nature/exercise

than for any of the other profiles

autonomy/nature/exercise

hikers differed

available

level of probability.

attributes

of

fa c t or where th e des er t ca nyo ns ( t = - 2 . 28 ,

II

.005) and readily

profile,

The results

procedure.

The all high achievement/nature/exercise

t he

for each of

differences

below the
for the

were found on the presence of

groups

(t

= 2.83, p = .005), a party

= -2.07, p = .0 40), no evidence of man
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Table 31. Student's t-tests of the difference in importance of
factored environmental setting attributes
between individuals
with contrasting motive scores on five different motive packages
Factor name and attributP
l:

2:

3:

4:

5·

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

ManagPmentpprmission
Required permmto
backpack
Rpquired pPrmits to dayhikP
A fee to use thP backcountry
Mana¥Pmentsupport
We I placrii ann accurate
directional siqns
WP11maintainPd trails
Paved accrss roads
Rugged terrain (27)
Other users
Hikers and horseriders
using thP samP trails
Oomestic livestock on trails
Pets in the backcountry
Presence of cofflllercial and
organi1ational qroups
(outfitters,
scouts, etc.)
support
ng of backcountry
regulation violators
Readily availablr informat1on on regulations
AhsPnce of regulations (37)
RPvegetati ng of over - used
areas ( 11)

AU/NA/EX

AC/NA/FX

-0. 14( I Iii)
0. I 3( 161J
-0.26(161)

fJ. 41 ( 160)
fJ. 41 ( 160)

-0.05(160)

AC/NA/AU

0 . 03(154)
-0 . 19( 154J
-0.60( 154

EX/AU/AC

SO/NA/AU

-0.41(126)
O. II ( 126)
0.11 ( 126)

0.03(186)
n.rM(ISfiJ
-0.38(186)

0. 00(124)
fl . 44 ( I Sil)
-0.1!7(152) -0.17(1M)
-1.41l(J5Q)
-0. 07 (186) -0.36(126)
0. 04(160) -o.q5(154J
-0 . R2(161)
-0. 05 ( 1llli) -I. lfl(126)
-0 . ~6(160) -0 .2 6(160) -0.60(154)
-3.13(159)**-3.53(158)**-3 . 15(152)**-3.49(184)**-2.75(124)**

1.01(154)

0.14( 161)

1. 24( 160)
0. Q2(lliO)
0.01(160)

I. R9( 161)

2.83(160)** 1.93(154)

1.46(160)

o. 46( 161)

o. 21 ( 154)
o.40( 154)

1.IJ3(126)
I. 29 ( 186)
1.49(12 5)
0. 92(186)
0.08(1116) -0 . 21(126)
2.04(186)*

1. 40( 126)

~tion

Consumptivr usPrs
PrrsencP. of m1ninq
PrPsenc e of logging
OthPr r Pcreationi st
carrying firrarms
Na tural SP.I.ting
fJPSPrt cany0ns
Natura 1 swimm!r.g.ireas
in formReadily availahle
at ion on thP natural
hist0ry of an arpa
Presence of bears (29)

-1. I 3 ( 160)

0. 65 ( 159)

-0 . 113(161) -0 . 10(160)
0. q5( lfiO) 0.81(15'1)
-0.79(158)
o ..16( I fi(l)
0. 52(160)
0. 4R(161)

-l.34(15R )
0 . 44(150)
o. ~8( 160)
-0.36(160)

-0.91(185)

-0.60(126)

-0 . 42(159)
0.51(153)

-0.75(185)
1.19( 185)

-0 . 39(125)
-0 .3 0(126)

-1.14(152)

-0.54(184)

-0 .7 4(124)

- 0. li4(185)
0.31(186)

0. 81 ( 124)
0, 53(125)

-0.119(153)

O. R7(15J)
r). %(154)
0.39(154)

0.2 1( 1115) - 0. 36(126)

-7 . 20(1114)* - 1. 82(123)
-2 .28(1~<l)**- 7. RO(l51l)**-2.5J(l51)
- 2. 20 ( 158) • -1. 98 ( I 52) * -1. 82 ( 1ll4J -2.47(125)•
-1.81(159)
-7.. 07(161 )* - 2. 52(160)* -2 . 45(154)* -2.70(186)**-l . 53(126)
- O. A2(161) -2.25(160)* ·1.446(154) -1.15 ( 186) -0.94(126)

Other hikPrs
SPe1ng others near your
campsHe
Seeing others on the trail

I. SQ( 159J

.62(160)

1.A4(15fl)
0.79(158)

1.55(152)
0. 61(152)

1.42(1~4)
0. 90(185)

Ca~acity limits
rail quotas for high use
puiods
A party size of 10 or
less pl'rSons

0. 04(159)

0.41(159)

o. 17( 152J

0. 79(185)

0. 30(125)

-1.57(161)

- 0. 78(186)

-1. 97(126)

Natural amen1tiPs
Fish stocking of
backcountry lakes
Availahil tty of firewood
Hiqh mountain trails
Timber pine forest

0 . 35(126)
0. 19(160) -0.27 (160) -0. I J ( 154) -0.37(185)
1.16(125)
I. 68( 15.1) 1.61J(l85)
1. 71( 159)
I . 50( 16nJ
I. Al ( 161) -1 . 10( I fiO) -1. 77 ( 154) -1. 66 ( l A6) -0.12( 126)
0.68(160) -1. 21 ( 154) -1. ZR(185) · 0. 38(125)
-1.40(161)

Structure
--UUfliciuse-tyDPtoilets at
popular campsitP.s
No evidence of man-made
structures
*Significant
**Significant

o.53( 161)

-2.07(160)*•-t.49(154)

0.96(160)

-3.30(160)**-2.55(159)•

at the .O S levrl of prohab i 1i ty
at the . 01 level of probab 111ty

0.44(154)

0.9 5(186)

-3.18(153)**-3.17(185)

0.50(124)
·0 . 91(123)

1.01(126)
.. -2 . 71(126)**
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(t = -2.55, p = .012), and rugged terrain

made structures

(r = -.353,

p < .001) attributes.
The achievement/nature/autonomy

profile

showed three significant

differences

between the a 11 high motive group of hikers

contrasting

all

low group.

swimmingareas (t
on the natural
the natural

and the

Again, two of these attributes,

natural

= -1.98, p = .049) and readily available information

history

setting

of an area (t

factor.

and rugged terrain

= -2.45, p = .016) were found in

The no evidence of man-made structures,

attributes

were a 1so significantly

different

between the two groups.
The next outcome profile,
significant

differences

attributes.
available
p

=

p

=
=

canyons (t = -2 . 20, p = .029) and rea.dily

information on the natural history

.008) attributes

2.04, p

are contained in the natural

-2.70,

=

factor.

groups
(t

=

-3.17,

(t = 3.49, p < .001) displayed different

means for the two groups.

The social/nature/autonomy
significant
groups .

setting

.042), no evidence of man-made structures

.002), and rugged terrain

attribute

of an area (t

presence of commercial and organizational
=

exhibited

between the two groups of hikers on five

The desert

Additionally,
(t

exercise/autonomy/achievement

differences

outcome profile

between the all

They were found in natural

high and all

swimming areas (t

p = .015), no evidence of man-made structures
and rugged terrain
In general,

three

low motive
=

-2.47,

(t = -2.71, p = .008),

(t = 2.75, p = .007).
the outcome profiles

accounting for differences
five profiles

exhibited

exhibited

were most successful

in the natural setting
at least one significant

factor.
difference

in

Each of the
on these
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attributes.

Contrasting

specialists

t-tests

relatively
desert

this with the results

frorn Hypothesis

weak indicator

support (factor

specialization

of the natural

canyons was significant).

more successful

3a,

of the high and low

setting

2), other users (factor

different

The s e pat t er ns offer

to all

was related

variable

types of attributes

explained through the use of motives alone.
consistently

groups were much

on the management

support for the argument that the specialization
in explaining

(only

3), consumptive users (factor

5) and capac it y 1i mit s ( fa ctor 8 ) a t t r i but e s .

useful

attributes

The specialization

in accounting for differences

was a

can be more

than can be

The other attribute

of the outcome profiles

which

was no

evidence of man-made structures.

Hikers who score all high on any of

the profiles

just as important,

find this

than the natural setting
While significant
outcome profiles,
sufficient

attribute
attributes.
differences

were found between the contrasting

the occurrence of these differences

are not strong indicators

in the importance of environmental setting

established

was not of

magnitude to support the stated hypothesis.

in this study, the profiles

hikers.

if not more so,

Whi1 e more differences

attributes

index, there

motives may be useful in tapping differences
index is not sensitive

H5. Specialization

to backcountry

is evidence that

in attribute

values that

to.

and desired outcome scales combined as

independent variables
preferred

of differences

were accounted for with categories

from the specialization

the specialization

As constructed

will significantly

environmental attributes

explain the

of backcountry hikers.
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Canonical correlation
relationship

between multiple

dependent variables.
analysis

analysis

was utilized

to identify

independent variables

The independent variables

include the specialization

into the

index score along with the score

included each of the thirty-eight

attributes.

and multiple

entered

of each of the five measured motives of the hikers.
variables

the

The dependent

environmental setting

Two separate canonical analyses were performed to assist

in the interpretation

of the results.

The attributes

which displayed

an overall mean above neutral (4.0) on the seven point scale, referred
to as contributing

attributes

The second analysis

were included in the first

included the remaining fifteen

overal 1 means were below 4.0 on the scale.
referred

to as the detracting

The first

referred

These attributes

analysis

identified

in Table 32.
to as roots,

whose
are

six pairs of

between the set of independent variables

set of dependent variables.
presented

attributes

attributes.

canonical correlation

canonical variates

analysis.

from this

The results

and the

analysis

are

Three of the pairs of canonical variates,

indicated a significant

relationship

(p < .05)

for the generalized F test for significance.
The first

significant

root exhibited a canonical correlation

. 586 between the independent canoni ca 1 variate
canonical variate.
canonical variate
second variate
exhibited
variate
variate.

of

and the dependent

The eigenvalue of .344 indicates

that the first

accounts for 34.4 percent of the variance in the

representing

the dependent variables.

a canonical correlation

The second root

of .436 and its first

canonical

accounted for 19.0 percent of the variance of the canonical
The third and last significant

root displayed a canonical
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Table 32.
attributes

Results

on the contributing

analysis

of the canonical

1st
3rd
2nd
4th
5th
6th
canonicnl canonical canonical canonical canonical canonical
root
root
root
root
root
root
Eigenvalue

.344

.190

.123

.103

.059

.046

Canonical
correlation

.586

.436

.350

.321

.243

.215

2.429

1.693

1.366

1.186

.929

.858

F value

Degrees of
freedom 138.0
Significance ( p<) < .001
~/ilk's
Lambda

110. 0

84.0

60.0

38.0

< .001

.018

.162

.593

.630

.572

.706

.805

.897

.954

.376

of .350 and an eigenvalue of .123.

correlation

18.0

accounted for the only significant

canonical

These three roots

relationships

found in

the analysis.
A brief
characterize
original

discussion

of the types of coefficients

the relationship

observed variables

between the canonical

roots .

which is created to represent

linearly

referred

variate.

describes

the independent variables,

the predictor
analysis,

variate.

a criterion

variates

and the

is needed to simplify the interpretation

of each of the three significant

to as the criterion

produceci to

First,

the dependent variables
The variate
will hereafter

For each significant
and a predictor

degrees to each of the original

the canonical variate

variate

criterion

will be

which linearly
be referred

to as

root on a canonical
are related

in differing

and prE>dictor variables.
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This relationship

is often described

canonical

coefficients

correlated

\vith its

correlation

analysis

describing

variate.

variable

is

An SPSS-X canonical

produces three types of canonical coefficients:
standardized

between the original

variates.
similar

how each original

corresponding

raw canonical coefficients,
correlations

with the use of separate

The first

variables

two coefficients

to beta weights.

canonical

coefficients

and

and the canonical

represent

The raw coefficient

canonical weights,

are the multipliers

of

t he or i g i na 1 var i ab 1es i n th e i r or i g i na 1 un it s ( Nor us i s 1985 ) .
standardized

canonical

coefficients
of one.

coefficients

simply standardize

the raw

so that they have a mean of zero and a standard deviation

While these standardized

for indicating

the contribution

canonical coefficients
of each original

often been confused with another statistic
(Lambert and Durand 1975).
canonical

The

loading statistic.

The third

are important

variable,

they have

called a canonical loading
coefficient

As discussed

represents

the

by Lambert and Durand,

these canonical loadings have the advantage of being largely free from
the influence
relationship

of mu·1ticollinearity;
between the original

Unlike the raw and standardized

they are simply the direct
variable

and the canonical variate.

canonical

unaffected by suppression and the partialing
A complete description
and canonical
significant
variables
this

loadings

coefficients,

out of variables.

of the standardized

for the set

canonical coefficients

of variates

roots are contained in Appendix C.
displaying

section

they are

in the three
Only those original

loadings of (.30) or higher will be reported in

of the study.

This tolerance

other research and is often the criterion

level is consistent
utilized

with

above which loading
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va 1ues are deemed important ( Lambert and Durand l 975; Adams 1979;
Christensen

1983; and Christensen

\~hile the standardized
useful indi~ators

relationship.

weight instability.

coefficients

(v-1eights) are

and criterion

variables

they are somewhat limited

Multicollinearity

the variab l es in either

related

canonical

of how the predictor

to the canonical variates,
direct

1985).

or criterion

which show the direct

can be partialed

For these reasons,

correlation

between the variables

canonical

loading values will be used to interpret

shov,s the canonical
variables

significant

interpretation.

loadings,
and variates

Consequently, the

corresponding

the relationships

variates.

Table 33

loading values of each of the criterion
on their respective

variates

and

for each of the three

canonical roots.

The first

significant

root loads most heavily on the predictor

va r i ab 1e s pe c i a 1i za t i on i ndex (r
dominates this

predictor

variate,

=

- • 967)

Whi l e s pe c i a l i z a t i on

.

autonomy exhibits

secondary loading of -.251 . . Five important attributes
.30 standard is applied to the criterion
bears and rugged terrain
specialization
accurate

which may be

canonical

a more straightforward

and their

among

out or suppressed

can offer

between the variables

the

set can cause

As a consequence some variables

( Lambert and Durand 1975).

predictor

in depicting

and shared correlations

the predictor

to the derived variates

relate

index .

directional

negative relationships,

exhibit

positive

The availability
signs,

variables.

hiking experience as specialization

emerge when the
The presence of

relationships

with the

of firewood, well-placed

and well-maintained

indicating

the greatest

these attributes
decreasP.s.

trails

and

exhibit

contribute

to the

Table 33. Canonical loadings for predictor
the contributing attributes

Variable

and criterion

1st
Canonical
Root
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variables of

2nd
Canonical
Root

3rd
Canonical
Root

.202
.359*
.939*
.122
.365*
.263

-.000
.823*
-.136
.570*
.756*
-.122

Predictor
Specialization
index
Exercise motive
Nature motive
Autonomymotive
Achievement motive
Social motive

- . 967*
-.051
-.004
-.251
-.030
.104

Criterion
Availability of firewood
Well-placed and accurate
directional
signs
Well-maintained trails
Presence of bears
Rugged terrain
No evidence of man-made
structures
Natura 1 1akes and streams
Timbered pine forests
Desert canyons
Readily available information
on the natural history of
an area
Open mearlows
Seeing wildlife
Availability of natural
drinking water
Readily available information
on regulations

.311 *

-.014

-.281
-.007
.035
.055
.403*

.630*
.532*
-.309*
- .570*

.143
.032
.174
.443*

-.010
.106
.259
-.187

.480*
.468*
.394*
.482*

.228
-.151
.169

.392*
.518*
.606*

.071
-.408*
-.290

-.090

.230

-.403*

.075

.203

.408*

.041
-.136

-.006
.171

A positive correlation exists if a variable in the predictor set has
the same sign as a variable in the criterion set.
If the canonical
loadings in the predictor and criterion sets have opposite signs the
correlation is negative.
*denotes canonical loadings above .30
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The second significant
predictor

variable

canonical root loaded most heavily on the

nature.

While the exercise,

motives displayed secondary relationships
only the first
criterion

two exhibited

variate

achievement and social

with the predictor

canonical loadings in excess of .30.

of the second root exhibited
variables.

exhibited

loadings of .518 and .606 respectively.

other

important attributes

man-made structures,
desert

of an area.

available

exhibited

positive

indicating

an increasing

associated

motives increased.

information

relationships

contribution

significant

root displayed

predictor

was exercise

(r

=

identified

variables,

related

three predictor

than .30.

it

is

In regards

interesting

vari ab 1es emerged.

four important criterion

open meadows and the availability

were negatively
and readily

as the

The most dominant

to underlying

to note that

the

index, nature motive and social motive all decreased in

importance when these
variate

variable

.823), followed closely by achievement

(r = . 756) and autonomy (r = . 570).
orientations

variables

from these attributes

with canonical loadings greater

specialization

on the natural

with each predictor

variables

motivational

no evidence of

Al1 of the important criterion

The th"ird and last

The

lakes and streams, timbered pine forest

canyons and readily

history

Open meadows and seeing wildlife

included rugged terrain,

natural

The

important loadings with

eight of the predictor
the strongest

variate,

related

available

to the predictor

to the prPdictor
information
variables.

The re 1ated criterion
variables.
of natural
variables.

on regulations

Two of these
drinking water
Rugged terrain

wPre positively
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six

Overall,

the significant

predictor

variables

contributing

were important

more of these roots.
predictor

attributes
decreases

(criterion

of

the

relationships

third

and final

tied

to natural

canonical

significant

correlation,

and achievement
r1vailable

canonical
drinking

environmental

the analysis
exhibited
analysis

All

eight

occurring

of these

physical

awareness.

on exercise,

The

with autonomy

Rugged terrain,

and readily

1-1ere identified

as contributing

setting

the lowest overall

as important

positively

to the
of natural

negatively.

second canon i ca 1 corre 1at ion analysis,

satisfaction

dominated
with eight

while open meadows ~nd the availability

setting

on the

contribution

relationships

which exhibited

on regulations
attributes

their

which enhance nature

important.

water were related

On the

hiking

relatively

setting

variates

that

loaded most heavily

information

environmental

root,

one or

Two of the criterion

exhibited

attributes.

or management actions

within

The second root,

setting

attributes

of the

with the index of the important

specialization.

are logically

Fourteen

root loaded primarily

indicating

attributes

of the associated

to the index and the remaining

by the nature motive,

environmental

five of the

indicators

index.

related

with increased

most heavily

variate

canonical

variables)

identified

attributes.

specialization

negative

roots
indicators

criterion

v1ere positively

exhibited

setting

The first

variable,

attributes
three

as important

environmental

attributes

canonical

attributes

which in general

the

detracted

were included as dependent variables.

identified

six pairs

a significant

F value

are provided in Table 34.

fifteen

of canonical

variates,

(p < .05).

The results

from

Once agr1in,
one of which
of the
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Table 34.
attributes

Results of the canonical

analysis

on the detracting

2nd
1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
canonical canonical canonical canonical canonical canonical
root
root
root
root
root
root
Eigenvalue

.200

.091

.067

.053

.023

.013

Canonical
correlation

.447

.301

.258

.230

.151

.114

1. 915

1. 295

1.087

.889

.578

.458

F value

Oegrees of
freedom

90.0

52. 0

70.0

36. 0

22. 0

10.0

Significance (p<) <.001

.053

.314

.658

.939

.916

Hilk Is
Lambda

. 775

.853

.9D

.965

.987

.621

The first

and only significant

canonical

correlation

criterion

variate.

predictor

variate

the criterion
coefficients
variates

canonical

of .447 between the predictor
The eigenvalue

exhibited
variate

of .2fl0 indicates

a

and the

that

the

accounted for 20.0 percent of the variance within

variate.

A description

and canonical

loadings

of the standardized
for each significant

canonical
set of

is provided in Appendix C.

The canonical loadings for the criterion
of the significant
specialization
.30,

root

root are displayed

index exhibited

As with the first

is the dominant predictor

in Table 35.

a standardized

canonical analysis,
variable

and predictors

canonical

When the canonical loadings of the criterion

Only the
loading above

the specialization

for the first

significant

variables

variables

index
root.

are examined,
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Table 35. Canonical loadings for predictor
the detracting attributes

and criterion

1st canonical
root (loadings)

Variable

variables

of

2nd canoni ca 1
root (loadings)

Predictor
Specialization

index

Social motive
Autonomymotive

-.975*

-.089

.160

-.Al6*

-.149

.323*

Criterion
Presence of logging
Domestic livestock

•774*
on trails

.512*

-.085
.456*
-.299

Paved access roads

.40'2*

Seeing motorized recreationists

.317*

.395*

Presence of mining

.531*

.176

Loud recreationists

.350*

Seeing others on the trail

.278

-.191
-.455*

An extremely detracting attribute
is equal to a scale value of one.
Hence the direction of extremely detracting scores is the opposite of
the direction of extremely contributing scores, when the neutral value
of the scale equals four.
Consequently, the relationship between a
variable in the predictor set that is negative and a variable in the
criterion
set that is positive means that a negative relntionship
exists (or the criterion variable is varying toward greater detraction
as the predictor variable increases) .
*Denotes canonical weights and loadings above .30
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six of the environmental setting

attributes

display values above .30.

The presence of logging displays

the strongest

loading value of .774.

This non-recreation

use along with the presence of mining (.531),

domestic

livestock

on trails,

activities

detract

that

other

the most from specialized

important criterion
recreationists

suggest

variables

and

multiple-use

hikers.

The remaining

are paved access roads (r

.402), loud

=

= .350) and seeing motorized recreationists

(r

(r = .317).
A second non-significant

root is included on Table 35.

significant,

this canonical relationship

its relative

proximity to the .05 level of probability

provides possible

insights

important predictor

merits discussion

into the nature of the social motive.

variables

characterize

the predictor

motive dominating with a loading of -.816.

important,

the autonomy motive's
Three predictor

the .30 standard,

(-.455).

canonical

(r

=

The variates

While

on trails

(r

=

.456),

.395) and seeing others on the
suggests that

for those with strong social motives,

for those with stronger autonomy motivations.

dominated by the specialization

predictors

with

loadings above

The negative value of the last attribute

while more detracting

attributes.

exhibit

variate

Two

is opposite with a .323

including domestic livestock

seeing others is less detracting

strongest

direction

variables

seeing motorized recreationists
trail

because of

(p = .053) and

the social

loading.

While not

of both the

contributing

index emerged as the
and detracting

However, the motive dominated predictor

second and third roots of the canonical analysis
attributes

were also significant

variates.

Overall,

variates

in the

on the contributing

in their accounting of the criterion

the specialization

dominated variates

established
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important links with ten attributes.
contributing

roots and one significant

both the specialization
of the types

detracting

and motive vnriables

of environmental

backcountry hikers,
discussion

Together, the three significant

setting

root suggest that

are important indicators

nttributes

preferred

providing support for the hypothesis.

of the implications

of the results

chapter will be addressed in the next chapter.

contained

by

A further
in this
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DISCUSSION
ANDCONCLUSIONS
The focus of this
forces

of recreation

related

specialization

to the environmental

The final

chapter
of this

results

are discussed

first

research.

attributes

interpretations

study in three

with respect

of backcountry

areas.

First,

implications

The third

aren of discussion
management.

are discussed
focuses

The final

are

hikers.

of the
the study

to the study objectives

Next,

resource

motivations

and discussion

important

chapter.

for recreation

how the behavioral

and psychological

setting

presents

results

the

study was to investigate

outlined

in

for future

on the implications
section

serves

as a

summary of the study conclusions.
Discussion
The five
this

study

statistical
were:

research

serve
results

(1)

to identify

backcountry

experience,

within

function

hikers,

perceive
(2)

different

as a predictor

for discussing

to explore

hikers

and hov1 these

outcomes

among backcountry

of specialization
setting

experience

(4) to determine which psychological

that

a satisfying

how psychological

of specialization

backcountry

and

attributes

in defining

of the environmental

of

These five objectives

setting

how the principle

chapter

the descriptive

chapter.

as important

levels

to a satisfying

backcountry

in the first

the environmental

(3) to investigate

contribute

presented

from the results

hikers

hikers,

objectives

nS a basis

bnckcountry

differ

of Study Results

attributes
across

will
that

different

outcomes are important to

outcomes related

to environmental

l 71

setting

attributes,

recreation

(5) to integrate

two theoretir.nl

behavior and to investigate

environmental setting

attributes

their

aoproaches of

value in predicting

are satisfying

to different

which

hikers.

The Importance of Environmental
Setting Attributes
The environmental
seven-point

setting

Li kert-type

attributes

were measured on a

sea 1e ranging from "strong 1y detracts"

"strongly

adds" from or to hiking

attributes

were included on the mail questionnaire.

individual

attributes

exhibited

satisfaction.

an overall

to

Thirty-eight
Sixteen of these

mean below the neutral

value of four and twenty-two demonstrated means above the same neutral
value.

By categorizing

the environmental setting

based upon the physical,
is attained

social

in interpreting

attributes

and managerial setting,

into sets

more clarity

the importance of the attributes

to

backcountry hikers.
It

is clear

important

from the results

type of attributes

satisfaction

of this

which contribute

are the physical setting

attributes

The attributes

attributes

contributed

samp1e.

attributes;

natural

of natural

drinking

to be measured

in this study represent
research

All of the physical

setting
The

for the study were all in the physical

The four most important

physical

lakes and streams, seeing wildlife,
water,

those

or identified

to some degree to hiking satisfaction.

nine most important attributes
category.

the most

Tt should be noted

attributes

most commonlymeasured in similar

most often by the pretest

setting

utilized

that

to overal 1 hiking

attributes.

at this point that the universe of possible
is quite large.

study,

and open meadows indicate

setting
availability
that

many
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dimensions

of

the

geographical,

physical

botanical,

represented.

environment are

zoological

The two least

and ecological

important physical

presence of bears and availability
suggest that the possibility
of lightweight

important.

The

dimensions are all
attributes

of firewood.

were

Tt is logical

to

of a bear encounter and the availability

backpacking stoves might influence

the low importance

of these two attributes.
The preferences
in this

study.

attributes

for eight social setting

All eight exhibited

detracted

social

hiking experience.

means which indicated

setting

these results.
attributes

Some care

Tt would be illogical

always detract

environments or the contrast

"not" in front of many of the social setting

from the

The two most detracting

motorized recreationists

is moot.

froM detracting

attributes

suggest that social

can arise within the group of backcountry hikers,

attributes

were seeing

others

.

The two least

on the trail

to

in the study, seeing

and loud recreationists

with other types of recreationists

A simple

items would no doubt have

changed the importance of some of these attributes

conflicts

these

If there are "bad" social environments, there must

also be "good" social

contributing.

were measured

from over a 11 hiking sat i sf act ion.

should be taken in interpreting
to assume that

attributes

as well as

detractive

and pets

social

in the

backcountry.
The management setting
overall

means which contributed

satisfaction,

making generalizations

set of attributes.
overall

attributes,

eighteen

-and detracted

from hiking

more difficult

Eight of these attributes

hiking experience.

in a 11, exhibited

The most detracting

toward the entire

detracted

from the

included the presence
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of logging and the presence of mining, indicating

the importance of

these other resource uses in determining the backcountry experience.
Fourteen of the managerial setting
four,

indicating

attributes

that they contributed

displayed means above

to overall

hiking satisfaction.

Apparently the management environment can be an important positive
force in the hiking experience.
and well-placed

and accurate

important managerial setting

The revegetating
directional

of over-used areas,

signs were the two most

attributes.

In summary, this study demonstrated a wide array of preferences
for the thirty-eight

environmental setting

attributes.

evidence that the most important type of attributes
hikers are the physical

setting

attributes.

There is
to backcountry

One explanation

of this

phenomenonmight be the importance of the nature motive to this group
of recreationists.

While the social setting

detracting

some care

items,

generalizations
attributes

about the social

is

attributes

suggested
category.

exhibited much more variation

were the most

in making major
Finally,

in their

the managerial

levels of importance

to backcountry hikers.
The Specialization/
Psychological Outcome Linkage
A central

objective

of this study was to explore how the level of

s pe c i a l i za t i on of ba c kcount r y hi ker s aff e c t s th e i r moti va t i ona l
states.

Bryan (1979) suggested that as specialization

recreationist

will

value different

experience as important.
apparent

shift

aspects

of the

In the case of trout fishing,

in what anglers valued in their

over time. To explore this relationship

fishing

increases

a

recreation
Bryan noted an
experiences

~,ithin backcountry hiking,
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Driver's
types

desired

outcome scales

of recreation

hypotheses

experiences.

and psychological

Prior

to the analysis

would lose

importance

their

as the level

and second sets

importance

it was thought
and others

of specialization

However, these

of

to exp 1ore 1i nkages between

results

certain

would increase

increased.

in the analysis,

that

it is possible

rev ea 1ed that

in

Since only five

may be the case when the complete array of psychological
tested.

different

outcomes.

of data,

motive domains were included

to represent

The first

( Hl to H2a) were designed

specialization

motives

were utilized

that

this

domains are

none of the desired

psychological

outcome domains vr1lued by low specialized

significantly

decreased

in importance as the level

hikers

of specialization

increased.
The social

chan-ge across

significantly
divided

motive was the only desired

level

when hikers

into groups of low, medium and high specialists.

when the rankings

of the social

or third

most important

pursuits

for all

levels

sharing

friends

is not important

motive displays
of specialization.

the hiking

sampled in this

to highly

a relatively
The social

of specialization,
study.

engage in their

of specialization.

that

were

However,

motive are examined, it is the second

reason · hikers

suggest

level

specialization

outcome vthich did not

stable

Tt would be misleading

experience
specialized

family

or

hikers.

Rather,

this

degree of importance at all

in regards

There is little

levels

independent

of the

to the backcountry

hikers

evidence

to suggest

that

ba c kc ount r y h i ker s 1e a r n to va 1ue soc i a 1i z i ng a s more or l es s
important

as the level

of hiking specialization

to

with one's

motive is apparently

at least

backcountry

changes.
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The remain i ng four study motives,
achievement,

exhibited

specialization

i ncreased.

employed in this
development,

enjoying

study

there

backcountry

hikers

important

nature

characterizes

Assuming that
is sensitive

statistical

has learned
level

it

increased,

free

across

the three

as the level

for

discriminating

backcountry

as hikers

hiking,

continue

of the desired

toward enjoying
hikers,

nature

regardless

of

did become

of hiking

specialization

a greater

magnitude

The desire

and to do things
value

to be the

on one's own,

change between

"critical

motive"

of specialization.

in
This

their . development and commitment to

they increasingly

view and value the opportunities

for autonomy as important.
i4hil e not as important
outcomes

of

achievement

to

of independence or freedom is

between low and high levels

that

outcome for the

motive

the greatest

which appears

sample of

i·Jhile the

of specialization.

This feeling

index

outcomes as more

desired

While this

levels

of hiking

of hiking

increased.

orientation

restrictions

of specialization.

suggests

to value these desired

sample of backcountry

termed autonomy, accounted

state

this

is not the most discriminating

from society's

des ired

levels

that

the remaining three motives exhibited

of increase

the

to increased

of specialization

more important

autonomy, and

the specialization

evidence

of specialization.

significantly

nature,

as the level

domain is the most important

the entire

level

levels

increases

Tn other words, a strong

outcomes.

feel

is

as their

high specialists,

their

significant

exercise,

as autonomy, the desired

and exercise

discriminating

power than

nature.

characterized

by developing

skills

both

psycho l ogi cal

exhibited

greater

The achievement

motive,

and abilities

and learning

to
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develop

one's

capabilities,

of specialinition

level

motives may indicate
specific

types

direct

link

and refines

are realized.

discriminating

value

i ncrea s ingly

value

benefits
Further

of the

of specialization

displayed
profiles.

operating

specialization

indicating

simultaneously,

generalization

nature

and autonomy.

interactive
nature,

occurred

effect,

the hikers

autonomy and social

specializ;1tion

values

same motives.

One objective

profiles

was to explore

that

between the
outcomes was

the

level

there

is

low scores

exercise,
to

some
on their

significantly

who scored

of structuring

of

The one exception

that

exhibited

than those hikers

of three

motive was combined with

who displayed

the possibility

increases.

only when the nature,

indicating

motives

as the physical

the combined effect

when the social

Perhaps

hikers

groups based on outcome

autonomy or achievement motives were combined.
this

that

of desired

suggested

changed significantly

the strong

relationship

into

and

to the hiker

of specialization

significant

were divided

These profiles,

motives

as well

and the importance

when hikers

information

motive suggests

of hiking as the level

the

As a hiker

Relatedly,

challenge

a

high specialists

new accomplishments

offer

of the exercise

evidence

that

experiences.

the physical

to create

motive suggests

(Bryan 1979, p. 50).

and abilities,

future

ability

so as to be able to tell

Both realizations

to be used in creating

level

environment

skills

learned

hypothesis

between luck and skill"

develops

health

hiker's

as the hiker's

of the significant

the achievement

to Bryan's

their

in importance
While all

the specialized

seek to "manipulate

limits

increased;

of experiences,

conceptual

difference

increased

lower

all

high on the

the hikers

into motive

that multiple

orientations

to
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hiking might exi st.

For example, one group of specialized

hikers may

develop with an "enjoy nature" and "social group sharing" orientation,
while another group might specialize
"physical

exercise"

orientation.

within an "achievement" and

While the data indicated

that both

nature and autonomy were present

in the profiles

specialization

did not present clear evidence that

levels,

the results

more than one motive based orientation

with the highest

to specialization

existed.

This possibility

is addressed again in the interpretation

canonical results

that follows.

In summary, the results
study population

of this study indicate

of backcountry hikers,

different

aspects of the recreation

that within the

there exists

evidence that as the level of specialization

considerable

increases,

experience

rel atively

increased.

st abl e across all

motives utilized

Only the social
levels

the nature of specialization

activation

in general.

specialized

and social recognition.

This may

in this study as

in backcountry hiking

increases

include mPeting new

This suggestion assumes that

hikers enjoy the company of other specialized

that the need for security

decrease in

Outcomes which might be explored

for losing importance as specialization
people, security

None of the

increased.

the limited array of outcome domains utilized

or recreation

in importance

in this sturly demonstrated a significant

much as it reflects

There

motive remained

of specialization.

importance as the level of hiking specialization
reflect

hikers value

as important.

was a marked trend for the measured motives to increase
as specialization

of the

hikers and

decreases as hiking experience grows.
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The Specialization/
Environmental Setting Linkage
The primary dependent variables
thirty-eight

environmental

utilized

setting

in this

attributes

study were

representing

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) domains of physical,
managerial setting.
expected that

As suggested in the theoretical

as the level of specialization

learn to value different
subsequently

channeling of attention

or preference
ability

between the

environmental

setting

attributes
setting

they will

that

degree

attributes

This

of the highly
Assuming that the

changes as the level of

there

(H3-H3a) were

were significant

of specialization

and the

in twenty-one of the thirty-eight

To furthPr explore the nature of these relationships
were divided

into the physical,

social

the

and managerial

domains.

Bryan contends
recreationist
resource.

and hikers

types of settings

set of hypotheses

indicate

relationships

.

attributes

changes, the third
The results

for different

own experience.

importance of environmental setting

attributes

increases

on the part

hiker to create his/her

dflveloped.

framework, it was

types of environmental settings.

is viewed as an increased

specialization

social and

aspects of their hiking experience,

value different

specialized

the

that

as

specialization

increases,

becomes more dependent on properties
The study results

indicate

the

of the physical

a moderate degree of support for

this hypothesis for this sample of backcountry hikers where six of the
twelve physical

setting

attributes

level of hiking specialization.
be characterized

were significantly

related

to the

The influence of specialization

by decreasing the importance of the availability

can
of
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firewood or timbered pine forests.
increasingly
and desert
setting

Conversely, the specialized

valued open meadows, rugged terrain,
canyons.

It

attributes

experience.

presence of bears

should be noted that all

contributed

One possible

to some degree

explanation

hiker

of the physical
to the hiking

of the non-significant

attributes

is that they represent

a ct i vit y .

As fo und i n the soc i a l mot i ve , th ey do not i nc re as e or

decrease significantly

as the level of specialization

The social setting

attributes

with three of the eight social
negatively

related

hiker increases
see others
prefers

reasons novices are attracted

exhibited
setting

level of specialization,

on the trail,

attributes

in the study exhibited

recreation

experience,

Since all

negative

domain.

set of attributes

between hiking specialization

This question

time suggesting

of the social

must be raised

offers

insights

and attributes

into the relationship

which managers can more

that

low and high specialized

Bryan (1977) found

fishermen changed over
recreationists

to some degree about pref erred management actions.

exhibited

and

is addressed in the

mani pulate to affect hiking satisfaction.

managerial

not to

impacts on the preferred

that the management philosophy of specialized

differ

he/she prefers

the question of representation

setting

As the

for Research section that follows.

The final

directly

All three were

not to see motorized recreationists

not to hear loud recreationists.

Implications

relationships

to the level of hiking specialization.

his/her

about the social

increases.

significant

attributes.

to the

attributes
significant

were examined with specialization,
relationships.

all were found to contribute

would
Eighteen

and eleven

Whereas the physical attributes

to hiking satisfaction

and the social

1-30

attributes

detracted

variability

from satisfaction,

toward the managerial

non-recreation

specialization

more detracting
increased.

management actions
accurate

to hikers

Additionally,

signs,

less

specialization

and well

important

and party size limits.

and

were
increased.

to trail

The level of hiking

quotas,

revegetating,

were factor-analyzed

groups based upon shared variance,

management related groups exhibited the most significant
between low and high specialized
While th e low specialized
the high specialized

of

of hiking specialization

When the study attributes

defined

trails

specialization

hikers to management problems.
related

level

well-placed

maintained

as hiking

was positively

into conceptually

as their

many of the cost intensive

There is also evidence that higher levels
serve to sensitize

The traditional

such as paving access roads,

directional

significantly

attributes.

logging anrl mining were all found to

uses of grazing,

be significantly

the hikers displayed much more

hikers

the

relationships

hikers.
hi kers do not differ

on all

significantly

of the environmental

attributes

examined in this study, significant

over fifty

percent of examined attributes.

differences

from

setting
do occur in

These findings

suggest, as

noted by Bryan (1979), that increased levels of hiking specialization
serve to change the value of and preferences
physical,

social and managerial settings.

for certain

This relationship

most pronounced within the physical and managerial setting

types of
was the
domains.

The Psychological Outcome/
Environmental Setting Linkage
Given the success of past researchers
relationships

in establishing

between motives and environmental setting

empirical
preferences,
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it

was expected that

study.

similar

relationships

One problem in interpreting

is their

reliance

on cluster

and comparing past motive studies

analyzed groupings of recreationists.

While their motive-dependent clusters
meaningful,

no two studies yielded

of users were often intuitively
the same clusters.

the comparison or the contribution

simplify

motives in explaining
4

would be found in this

motives.

linear

Additionally,

relative

predictive

of specialization

the environmental setting

explored the direct

relationships

this

analysis

ability

setting

attributes

social

and managerial

In order to

attributes,

and

Hypothesis

of each of the study

provided insight

of motives to explain

into the

environmental

within Pach of the ROSdefined domains of physical,
attributes.

explore the possibility

Hypothesis 4a was designed to

that more than one dominant motive orientation

might exist.
The results

of Hypothesis 4 indicate

that the nature motive was

the dominant ind icat or of environmental setting
demonstrated

significant

thirty-eight

environmental setting

exhibited

the second strongest

significant
related
exhibited
displayed

relationships

relationships.

to four attributes

environmental setting

relationship

seventeen

Nature
of the

The autonomy motive
by accounting for seven

motive was significantly

and the social and achievement motives each
Taken as a group, these five motives

correlations

with

twenty-two

different

attributes.

By dividing the attributes
physical,

attributes.

The exercise

three relationships.
significant

with

attributes.

into groups based upon the ROSdefined

social and managerial domains, a more precise

of the nature of these relationships

can be garnered.

interpretation
Preferences

for
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the hvelve physical
more motives.

setting

ThP nature

twelve attributes,
in realizing

a natural

but attracted

all

experience.

independence within

canyons.

best

the physical

achievement motives exhibited
man-made structures
offer

including,

<1nd organiBtional

negatively

groups,
exhibited

affect

relationships

only positive

between the social

the nature

significant

setting
its

attributes.

strongest

of the eight

seeing motorized

presence

of commercial

recreationists

relationships.

groups also

and loud

These attributes

exhibited

The presence
significant

and autonomy motives.

the social

motive and seeing

link with

attributes

of a nature experience.

within

these

and more specifically

with the exercise

relationship

that

achievement.

near your campsite,

the attainment

with strong

with no evidence of

suggesting

to the physical

of commercial and organizational
negativr.

of freedom and

Those hikers

domain also exhibited

seeing others

recreationists,

feeling

suggests

personal

However, only four

th e na tu re mot i ve .

The

natura 1

interpretation

an environment which fosters

setting

of bears,

strong relationships

are extremely sensitive

The social

the

setting.

in general

These types of

with no evidence of

presence

and rugged terrain,

1n summary, the motives
motive,

exercise

for phys i ca 1 exercise.

Intuitive

provide

setting

of firewood,

canyons.

relationships

rugged terr a in,

attributes

attributes

and desert

positive

swimming areas and desr.rt
these

Hikers with strong

more opportunity

autonomy motive displayed

by one or

for eleven of the

concerned with the availability

offer

man-made structures,

explained

the importance of the physical

to rugged terrain

environments

were all

motive alone accounted

underscoring

motives were negatively

that

attributes

others

setting

The

domain was

on the trail.

This
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attribute

was viev1ed more favorably by hikers with a strong social

orientation.

Overall,

five of the eight social

setting

attributes

were accounted for by the five study motives.
When the relationship
attributes

are examined, the explanatory

extremely weak.
managerial

attributes.

correlations

do exist

available

information

Readily available

Autonomy is negatively

related

fining

of backcountry regulation

natural

history

related

weak.

The

and achievement
on the natural

violators

and

to the social motive.
and accurate directional

a positive

relationship

and information

to the
on the

of an area.

The use of the three motive profiles
not yield as many significant

attributes

of the

information on regulations

to well-placed

The nature motive exhibits

correlations.

the strength

relationships,

paved access roads are both positively

signs.

of the motives is

are relatively

no significant

t o readily

of an area.

.Additionally,

that

exercise motive exhibits
is only related

ability

No single motive accounts for more than two of the

setting

significant

history

between motives and the managerial setting

in the second hypothesis did

relationships

The major relationships

as did the direct

motive

with the environmental setting

were fewer and tended to appear within the physical setting

domain.
The overall
environmental
explanatory

pattern

setting

of relationships
attributes

same number of attributes,
explanatory

invite

power of the specialization

While both specialization

ability

between the motives and
comparisons with

the

index on the same attributes.

and motives accounted for approximately the
each displayed

some differences

between the three environmental

domains.

in
The
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specialization

index exhibited

within

all

three

domains.

useful

in explaining

more parity

The five

the physical

in explaining

study motives were especially

setting

attributes

where all of the

attributes

were accounted for to some degree by at least

motives.

The particularly

motive

and these

strong

attributes

attributes

relationships

suggest

that

one of the

between the nature
moy be key or

there

" c r i t i c a l " moti ves wi t h i n any ac t i v i t y sty 1e whi ch might a c t as
important

environmental

setting

indicators.

power of the motives in explaining
attributes
motivations
exhibited

suggests

that

preferences

the conceptual

may complement each other.
significant

thirty-eight

relationships

environmental

setting

The 1ack of predictive
for managerial

forces

of specialization

Overall
with

setting

these

and

two frameworks

thirty-one

of

the

attributes.

An Integrated Approach for
Explaining Environmental
Setting Attributes

final

The results

from the two canonical

analyses

hypothesis

provide the foundation

for the following

The results
assessment
that

from the

hypotheses

of the relationships

guide this

recreation

previous

offer

environment.

discussion.

frameworks

independent

relationships

with the

The intent

of the final

hypothesis

was to allow the specialization

and motive variables

a set of independent variables,

and to see which combinations

variables

and

a more direct

betwPen the two conceptual

study and their

setting

from the fifth

to be combined as
of these

emerge as important predictors.

The first

canonical

which are characterized

analysis

included the twenty-two attributes

as "contributing

attributes,"

because their
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overall

sample mean was above the

seven-point

Likert-type

from a canonical

analysis

amount of variance
first

root

strongly

response

between its

The initial

predictor

suggests

motive exhibited

produced a predictor

that

the predictor
index.

autonomy may be a critical

offer

i n s i ght

specialized

hiking

specialized

hikers,

accurate

directional

to their

hiking

the presence
contribute

fol low trails

a 11 three
hypotheses,
the nature

which was

-.967).

The high

represents

to a large
the autonomy

understanding
variables

The findings

that

hiking
for this

suggest

of firewood,

first

and rugged terrain
experience.

"I don't

feel

and "directional
contribute

on three

trails

to my overall

predictor

are now motives.

hikers.

comfortable

available

However,
or

Whereas the
in a primitive

firewood

and easy to

experience."

variables

rather

Given the results

'>'Jith a correlation

less

might be, "I

to emerge from the analysis

it should not be surprising

and

become more important

One interpretation

totally

for highly

contribute

free of conveniences."

signs,

root

that

well-placed

than for low specialized

wild environment,

motive,

in

The

again suggesting

signs and well-maintained

The second strongest
significantly

loading,

the availability

more to their

environment"

=

While not significant,

criterion

experience.

experience

is saying,

variates.

i nto at t r i b ut es whi c h con tr i b ut e to a h i gh 1y

of bears

want a rugged,

variate

motive

The significant

the greatest

variate

index (r

a moderate secondary

specialization.

root to emerge

and criterion

dominated by the specialization

degree the specialization

novice

scale.

value of four on the

is the root which explains

in the analysis

correlation

root

neutral

that

than one.

of the fourth

loads
However,
set of

the dominant variable

of .939.

The exercise

and

was
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achievement motives displayed moderate loadings of .359 and .365 with
the predictor

variate.

which result

from a strong

significant,
root,

They can be interpreted

the social

the strongest

"nature"

While not

orientation.

motive exhibited

social

as secondary benefits

a loading of .263 for this

loading within any of the three significant

roots.

Assuming that enjoying nature is the key to the predictor

variate

of this

intuitive

root,

sense.

the significant

of information

experience.

Other important

on natural

history

attributes

include

directly

which foster

the appreciation

The third
relationships
specialization
insignificant

and last

desert canyons, open
either

roles,

come

domain or are management attributes

of nature.

significant

root also exhibited

wi th three motives within the predictor
index,

to the

rugged terrain,

Al1 of these attributes

from the physical setting

make

and the

contribute

lakes and streams, timbered pine forests,

meadoi,.,sand seeing wildlife.

(r

attributes

The absence of man-made structures

availability

natural

criterion

nature

motive and social

where the exercise

significant
set.

The

motive assume

(r = .823), achievement

= .756) and autonomy (r = .570) motives emerge as important.

the previous hypothesis
multiple-motive

results

orientations,

failed
this

to establish

third

root

to hiking.

the existence

offers

plausible

motive based orientation

exercise,

achievement and autonomy motives suggests

Where
of

a second

The predominance of the
a type of hiker

who cha11enges and pushes himse1f /herse 1f phys i ca 1ly, away from the
luxuries
social
other

of modern life.

The minor negative values placed on the

and nature motives suggest that neither
people,

are important

to this

orientation.

scenic qualities

nor

The important
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criterion

variables

offer some additional

information

on regulations

contributing

attributes,

natural

significantly

Rugged terrain

offers

The low importance placed on natural

meadows suggests

less.

that

these attributes

information on regulations

suggests,

were a place to test

for a 11

do not add to the need for
The importance of

"I want to know the rules before

rnay imply a narcissistic

as easily

achievement and a

drinking water and open

I go in, so that my experience is not interfered

could just

of

The general

opportunities

or fee 1ings of achievement or autonomy.

interpretations

the major

while open meadows and the availability

sense of autonomy."

rather

are

seems to be, "T want physical exercise,

orientation

exercise

Readily available

and rugged terrain

drinking water contribute

three.

insight.

with."

While their

approach to hiking,

imply the old "pioneer ethic,"
one's capabilities,

they

where the wilds

and nature was to be used,

than appreciated.
The final

canonical

which are characterized
overall

as "detracting

the specialization
in the first

specialization

and only significant

against

the activity.

Conversely,

to indicate

root.

reflecting

certain

that specialized

predictor

that
variable

hikers become much more

types of settings

as they develop into

it might be very easy for the novice hiker

which type of environments he/she prefers,
to cite environments which detract

Three of the significant

an

As in the first

The fact

is the dominant and only significant

discriminating

attributes

index emerged as the dominant predictor

in this analysis may indicate

difficult

attributes,"

sample mean below the neuti:-al value of 4.0.

analysis,
variable

r1nalysis included the sixteen

criterion

variables

but extremely

from hiking satisfaction.
reflect

non-recreation
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uses of wildlands,
on trails

including presence of logging, domestic livestock

and presence of mining.

recreationists
greater

Two social setting

and seeing motorized recreationists

degree as the leyel of specialization

a philosophy of,

"T prefer

detract

increases.

paved access roads also emerges as a significant
As a person develops into backcountry hiking,

attributes,

loud

to a
Finally,

detracting

attribute.

he/she tends to develop

hiking in environJT1ents where logging,

mining and grazing do not occur; furthermore,
roads, motorized and loud recreationists

I find paved access

a hindrance to the enjoyment

of my hiking experience."
The combi ning of specialization
relationship

with motives to determine their

with environmental setting

attributes

insights

into both conceptual frameworks.

variable

emerged in both analyses as the first

of the setting

attributes

index is not as easily
independently.
positively
actions
Third,

Secondly,

the specialization
environmental

which settings

specialization

environments and negatively

variable
setting

intuitive

hikers from inconvenience.

attribut .es,

indicating

that

development may be the recreationists

are not preferred.

since the analysis

interpretation

to management

emerged as the best predictor

Fourth, empirical

Some care must be exercised

orientations,

and dominant indicator

seems to be related

which suggest that two motive-based orientations
exist.

the specialization

The predominance of the specialization

which simplify access or insulate

of specialized

some unique

recognized when both frameworks are analyzed

to uncontrolled

detracting
result

.

First,

offers

of

one

learning

results

exist

to backcountry hiking

in interpreting

did not group hikers.

these two
However, an

of the secondary roots suggests support for
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such an Rrgument.
exist,

these

attributes

A.ssuming that more than one motive orientation

results

hikers

indicate

that

each serves

there were several

were found in the study results.

values

hikers,

motives

unexpected relationships

nature

lovers

different

value orientation
offered

"rugged

terrain"

important

additional

than aesthetic

enjoying

insights

into

physical

Some of the relationships
the environmental

setting

expected

that

attitude

toward their

different

high specialists
preferences.

discretion
experienced

were also

would exhibit
setting.

specializations

do not agree

setting
Perhaps

hikers.

as
that

might explain why
their

variable

of backcountry

upon these

impacts which managers can control

was

The possibility

are occurring

Greater experience

It

and

a more homogeneous

hikers.

the knowledge that

evokes a focusing

surprising.

as a group about

attributes

variable

As a group they exhibited

The success of the specialization

the managerial
unanticipated.

attributes

as the low specialized

motive-based

where

were much more

between the specialization

preferred

a

The canonical

orientation

regulations"

of these

indicates

nature.

this

of the

attributes.

high specialists

much disagreement

hikers

from just

and "knowing the

strength

The strength

the group of high specialized

results

who expound on the

did not mesh with the relative

autonomy and achievement motives.
within

which

The popular myth of experienced

being zealous

of aesthetics,

exercise,

to narrow the types of

prefer.

In conclusion,

backcountry

does

attribute
in explaining

hikers

was also

managers can exercise

attributes

among the more

might also sensitize

to some degree.

hikers

to
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The capacity
the physical

for the motives utilized

setting

attributes

surprising

when compared with

managerial

attributes.

is reinforced
attributes

were linked

explanation

might be that

Finally,

with

This was especially

their

to

inability

explain

is not easily

results

the

explained

and

where only two management

covarying

motives.

A plausible

the types of motives which best explain

were not included
the results

in the study.

of the canonical

from two perspectives.

study to explain

was unexpected.

This discrepancy

in the canonical

these attributes

in this

tt

was expected

analysis
that

were unexpected

the specialization

va r i ab 1e wou1d 1oad with oth er mot i ve va r i ab 1e s t o exp 1a i n cert a i n
setting

attributes.

clearly

dominated

intP.rpretations.

tn both analyses
its

variate

the specialization

suggesting

A second surprising

result

orientations

which emerged from the

attributPs.

One suggested a primary nature

while

motives which suggest a more utilitarian
from Hypothises

than one motive orientation
were a 11owed to covary,
motive orientations
sense when their

attributes

Implications
Theoretically,

this

frameworks of Bryan's

on contributing

appreciation
achievement

study

principle

orientation
and autonomy

focus toward the environment.

was operating.
the results

in

was the two motive-based

4 and 4a gave little

moy exist.
related

independence

analysis

the second focused on the exercise,

The results

an

variable

indication

that more

However, when the motives

indicated

that

These orientations

two different
made intuitive

were examined.
For Research
was conceptualized
of recreation

within

specialization

the
and
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Driver's

model of recreation

specialization
population
seek

construct,

styles.

The results

between

the

motivational
recreation

states

hikers

of this
of

states

hiking

specialization

they

this

settings

nor the

representative

study

in this

of their

utilized

respective

in this

of hiking

universes.

as
the

are

The sa1T1plinggoal of

set of hikers

Additionally,

Neither

investigation

Cost and time constraints

sampling scheme.

by backcountry

thP results.

types

multiple-season

into

hikers.

a diverse

frequented.

insights

to the level

t his study was to represent
of areas

a useful

study should be addressed,

to generalize

areas

offers

of backcountry

studying

in motivational

that are preferred
are related

and the motivations
inherent

research

exist

desired

specialization

impact the capacity

hi kers

and the

might find recreation

Additionally,

The limitations

relationships

differences

who

activity

Researchers

and how those preferences

specialization

to researchers

of leisure

that

of the

to the study's

hikers.

the types of environmental
hikers

nature

framework for explaining

over time.

insight

study suggest

of backcountry

motivation

relevance

can offer

the developmental

level

developmental

The operationalization

as well as its

of backcountry

to understand

behavior.

based upon the
prevented

hikers

a

who utilized

low-use trail

heads and non-trail

access points were under-represented

in the final

sample of hikers.

It would be logical

hikers

who know about such access points

to assume that

and made the effort

to reach

them would be highly specialized.
The overall
this

response

study was just

subsequently

contacted

rate

for the mailed questionnaire

over 68 percent.
one additional

The non-respondents
time by mail.

used in
were

To the extent
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that

the non-respondents

represent

may differ

a sampling bias.

Finally,

operationalize

recreation

environmental

setting

limitations.

Each of these variables

discussion

that

from the respondents

the methods used to

specialization,

attributes

follows,

psychological

outcomes and

on the questionnaire
will

exist

present

be addressed

but it should be recognized

dimensions of all three variables

could

in the

that other

beyond those operationalized

in this study.
The specialization
for Bryan's
variety

argument that

of recreation

past or current

hiking experience,

financial

underlies

a

The index was operationalized

hiking lifestyles

these indicators
current

.

on a

concerning the
Consistent

with

addressed the respondents

hiking experience,

equipment and

of hiking to the overall

Past hiking experience was measured by two items, while

each of the other specialization
items.

specialization

commitment, and the centrality

lifesty"le.

for this study lends support

anrl included eleven questions

Rryan's conceptualization,
past

recreation

activities.

mailed questionnaire
respondents'

index constructed

dimensions were represented

by three

One methodological problem encountered was the difficulty

using a questionnaire

to directly

backcountry hiking.

In future specialitation

needs to be addressed.
determining general skill

access the hikers'

in

level of skill

research,

in

this problem

Observation may provide a better

method of

levels among backcountry hikers.

Within the sample of backcountry hikers surveyed in this study,
several

descriptive

variables

were found to be empirically

th e 1e ve l of hi ki ng s pec i a l i ni. t i on .
generalize

these relationships

related

Whi 1e there

i s no bas i s to

to other activities

or populations,

to
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their

occurrence may offer

research.

First,

exhibited

greater

significantly

amounts of forma1 education.

smaller percentage

to their

hikers.

Highly specialized

in general,

level for field

specialization.

that certain

(1CJ8S)

backcountry settings
users.

are in part dependent on their

Of the five

level of recreation

backcountry hikers for this study

valued the desired outcome scales differently

than highly specialized

outcome sea 1es ut i1 i zed, four demonstrated

significant

increases

increased.

Recreation specialization

in importance as the level of specialization

how the motivations

may offer a systematic
of recreationists

1f=Ve
1 of deve 1opment with i.n an activity

there

attract

that the types of experiences sought

The low soecialized

for explaining

to the level of

of this study offer support for agreement with Bryan

and Graefe et al.

by recreationists

to

of specialization.

was found to be related

a higher percentage of high or low specialized
The results

it is interesting

While this may be an important finding for

managers, it also indicates

intensify

category of

personnel if the same relationship

age was independent of the level

hiking specialization.

hiking,

in

reported significantly

While not significant,

the study area itself

hikers.

hikers

to the study area than lov, specialists.

holds in future studies.

(1979)

\./omencomprise a

in the low specialized

hikers,

also

would be easy to measure and could serve as an indicator

of specialization

Finally,

specialin1tion

of the high specialized

representation

more previous hiking trips
This variable

for future

hikers with increased levels of specialization

relation

note that

some insights

is evidence that

changes.

change as their
Hith in backcountry

hiking specialization

the importance of certain

framework

types of motivations.

serves

to

The extent
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to

which

this

pattern

is

"specialists"

can only

motivational

domains are

Bryan's

contention

extrinsic

rewards

interpretation
the types

be assessed

that
to

tested

if

to
the

recreationists
intrinsic

or

other

systems?

indicators

Additionally,

conceptualized
in

is

it

evolve

highly

specialized

presents

are utilized

to represent

Are the social

of intrinsic

or extrinsic

that

by Bryan, assumes specific

Relatedly,

rewards

scales

of

from a system of

extrinsic

possible

array

research.

of rewards sought by recreationists.
motivations

recreation

complete

in future

problems when Driver's

achievement

present

generalizable

or

reward

specialization,

as

types of motivations

recreationists?

are

Bryan's

c hara ct er i za t i on of h i gh spec i a l i s ts as s eek i ng en v i r onment s where
they can determine

the difference

competence testing

is the ultimate

future

spec i a 1i za ti on research

motivations

across

a variety

between luck and skill
specialized

motivation.

which measures
of activities

implies that

a broader

can fully

Only
array

of

answer these

questions.
The study results
specialization

offer

can be utilized

activities.

The motives

constructing

a typology

who exhibited
of the

support

overall

specialization

the desire

(1979) argument that
typologies

hikers

scheme of backcountry

motive orientation

enjoy nature.

to construct

of backcountry

sample were characterized

specialists'

for Bryan's

offer
hikers.

index scores

within

a basis

Those hikers

in the lower third

as low specialists.

The low

was dominated by the desired

The second most important motive was the social

to share their

hiking experience

The other measured motives were exercise,

for

state

to

motive,

with family and friends.

achievement and autonomy, in
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order of importance.
specialization

index scores,

1,,Jhile the exercise
hikers,

neither

increases.
the

The middle third

motive did increase
it

nor the social

importance

medium specialists,
However, the
moderate

increases,

remain relatively

states

support

Recreation

resulting
that

hikers,

significant
continue

increases.

to exhibit

and achievement motives
difference

between

in regard to motive orientation,

importance of the exercise

based upon moti vational

recreation

hikers.

and autonomy
This typology

offer

environment

important

to understand

to recreation

The results

specialization

within

orientations.

have long sought

behaviors.

recreation

recreationists

social

among the high specialized

researchers

were

are compared with the

The most discriminatory

of the recreation

both

significant

for the argument that groups can be identified

activi t y styles

importance

hikers

while the nature,

seems to be the increased

group of

autonomy and achievement

and autonomy motives

stable.

for this

motives for the medium specialists

of the nature,

medium and high specialized

experience

moderately

none of the motives exhibit

exercise

based on their

as medium specialists.

motive exhibited

vJhen the high specialized

motives.

offers

were classified

The discriminatory

increased

of the hikers,

of this

and the

indications

the

choice

and

study suggest

motivations

of

of the meaning different

types of environments hold for recreationists.

Rryan (1979) suggested

th a t th e va 1ue changes as s oc i a t ed with i nc re as ed s pe c i a 1i z a t i on a re
inextricably
resource,

linked

management and social

specialization
twenty-one

to preferences

variable
of these

for specific

properties

in the

1vorld of the recreationist.

The

was found to be significantly

environmenta 1 setting

attributes.

related

to

Subsequent
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tests

between lov, and high specialized

suggesting that high specialists

find certain

important than low specialists.
specific

hikers

offer

resource properties

Secondly, high specialists

management attributes

that

differ

importance placed on these attributes

significantly

the physical

;:ittribute

more

prefer
from the

by low specialists.

The motives measured in this study exhibited
explain

support for

preferences

demonstrated by the specialization

index.

a greater

ability

of the hikers

to

than

More specifically,

nature motive was highly dependent on the characteristics

the
of the

physical resource where eleven of the twelve attributes

were accounted

for.

additional

These findings

indicate

that motives do offer

information which can not be ascertained
alone.

Taken with the previously

specialization

mentioned success

index in explaining the managerial setting

this study suggests that recreation
which can complement traditional
importance

of different

recreation

experience.

the total

index

of the
preferences,

specialization

offers a framework

motivation studies

in explaining the

environmental

settings

Each behavioral

to the over a 11

perspective

reveals a part of

process which explains why these environments are chosen by

recreationists.

Additionally,

specialization
attributes,

to the extent that motives vary with

and the extent that both frameworks explain the same
suggest an interactive

specialization
occurring,

from the specialization

effect

and desired outcomes.

the canonical

results

might be occurring between

Assuming that an interaction

indicate

that

specialization

is

may

develop within more than one type of motive system.
The manner in which the social
operationalized

setting

attributes

were

in this study appears too narrowly focused to capture
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all

of the social

social

values implied in Bryan's conceptualization

environments.

intra-activity

These attributes

and inter-activity

focused

conflicts

previous research and open ended questions
Bryan's observation

is correct

of skill

development, attitudes

access these properties
if they prefer

fashion,

low specialists

may appreciate

identify

the

a more

sharing the experience \·Jith others.

researchers

of

types of comparisons are
This

in the types of

they prefer when compared to hiqh specialized

indicators

hikers.

In

need to deve 1op more comprehensive

of the types of social environments that both high and low

specialized

recreationists

that detract

Another research
v1hich environmental

find rewarrling, as well as those social

from the overall
implication
settings

the researcher

most appropriate

attributes.

experience.

addresses the issue of determining

are most preferred

While the ROSframework offers

potential

which directly

to hiking satisfaction.

novice hikers may be less specific

summary, future

attributes,

the same degree

might better

which contribute

less important than just

settings

recreationists

For example, asking hikers

social environment where specific

that

Assuming that

and values, attributes

must be developed.

attributes

In a similar

attributes

to hikers.

to hike with others who share the same appreciation

types of social

suggests

which were drawn from

who exhibit

nature or have the same hiking abilities

generalized

on common

that highly specialized

seek the company of other recreationists

of

by recreationists.

a method of grouping specific

is left

setting

with the task of determining the

The problem being that the universe of

items is almost infinite,

especially

frameworks are not created to guide research

if better
efforts.

theoretical
Additionally,
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methodological

problems inherent

dependent variables

virtually

in addressing such a large number of

eliminate

many of the more powerful

mult i var i a t e s t a t i s t i ca 1 tech n i que s whi ch fo cus on one dependen t
variable.

Canonical correlation

1arge degree by researchers
recreation
analysis

analysis

who exp1ore the rel at i onsh ip between

behavior and the environmental setting.

While canonical

is complex, it is based upon the same conceptual framework as

other multivariate

tests

and intuitive

a re re 1a t i ve 1y s tr a i ght forward •
added advantage
variables
multiple

has been overlooked to a

interpretation

at once and simultaneously

theoretical

recreation
valuable

or clusters

method for

sensitivity

injecting

preferences.

While this objectivity

stage of our understanding

theory

into

The canonical

for exploring different
the focus of cluster

and

which are constructed

environments suggests that canonical analysis

environmental

are often

the infant

analysis

The res ea r cher i s l e ft to

without input from the other study variables.
at times,

or predictor

The more popular factor

determine the meaning of the factors

th e

exploring how they covary with

c 1us t er a na 1y s i s t echni ques do not.

is desirable

results

The canoni ca 1 t e chni que offers

of combining several

dependent variables .

of it's

might offer a

our constructs

results

of

of

also indicate

a

multiple motive orientations
analysis

applications

which

in motive

research.
Perhaps one of the more important research
study is it's

relative

implications

success in combining theoretic

gain a more comprehensive picture of the recreation
the results

do not provide the "whole picture"

they do speak to the value of integrating

orientations
experience.

of recreation

theoretical

of this
to
While

behavior,

perspectives

as
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to increase our predictive
Knopf et

a 1.

investigations

capabilities.

( 1983) and others

The work of Oriver (1977),

who have comp1eted

into the motivational

extensive

aspects of recreational

behavior

have provided important insights

into preferred

and recreation

Bryan's (1979) work on specialization

offers

decision making.

a socialization

which incorporates
influences

oriented

the developmental,

that occur over time.

argument is correct,
process,

recreation

that

leisure

complimentary nature
investigation
recreation

competency, and social

socialization

socialization.

group
(1980)

is a life-long

The results

principle

from this study

does offer

insights

about motives alone, and visa versa.

of the two behavioral

might suggest
research.

behavior

can offer a valuable framework for

that the specialization

gained from information

of recreation

Assuming that Iso-Ahola's

specialization

exploring within-activity
indicate

explanation

environmental settings

one direction

The larger

future

in this
outdoor

however, might suggest

these

psychological

frameworks to expand our understanding of recreational
behavior .

which incorporate

forces

for

The

incorporating

and leisure

behavioral

picture,

orientations

not

with other

Leisure socialization

social

social

and

models (Iso-Ahola, 1gso)

agents , experience and social

competence are

compatible with the frameworks developed in this investigation.
along with psychological

models which go beyond motivation,

They,
offer a

rich area for future research.
Implications
From an applied perspective,
that

can be utilized

for Management
this study offers

by recreation

important insights

resource managers.

First,

the
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results

of this

activity

styles

study indicate

a framework for conceptualizing

how

evolve over time, implying that the products desired

by recreationists
be associated

~dditionally,

change.

with differences

sought by recreationists.

these changes were found to

in the types of resources

While thr. study areas for this

were chosen to maximize specialization

diversity,

indicate

different

that certain

that are

resources

attract

research

the results
clienteles

of users

based upon their

level of hiking specialization.

has implications

for suggesting that the ROSframework now be utilized

by the federal
the different

Finally,

do

this study

land management agencies may be too general to address
markets found within this sample of backcountry hikers.

There is a strong tendency among resource managers, as well as
researchers,

to assume that all recreationists

type are homogeneous with respect
The results

of this

r ecreationists

to the types of experiences sought.

study indicate

support

for differentiating

into subgroups based upon their

in backcountry hiking.
specialists

within a given activity

level of specialization

These subgroups, labeled low, medium and high

offer more homogeneous representations

The specialization
ones orientation

principle
to his/her

by more experience,

greater

of hiker subtypes.

is based on the notion that over time,
sport changes.
skill

level,

This change is indicated

increased commitment and more

sophisticated

equipment utilization.

specialization

is a refocusing on the types of experiences or outcomes

which are desired.
specialists

primarily

High specialized
increasingly

The results

One result

of this

study suggest that

seek a nature and social

hikers

exhibit

value the nature,

of increased

systematic
achievement,

oriented

low

experience.

changes where they
autonomy and exercise
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dimensions of the hiking experience.

From an applied perspective,

products desired by these high specialized
the novice or low specialist.
reflective

hikers are different

management actions which facilitate
By being sensitive

given activity

from

Since these experience dimensions are

of the types of satisfactions

preferred.

the

sought by recreationists,

the attainment

to the different

type, managers could better

of such states

are

"markets" within any

address the diversity

of

desired experience types that do exist.
As a result
experiences

of specialization,

or outcomes affect

which are preferred
can influence

setting

to certain

there are important differences

reported

in the previous

characterized

specialists

prefer rugged terrain,

firewood, directional

preferred

to a significantly

utilized

are costly

less intensively

won't negatively

The study results

groups

indicate

low specialized

signs and maintained trails.

is the opposite .

trails

specialization-based

hikers

environments which offer

trail

increases,

the accessibility

that

Based on the canonical results

discussion,

directional

maintained

or facilitate

in the types of environments preferred

hikers.

as preferring

this attribute

To the degree that managers

resources,

provide a basis for such decisions .

by low and high specialized

changes in desired

the types of environmental settings

by the recreationist.

the recreation

of recreationists

these

are

firewood,

Additionally,

but the effect

low

of specialization

on

As the level of hiking specialization
trail

lesser

signs and maintained trails
degree.

Directional

management actions

for high specialized

impact the resource.

are

signs and

which might be

hikers,

Rugged terrain,

providing they
on the other
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hand,

increased

in importance as the

level

of specialization

increases.
While information about which types of environments are preferred
by hikers can aid management decision making, so also can information
about the types of environments which are not preferred.
canonical

analysis

strongest

indicator

indicated

that the specialization

of detracting

with the hiking motivations.
hikers

specialized
multiple

hikers.

hikers.

of certain

grazing detracting,

are significantly

more detracting

implication

use areas are more appropriate

designation

as compared

While both low and high specialized

One resultant

lower specialized

variable was the

environmental attributes

find logging, mining and livestock

other uses of resources

The

these
to high

for management is that

compromises for populations of

These findings

areas as primitive

would support

or wilderness

the

areas only

where other consumptive uses of the resource are prohibited.
access

roads

detractiveness

is

another

attribute

for high specialized

which exhibits
hikers.

increasing

Again, the implementation

of such fTlanagementactions

are costly while they detract

overa 11 hiking experience.

Granted, such actions

protect

the resource

recreationists
influence

are detracting

increases

specialization
specialized

at high use areas.

increases,

suggesting

the specialization

may be needed to

the

However, their negative
level

of

principle

highly

with other users.

and intra-activity

framework in which managers can better

hiking

to managers that

hikers may be more prone to conflict

With the grov,1th of inter-activity
recent years,

as

from the

Both loud and motorized

for all hikers.

significantly

Paved

conflicts

in

might provide a theoretical

understand these problems.

?.03

The high overall
measured

sturly suggest

in this

dependent on natural
wildlife

importance

features.

and meadows are

satisfaction

among hikers

amenities
actions
attribute

measured in this

with

level

of hiking

specialization
specialized
degrees.
offer
certain

Natural

attributes

hikers

are highly

amenities

like

are

specialization.

management

hikers

value different

From this

perspective,
framework for

The management

a strong

relationship

nver 60 percent

of the

relationships

with the

significant
that

of

close to these

important

study demonstrated

streams,

sources

to the hiking experience.

indicating

different

subgroups

management actions
the specialization
predicting

of

to different
principle

the degree

may

to which

or not preferred

by

"publics."

While the discussion

has focused on different

groups of hikers,

an obvious management problem is how to identify
activity

subgroups.

One convenient

observation

that

percentages

of high and low specialized

of this

lakes,

Planning trails

management act ions wi 11 be preferred

different

setting

among the most important

exhibited

variable,

a meaningful

backcountry

such features

which can contribute

management attributes

that

in general.

and protecting

the

of the physical

certain

backcountry

study are not generalizable

the results

from the three

might exist.
high specialized

hikers.

low and medium specialized
were high specialists.

solution

may lie

in the

resources

attract

different

clienteles.

to all

study areas

The Bridger Wilderness

and reach these

While the results

backcountry

suggest

areas,

such a relationship

sample was made up of 56 percent

The Uintas demonstrated
hikers,

hiking

an equal number of

but only 19 percent

The Superstition

Wilderness

of the sample

demonstrated

its
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largest

grouping in the low specialized

more high specialized
patterns

hikers

managers.

be antithetical

but still

than the Llintas.

may emerge in other areas,

recreation

category,

exhibited

Assuming similar

these results

offer

insights

Uniform backcountry management practices

for
would

to providing the optimal hiking experience since each

area draws its own unique clientele.

Not only would these differences

suggest different

but managers may want to create

specific

management actions,

backcountry environments which cater to one or more levels of

specialization.
Tn recent years,

the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) has

emerged as the primary framework f~r managing our federal
resources.

As a part

inventory and classify
classification

the

resources

these six classifications

rliversity

recreationists.

desired

The results

within one (i . e.,
diversity

their recreation

recreation

primitive)

\-tith respect

by different

ROSclassification

to recreation

clientele

and management

these resources and

as homogeneous, opportunities

maximizing the diversity

sought by these

types of motivations,

held by hackcountry hikers

of

seek a wide range of

experiences

their

scheme.

clientele

of this study suggest that recreationists

To the extent that managers treat

different

into one of six land

of resources will best

preferences.
related

managers

schemes ranging on a continuum from urban to primitive.

Tt is assumed that

provide

of the ROS process,

recreation

are lost for

recreationists.

and environmental setting

are not addressed

The
preferences

in the current

ROS
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Conclusions
The purpose of this
forces

of recreation

interact

to

backcountry

by utilizing

Based upon Bryan's

ability

relationships

principle

to assess

satisfaction.

basis,

scales

designed

the

hikers.

by Driver.

recreationists

types

The remaining

between the specialization

scales

focus of this

environmental

social

sought

hold
were

of experiences

These attributes

the study

was

outcomes of these hikers were

arounc1 the ROS based domains of physical,
On this

of

group of backcountry

the importance of thirty-eight

to hiking

settings.

preferences

setting

the values that

value as important.

was to determine

states

change over time, these motivational

their

recreationists

the motivational
that

motivational

specialization

psychological

assertion

activity

for

attributes

environmental

Hobson Bryan's

the desired

toward their

and desired

and measured on a diverse

Additionally,

selected

the

hikers.

operationalized

measured

specialization

affect

hov1 the behavioral

study was to explore

study
setting

were organized
and managerial

to find

systematic

and motive variables,

and the

importance of these attributes.
This study demonstrated
between the
states

level

desired

specialization

that there were significant

of hiking

by backcountry
increased

specialization
hikers.

autonomy and achievement

increases

in importance.

not increase

across

suggest

the process

that

and the psychological
As the

from low to high,

exercise,

relationships

motives

level

of hiking

each of the nature,
exhibited

significant

Only the importance of the social

the three

specialization

of recreation

levels.

specialization

motive did

These results
may serve to
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change the way backcountry
hiking

experience.

suggests

that

explaining

specialization

thirty-seven
the

of the hikers

studied.

relationships
Additionally,

(seventeen)

autonomy, exercise,
overall
group,

attributes
the five

twenty-two
However, all

exhibited

significant

setting

the

environmental

physical

setting,

and sixty-one

\vith the

best explain

five

with eleven
the nature

motivation

the physical

indicated

that

setting

of the twelve physical

motive accounted

achievement and social

established

thirty-eight

attributes

\~hen the specialization
variables,

by the

The nature motive alone accounted

for more total

motives accounted

significant

environmental

five motives emerged as relatively

predictor

of

than any of the remaining motives tested.

motives

management setting

percent

for

in descending order of importance.

of the

and

framework for

thirty-eight
of

tests

motives

attributes.

hypothesis

were accounted

Similar

that

significant

attribwtes

percent

attributes

index.

indicated

preferences

of the

of the social

management setting

variables

for

Fifty

percent

specialization

variable

twenty-one

attributes.

with Bryan's

of the

change or evolve over time.

specialization

with

aspects

may provide a theoretical

how motivations

relationships

value different

This is congruent

The hikinq

setting

hikers

The

for fewer

When taken as a
\vith

relationships
setting

attributes.

weak predictors

of the

.
and motive variables

the resulting

the specialization

correlation

dominated variates

indicators

of both the contributing

additional

significant

contributi

ng attributes

variates

canonical

and detracting

emerged from the

which suggested

were combined as
analyses

were the major
attributes.
analysis

two different

Two
of the

motive
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orientations
first

were operijting

physical

with hiking

offer

The

relationships

The second variate

loaded on

These results

explanatory

investigation

model

support

the

a developmental

experience

setting

and

suggestion

process

dimensions

of increased

changes,

the

that

environmental

settings

experiences.

This

numerous implications
across

of their

learn

in order

are valued by

exploratory

backcountry
their

hikers

go

commitment to,

i,./ithin backcountry

hiking.

h i k i ng a ff e c t s how t he h i ke rs
recreation

experiences.

and the associated

to value

or prefer

to realize

satisfying

conceptualization
for future

this

of increasing

specialization

hikers

of

that

in and equipment utilization

different

consideration

attributes

results

Thi s s p e c i a 1i z i ng wit h i n ba ckc ountry

consequence

frameworks which account for

hikers.

The theoretical

through

attributes.

of the environmental

backcountry

value

ability.

th a t both th e 1e ve 1 of h i k i ng spec i a 1i z a t i on and mot i ves

associated
subsets

setting

ijChievement and autonomy motives.

exercise,

i nd i c ate

value

to predictive

was dominated by the nature motive anrl displayed

with eight
the

with respect

of recreation

research

As a
activity

different
recreation
behavior

has

and management which merit

a broad range of recreation

activities.
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UTAH
STATE
UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT
OFFOREST
RESOURCES
BACKCOUNTRY
HIKING
STUDY
EQUIPMENT,
AND
LIFESTYLE
PART
1 - QUESTIONS
ABOUT
YOUR
HIKING
EXPERIENCE.
l.

Howmany years have you been involved in backcountry hiking? ___

_

2.

Howmany hiking trips

3.

Howmany different

4.

Howwould you evaluate your level of backcountry hiking experience on the fo l lowing scale from
one to five? (circ l e one)

have you gone on in the past year? ___

_

places have you hiked over the past two years?

Begi nner---1

2

3

4

5 ---Highly

Experienced

5. What has been the average length of stay in the backcountry when you have gone hiking over the
past two years ? ( check one )
l day or less
6.

Over the past two years,
___

7.

__

2 days

__

3 to 4 days

what is the longest distance

over 7 days

5 to 7 days

you have hiked on one backcountry trip?

miles

Over t he ~ast two years, what i s t he l onges t one way distance
of res i dence to rea cn a trail that you hiked?

you have traveled

from your place

m1le s
8.

Aoorcximat ely how mucn money do you have i nves t ed in hi ki ng equi pment? (c heck one )
less t han 5100

9.

SlOO to :200

$201 to $500

over 51000

SSGl to $1000

Exc l udin g your eou1pment, aooroximately how much money did you spend over t he past year on hiki ng (e .·~. . transportation,
food, permits, etc .) ?

10. Whi ch of : he fol lowing hiking items do you own? (chec k as many as aoply )
__

__

__

ligntweight

sleeping

l ight ·,e ight t ent

Gore-Tex cl othing

backpack

daypack

hiking staff

tooographic macs

comoass

__

down clothing

ra i n gear

__

hiking boots

ga i te rs

__

backpack stove

or i ce axe

cooking gear
first

aid kit

11. Howwoul d you rate backcountry hiking as compared with your other leisure
Backcountry hiking is my favorite

leisure

pursuits?

interest .

Backcountry hiking is one of my favor i te l eisure

interests.

l have other leisure

over backcountry hiking .

pursuits

that are preferred

bag

(check one)
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12. Please

rank the following aspects of your life
(1 is most important)

se•,en.
__

work __

religion

__

educat ion __

13. Howmuch did local or regional

i n order of importance on a scale from one to

family

backcountry
hiking

backcountry hiking opportunities

affect

friends

other
leisure
activities

your decision to reside

where you do? (check one)
not at all
14. Do you:

a little

__

very much

own any hiking books?
Yes
No
subscribe to any hiking or backpacking oriented magazines?
Yes
belong to any conservation organizations?
belong to any hiking organizations?
Yes
No

Yes

No

No

PART
II - YOUR
REASONS
FORHIKING
INTHEBACKCOUNTRY
This section contains a list of statements that many people cons id er important reasons for goi ng
hiking . Please indicate how imoortanc each reason is when you decide to go hiking by checking the
aopropriate position on the continuum.

l.

To get a sense of accomolisnment.

2.

To exoer 1ence sol icude.

3.

To feel free from society's

J.

To :ravel where

5.

To oe away from crowas.

6.

To cnal le nge rnysel f physically .

7.

To gee away •ram :ne ~esoons1b1l1ties of my
everyday life for a wnile.

8.

To gain a greater

9.

To have a gooa :ime with my friends.

rescr,c~ions.

desire.

of nature .

aooreciacion

10 . To have a ::nance co relax.
11. To 1earn wnat

r am caaaole of.

12. To enjoy Che sme11 s, sign ts,

ana sounds of

nature.
13. io enjoy an exoerience witn my family or

friends.
14.

For the exerc i se.

15. To be at a place where I can make my own

decisions .
16. To do things on my own.
17. To imorove my physical
18. To develoo my skills

health .

and abi 1 i ty .

19. To observe the beauty of nature .

20. To be with others who enjoy the same things

I do.
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PART
III - QUESTIONS
ABOUT
ATTRIBUTES
~IIICH
AFFECT
YOUR
SATISFACTION
For the follo wing ite ms, please i ndicate to what extent each at t r i bute adds to or detracts from your
sat isf act io n ,in i 1e hiking i n the backcountry.
Check one of the seven poss i b1e answers for each
at tri bute.

l.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Absence of regulations
Presence of bears
Timbered pine forests
Desert canyons

.)

Keadily avai l able i nformation on th e natural
histor y of an area
Reauired permits to backpack

7.
8.
9.

Hikers and horserid ers usi ng the same tr ail
A part.y s iz e limit of 10 or less per sons
Seeing motor iz ed recreationists
10. Pet.sin the backcountry

11. '..lell-m a intained

trails

12 . Loud recreHio n ists
13. Ru9gea :erra
14.

15.

16 .
17.
18.

19.

20 .
21.
22.
23.
2a.
2:.
26.
27.
28.
29.

in

A fee to use :he backcountry ( Sl - $5)
Prese~ce :::f comm
e rcial and or aanizatio na l
gro~os : o~tfitters,
scouts . eic . )
Pr esence of mining
Fis n stocking of backcountry lakes
Fining o f ~ackcountry regulation violators
.~atura l swimming areas
Aell-place~ and accurate oi rec tio na l signs
Hign mountJi n trails
Seeing wi l dlife
Avai l ao 1I ity of natural dr i nki ng water
Ouchouse- cyce coilets at pooula r campsites
'Jo ev•de•ic~ ,if ·nan-,ni de s truc tures
:iat..ira l l akes and strea ms
See i ng otn e rs near ;ou r camosite
Open meadows
Seeing others on the trail

30. Reveget.at i ng of over- used areas
31. Paved access roads

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Availability
of firewood
Dom
est i c 1 ivestock on trails
Other recreationists
carryi ng fir earms
Presence of logging
Reauired permits to day hike

37. Readily available infor matio n on regu latio ns
38. Trail quota s fo r hi gn use periods

).

)
)
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P~RTIV- YOUR
PRIORITIES
CONCERNING
BACKCOUNTRY
HIKING
This part contains a list of motives often mentioned by backcountry hikers as reasons why they enjoy
hiking. Please rank the following items in order of importance as reflected by your backcountry
hiking experience from one to eight. Place a "one" ( 1) next to your most important reason and an
"eight" (8) next to your least important.
Escape (getting

rejuvinated,

Pursuit of other activities

getting away for a while)
(photography, rock climbing, fishing,

etc . )

____

Social exper i ence (sharing the experience, being with friends or family)

- -· ---

Achievement (a sense of accomplishment, developing skills

______

Exercise - physical fitness

-----

-----

(keeping in shape, physically challenging)

· Experienc ing nature (enjoying scenery, wildlife,

--- - ---

and abilities)

trees)

Reflect ion on personal values (contemolation, thinking about your life)
-- - Autonomy( freedom, traveling where you desire)

PART
V - FI~ALLY,
A FE~PERSO~AL
QUESTIONS
~!'~~:n_b_e_r,
you will not be ident i fied with ;our answers, so please be frank .
I.

What i s your ?resent age?

2.

Sex:

3.

llhilt is the nighest level of education you have completed so far? (circle

Ma, e

2

4

5

Femaie

ii

El ?.rnentary

a

9

10

11

High School

12

13

14

one number)
15 16
College

16+

PLEASEPLACEYOU2COMPLETED
QUESTIONNAIRE
IN THESTAMPED,
SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE
PROVIDED
ANDDROP
IN ANYcor1vrn1E
~lT MAILBOX.
ihan k you for your help !

Department of Forest Resources
Utan State Universit,
Logan, Utan 84322
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UTAH
STATE
UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT
OFFOREST
RESOURCES
BACKCOUNTRY
HIKING
STUDY
PART
1 - QUEST
IONSABOUT
YOUR
HIKING
EXPERIENCE,
EQUIPMENT,
AND
LIFESTYLE
1.

Howmany years have you been involved in backcountry hiking? ___

2.

Howmany hiking trips

3.

Howmany different

4.

Howwould you evaluate your level of back.country hiking experience on the following scale from
one to five? (circ l e one)

have you gone on in the past year? ----

places have you hiked over the past two years? ___

Beginner---]

5.

4

3

5 ---Hi ghly Experienced

1 day or 1ess

__ 2 days __

3 to 4 days

__

5 to 7 days

over 7 days

Over the past two years, wnat is the lo ngest distance you have hiked on one backcountry trip?
____

7.

2

_

What has been the average length of stay in the backcountry when you have gone hik i ng over the
past two years? (check oneJ
__

6.

_

miles

Over the past two years, what is the lo nges t one way dtstance you have traveled from your place
of residence to r"edch a trail that you hiked?
miles

8.

Approximately how much money do you have invested i n hiking equipment? (check one)
less than SlOO

9.

$100 to ~200

$201 to SSOO

S5Gl to SlOOO

over 51000

E~clud i ng your eauipment, approximate ly how much money did you spend over the past year on hiking (e. g .• transportation,
food , permits, etc . )?

10. Which of the following hiki ng items do you own? (check as many as apply )
__

__

1ightweight tent

Gore-Tex clothing

__

1ightweight sleeping bag

backpack

daypack

__

hiking staff

or ice axe

comoass

__

down clothing

__

topographic maps

rain gear

__

hiking boots

__

cooking gear

_ . _ gaiters

backpack stove

first

aid kit

11. Howwould you rate backcountry hiking as compared with your other leisure
__

Backcountry hiking is my favorite

__

Backcountry hiking is one of my favorite

__

I have other leisure

pursuits

leisure

pursuits?

interest.
leisure

that are preferred

interests.
over backcountry hiking.

(check one)
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12.

Please rank the following aspects of your life
seven. ( l is most important )

__

work __

13.

Howmuch did local or regional
where you do? (check one)

religion

__

not at a 11
14.

Do you:

education

__

in order of importance on a scale from one to

family

__

backcountry
:ii king

backcountry hiking opportunities

a little

__

__

friends

otner
lei sure
activities

affect your decision to reside

very much

own any hiking books?

No
Yes
subscribe to any hiking or backpacking oriented magazines?
belong to any conservation organizations?
Yes
belong to any hiking organizations?
No
Yes

Yes

No

No

P~RTII - YOUR
REASONS
FORHIKING
INTHEBACKCOUNTRY
This sect i on contains a list of statements that many people consider important reasons for going
hiking . Please indicate how important each reason is when you decide to go hiking by checking the
appropriate pos i t i on on the continuum .

1.

To get away from the resoonsibilit
everyday l ife for a while .

i es of my

2.

To cha l lenge mysel f physically .

3.

To be ·.. i tn others who enjoy the same things
I do.

4.

To observe the beaut y of nature.

5.

To do th i ngs .on my own.

6.

To be away fr om crowds.

7.

To devel op my skills

8.

To l earn what I am capab l e of .

9.

To enjoy :he smell s, sights,
nat ure.

and ability .

and sounds of

10. To be at a pla ce ·..ihere I ean make my own
dec i s ions .
11. To t rave 1 where I des i re.

12. For t he exerc i se .
13. To have a good time with my friends.
14 . To get a sense of accomplishment .

15. To have a chance to relax .
16 . To gai n a greater

appreciation

17. To imorove my physical
18. To experience

of nature.

health .

solitude.

19. To enjoy an experience with my family or

friends .
20. To feel free from society's

restrictions

.
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P.~RTI I I - QUESTIONS
ABOUT
ATIRIBUTES
WHICH
AFFECT
YOUR
SATISFACTION
For the following items, please indicate to what extent each attr i bute adds to or detracts from your
satisfact ion while hiking in the backcountry. Check one of the seven possible answers for each
attribute.

1. High mountain trails
2. Presence of logging
3. Availability of firewood
4. No evidence of man-madestructures
5. Seeing others near your campsite
6. Trail quotas for high tJSe periods
7. Outhouse-type toilets at popul ar campsites
8. Open meadows
9. Other recreationists
carrying fireanns
10. Natural lakes and streams
11. Revegetating of over-used areas
12 . Requi red permits to day hike
13. Wel l-placed and accurate directional signs
14 . Avai lability of natural drink i ng water
15. Domestic livestock on trails
16. Seei ng others on the trail
17. See 1 ng wi 1d 1i fe
18. Re~dily available informat i on on regulat i ons
19. Paved access roads
20. Fining of backcountry regulation violators
21. Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
22. lole11-mai nta i ned tra i 1s
23. Timbered pine forests
24. Presence of commercial and organizat i onal
groups (outfitters , scouts, etc . )
25. Pets in the backcountry
26. A part y s iz e limit of 10 o~ less persons
27. Rugged terrain
28. Seeing motorized recreationists
29. Presence of bears
30. A fee to use the backcountry (Sl - $5)
31. Natural swimm
i ng areas
32. Hikers and horseriders us i ng the same trail
33. Desert canyons
34. Presence of mining
35. Required permits to backpack
36. Loud recreationists
37. Absence of regulat ions
38. Readily available information on the
natural history of an area

(
(
(
(

(

(.
(
(
(
(

(
(

)

·)

)

).
)
)

)

(

(

(
(
(
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PART
IV- YOUR
PRIORITIES
CONCERNING
BACKCOUNTRY
HIKING
This part conta i ns a list of moti ves often mentioned by backcountry hikers as reasons why they enjoy
hiking . Please rank the following items in order of importance as reflected by your backcountr y
hiking exoerience from one to eig ht. Place a "one" (1) next to your most important reason and an
"eig ht" (8) next to your least important .
Reflection on personal values (contemplation,

thinking about your life)

____

EAercise - physical fit ness (keepi ng in shape, physical ly challenging)

·--- -- --

Achievement (a sense of accomolishment, deve lo ping ski ll s and abilities)

- · -· · - · -·- · Autonomy(freedo m. traveling
·----

Socia I exper ie nce

--

where you desire)

(snaring t he exper ie nce, being wit h friends or family )

-- ---- · Escaoe (getti ng re juvi nate d, getting away for~

- ------

wnile )

-- Experie nci n<Jnature (enj oy ing scenery, wil dlife,

--------

trees)

Pursuit of other act ivi t ies (photography, rock climbing, fishing,

etc.)

P~RTV - FINALLY,
A FEJPERSONA
L QUESTIONS
·----

~-- -----

~e·,ie,noer. 1 ou w, 11 not :ie ident 1fiea ·,iith -;our answers, so please be frank .
, s your pre se nt ,ge'

1.

,lhat

2.

Sex:

3.

•.,hat i s tne h1gnest l e·,el of education you have completed so far? (ci r cl e one numoer)

Male

2

3

4

Female

6

8

9

PLE.•SE PLACEYOURCOMPLE:EDQUESi [QtlNAIRE
[N ANYCONVENIENT
MAILBOX.

Thank you for your help!
Deoanme~t of Forest Resources
Utan State University
Logan. Utan d4322

10

11

Hign School

Ei ernentar-;
[N

12

13

14

15

16

15...

College

THE Si AMPED,SELF -ADDRES
SED ENVELOPE PROV!DEu ANO DROP
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY ANO OUTDOOR RECREATION
College of Natural Resources
UMC52
Utan Slate Univer,ity
Logan, Utan 84322

November 8, 1982

(801) 750-2455
(801) 750-2456

Dear Backcountry Hiker:·
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire asking some simple queries
concerning your backcouncry hiking experience. Would you please take a few
minutes to help us by completing it? We prepared the questionnaire in
conjunction with the Forest Resources Department at Utah Stace University.
A representative from our department contacted you at one of three Inter
mouncain backcountry areas this past summer (i.e. Righ Uincas, Supersci 
tions or Wind River Range). The distribution of chis form co you is the
result of your cooperation in providing your name and address at that time.
This questionnaire has been designed to generate information about the
physical, social and manage�ent attributes that affect the satisfaction of
pe ople who hike backcountry trails. Your responses will help us better
understand the needs of hikers so that these needs can be more adequately
met.
The questionnaire is of reasonable length (it should cake approxi
mately 20 to 30 minutes to answer); all of the questions can be answered
with a number, a circle or a check mark. If you would, please tak� your
time and respond as thoroughly as possible to these questions. The ques
tions are not directed toward one specific hikin� area, instead they refer
to your past hiking e:tperience in general. Please feel assured that any
responses you give will be kept strictly conf idential; no names will be
associated with any of the responses.
We wish to thank you for your time and your cooperation. If you are
interested in the results of this study, please indicate this on the com
pleted quescionnaire, and we will be happy to send you a research summary
when the project is finished.

• en
�-"��arch Assistant
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND OUTDOOR RECREATION
College of Natural Resources
UMC52
Utan State University
Logan, Utan 84322

(801) 750-2455
(801) 750-2456

December 3, 1982

Hello Again,
We wanted to remind you about completing and returning the backcountry
use questionnaire we mailed to you on November 8. I:: is important to us
that we receive as many completed questionnaires as possible.
Addition
ally, it offers you the opportunity for your views on backcountry manage
ment co be represented.
Due to the current political climate, backcouncry recreation research
is not receiving much financial assistance. This research is not being
sponsored by any Federal or Scace agency (though the results will be passed
along); it is being conducted as a dissertation project solely for dis
covering factors chat influence the satisfaction of people who hike bnck
country areas.
If you need another copy of the questionnaire , just write your name
and address on the back side of this le�ter and return it in the seli
addressed envelope provided. If you are interested in the results of this
study, please indicate this on your completed questionnaire, and we will be
happy co send you a research summary when the project is finished. If you
have already mailed the questionnaire back, thank you very much for your
time and effort.
Sin erely,

Assistant
encl.
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND OUTDOOR RECREATION
College of Natural Resources
UMC52
Utan State University
Lo�an. Utan 84322

January 10, 1983

(801) 750-2455
(801) 750-2456

Dear Backcountry Hiker:
En closed you will find a questionnaire asking some simple queries
concerning your backcountry hiking experience, Would you please take a few
minutes to help us by completing ic? We prepared che questionnaire i n
conjunction with che Forest Resources Department ac Utah Seate University.
A representative f rom our department contacted you at one of three
lncermouncain back councry areas this past f all (i.e. H ig h Uin tas,
Supe:-scitions or Wind River Range). The distribution of chis form to you
is the result of your cooperation i n providing your name and address at
chat time.
This questionnaire has been designed co generate infor�acion about the
physical, social and management attributes that af:ecc the satisfaction of
people whu hike backcouncry trails. Your responses will help us better
uncierscand the needs of hikers so that c�ese needs can be more adequately
met.
The question naire i s o f re ason a b le leng th (it should cake
approx:�acely 20 co 30 minutes to answer); all of the questions can be
ans·..iered with a num ber, a circle or a check mark. If you would, please
take your time and respond as thoroughly as possible to these questions.
The questions are not directed toward one specific hiking area, instead
they refer co your past hiking experience in general. Please feel assured
chat any responses you give will be kept strictly confidential; no names
will be associated with any of the responses.
We wish co thank you for your _cime and your cooperation. If you are
in terested in the results of this study, please indicate this on the
completed questionnaire, and we will be happy to send you a research
summary when the project is finished.

Assistant
encl.
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DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRESOURCES
College of Natural Resources
UMC52
Utah State Univer!lty
Logan, Utah 84322

February 4, 1983

(801) 750-2455
(801) 750-2456

Hello Again,
We wanted to remlnd you about completing and returning the backcountry
use questionnaire we mailed to you on January 10. It is important to us
t h at w e re ceive as m a n y complet e d q u estion naires as p ossible.
Additionally, it offers you the opportunity for your vie•..is on backcountry
management to be represented.
Due to the current political climate, backcountry recreation research
is not receiving much finan cial assistance. This research is not being
sponsored by any federal or state agency (though the results will be passed
along); it is being con ducted as a dissP.rtation project solely for
discovering factors that influence the satisfaction of people who hike
backcountry areas.
If you need another copy of the questionnaire, just write your name
and address on the back side of this letter and return it in the self
addressed envelope provided.
If you are interested in the results of this
study, please indicate this on your complet ed questionnaire, and we will be
happy to send you a research summary when the project is finished. If you
have already mailed the questionn ai re back, thank you very much for your
time and effort.

encl.
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Appendix R.
Environmental Attribute Preferences by Study Area
and L�vPl of Specialization
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Table 36. Meanattribute

preferences by each of the three study areas

Attributes
Physical
High mountain trails
Availability of firewood
No evidence of man-made structures
Open meadows
Natural lakes and streams
Availability of natural drinking water
Seeing wildlife
Timber pine forest
Rugged terrain
Presence of bears
Natural swimmingareas
Desert canyons
Social
Seeing others near your campsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Seeing other on the trail
Presence of colllfT1ercialand organizational groups (outfitters,
scouts, etc . )
Pets in the backcountry
Seeing motorized recreationists
Hikers and horseriders using the same
trail
Loud recreationist
Managerial
Presence of logging
Trail quotas for high use periorls
Outhouse-type toilets at popular
campsites
Revegetating of over-used areas
Required permits to day hike
Well placed and accurate directional
signs
Domestic livestock on trails
Readily available information on
regulations
Paved access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation
violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
A party size limit of 10 or less persons
A fee to use the backcountry (1$-$5)
Presence of mining
Required permits to hackpack
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the
natural history of an area

Brirlger

llintas

Superstitions

5. 77

5.85
5. 18
6.01
6. lR
6.73
6.49
6.64
6.09
5.71
4 . 18
5.31
5.65

6. 10
6.70
5.74
5.82
3.92
5.86
6.24

2. 51
2. 23
3.58

2.45
2.18
3.82

2.73
2.30
3.91

2.68
2.94
1. 21

2.80
3.10
1. 49

2.88
3.39
1. 47

2.72
1.44

2.96

1.49

3.15
1. 42

l . R~

4.63

2.34
4.32

4.82

4. 18

4 .10

5.68
2. R2

5.65
2.68

4.33
5.65
3.04

5. 29
2.26

5.70
2.30

5.55
3.09

4.98
3.78

5.25
3.92

5.11
3.61

5.24
4. 97
5. 01
5.46
3.51
1. 76
3. 31
4.01

5.56
5.59
5.38
4.66
3.00
2.21
2.79
3.79

5.79
4.92
5.32
4.79

5. 37

5.43

5.61

5.85

4.,8

5.89
6. 19
6.67

6.43
6. 66
5. 79
6.07
4.45
5. 63

5.80
4.92
5.56
5.90
6. 71

2.40

3.41
2.55
3.43
3.81

Table 37.

Mean attribute

preferences
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by level of hiking specialization

Attributes

Low

Physical
Highmountain trails
Availability of firewood
No evidence of man-made structures
Open meadows
Natural lakes and streams
Availability of natural drinking water
Seeing Wildlife
Timber pine forest
Rugged terrain
Presence of bears
Natural swimmingareas
Desert canyons

5.75
5.07
5.69
5.93
6.64
6.24
6.65
6.01
5.38
3.75
5.54
5. 77

5.89
4.84
5.83
6.14
6.75
6.30
6.68
5.93
5.81
4.35
5.67
5.74

5.91
4.75
5.85
6.14
6. 71
6.41
6.66
5.68
6.44
4.43
5.56
6.14

2.71
2.31
3.93

2.58
2.26
3.71

2.44
2.16
3.64

2.95
3.09
1. 51
3.05
1. 54

2.79
3.38
1.48
3.04
1. 42

2.60
2.92
1.18
2.65
1.38

2.~4
4.36
4.48
5.37
2.99
5.84
2.99

2.21
4.69
3.95
5.69
2.98
5,76
2.44

1. 70
4.71

5.16
3.95
5.56
5.27
5.61
4.58
3. 36,
2.43
3.14
3.68

5.12
3.86
5.55
5.20
5.35
5 .18
3.42
2.21
3.17
3.98

4.99
3.49
5.52
4.98
4. 74
5.23
3.21
1.81
3.26
4.12

5.52

5.41

5.35

Social
Seeing others near your campsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Seeing others on the trail
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups (outfitters,
scouts, etc.)
Pets in the backcountry
Seeing motorized recreationists
Hikers and horseriders using the same trail
Loud recreationist
Managerial
Presence of logging
Trail quotas for high use periods
Outhouse-type toilets at popular campsites
Revegetating of over-used areas
Required permits to day hike
Well placed and accurate directional signs
Domestic livestock on trails
Readily available informatio~ on
regulations
Paved access roads
Fining of backcountry regulation violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
Well maintained trails
A party size limit of 10 or less persons
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Presence of mining
Required permits to backpack
Absence of regulations
Readily available information on the
natural history of an area

Medium

High

4.10

5.87
2.64
4.93
2.18
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Appendix C.
Canonical Correlation Analysis
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Table 38. Standardized canonical coefficients
(weights) for predictor
and criterion variables of the contributing attributes

Variable

1st
canonical
root

2nd
canonical
root

3rd
canonical
root

.072
. 121
.930*
-.354*
.303*
.002

-.122
.629*
-.327*
.205
.387*
-.230

-.075

-.171

Predictor
Specialization
index
Exercise motive
Nature motive
Autonomymotive
Achievement motive
Social motive

-.973
.051
.151
-.258
.169
.024

Criterion
Availability of firewood
Well-placed and accurate
directional
signs
Well-maintained trails
Presence of bears
Rugged terrain
No evidence of man-made structures
Natura 1 1akes and streams
Timbered pine forests
Desert canyons
Readily available information on
the natural history of an area
Open meadows
Seeing wildlife
Availability
of natural drinking
water
Readily available i nformation on
regulations
Natural swimming areas
High mountain trails
Trail ~uotas for high use periods
Outhouse-t ype toilets et popular
campsites
Revegetating of over-used areas
Fining of backcountry regulation
violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
A party size limit of 10 or less
persons
Absence of regulations
*Denotes weights above .30

.173
.438*
.154
-.152
-.342*
.076
.245
.176
- . 115

.082
. 051
.006
.257
. 338*
. 042
.303*
. 207

.259
.096
-.006
.521*
.106
.119
.203
.010

. 180
-.207
.232

.179
.254
.345*

.092
-.406*
- .356*

-.252

- • 073

-.120
.097

.038
.023

-.287
- . 395*
.309*
.076
-.086

- . 117

.013

- .082

-.107

.160
-.254

- • 012

-.003
.055

-.254
.016

-.012
-. 127

.055
-.040

-.004
-.054

.173
.014

.049
-.294

.040

Tnble 39. Canonical loadings for predictor
the contributing attr ibutes

Variable

and criterion
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variables of

1st
canonical
root

2nd
canonical
root

3rd
canonical
root

- • 967*
-.051
-.004
-.251
-.030

.202
.359*
.939*
.122
.365*
.263

-.000
.823*
- .136
.570*
.756*
-.122

Predictor
Specialization
index
Exercise motive
Nature motive
Autonomymotive
Achievement motive
Social motive

• Hl4

Criterion
Availability of firewood
Well-placed and accurate
directional
signs
Well-maintained trails
Presence of bears
Rugged terrain
No evidence of man-made structures
Naturn 1 1nkes and streams
Timbered pine forests
Desert Canyons
Readily available information on
the natural history of an area
Open meadows
Seeing wildlife
Availability
of natural drinking
water
Readily available information on
regulations
High mountain trails
Trail quotas for high use periods
Outhouse-type toilets at popular
campsites
Revegetating of over-used areas
Fining of backcountry regulation
violators
Fish stocking of backcountry lakes
A part size limit of 10 or less
persons
Natural swimming areas
Absence of regulations

. 311 *

-.014

-.281

. 1530*
,'i32*
-.309*
-.570*
- .010
.106
.259
-.187

.143
. 032
.174
.443*
.480*
.468*
.394*
.482*

-.007
.035
.055
. 403*
.041
-.136
-.006
. 171

.2 28
- . 151
.169

.3 92*
.518*
. 606*

. 071
-. 408*
-.290

-.090

.230

-.403*

.075
.044
-.184

. 203
. 216
.057

.408*
-.059
-. 164

.194
-.226

-.046
.239

-.069
-.092

.035
.148

. 241
. 002

-.284
-.151

• 277

-.011
. 218
-.199

-.180

.074
-.184

*Denotes canonical landings above .30

.2Sl
-.038
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Table 40. Standardizerl canonical coefficients
(weights) for predictor
and criterion variables of the detracting attributes

Vr1riahle

1st
canonical
root

2nd
canonical
root

Predictor
Specialization
index
Exercise motive
Nature motive
Autonomymotive
Achievement motive
Social motive

-.969*
.150

-.140
-.001
-.075
.172

-.192
.414*
-.036
.509*
-.360*
-.868*

Criterion
Presence of logging
Domestic livestock on trails
Paved access roads
Seeing motorized recreationists
Presence of mining
Loud recreationists
Seeing others on the trail
Seeing others near your campsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Required permits to dayhike
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups
Pets in the backcountry
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Hikers anrl horseriders using the same trail
Required permits to backpack
*Denotes loadings above .30

. 586*
. 308*
.339*
-.004

-.411

*

.077
- • ()71

.576*
- . 251
.490*
. 222
-.142
-.499*
.088

-.080

.011

.108

.250

.336*
- . 020
-.002
. 218

.noo

-. 337*

.071

-.295
.059
.300*
.094
-.290

Table 41. Canonical loadings for predictor
the detracting attributes

Variable

and criterion
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variables of

1st
canonical
root

2nd
canonical
root

-.975
-.056
-.190
-.149
-.123
.160

-.089
.237
-.123
.323
- . 021
-.816

Predictor
Specialization
index
Exercise motive
Nature motive
Autonomymotive
Achievement motive
Social motive
Criterion
Presence of logging
Domestic livestock on trails
Paved access roads
Seeing motorized recreotionists
Presence of mining
Loud recreationists
Seeing others on the trail
Seeing others near your campsite
Other recreationists
carrying firearms
Required permits to dayhike
Presence of commercial and organizational
groups
Pets in the backcountry
A fee to use the backcountry ($1-$5)
Hikers and horseriders using the same trail
Required permits to backpack
*Denotes loadings above .30

. 774*
. 512*
. 402*
.317*
.531*
.350*
.278
.238
.093
. 211
. 282
. 126
.138
.238
-.049

-.085
.456*
-.299
.395*
.176
-.191
-.455*
-.089
.099
.017
-.115
. 101
.193
.260
-.081
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